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BATHROOM
PRODUCTS

DESIGN THE LIFE
YOU LOVE.
Design has always embraced a certain level of self-expression.
But unlike the days when tastemakers expressed themselves and
the world adjusted, today personal style is truly at the heart of design.
The objects you surround yourself with, the ideas you’re passionate about,
and how you want to feel in your home are the important details in design.
Quite simply, you and your personality are the key ingredients.
At Kohler we make it our business to help you create bathroom spaces
that work for you. Whether it’s a showstopping powder room to welcome
guests or a master bath designed to elevate your daily routines,
Kohler has a ready solution. We’re here to help you design a home
that is an expression of you and the life you love.
Turn the page to get started.
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PLANNING
your space
Designing the Look
Create a bathroom or powder room that captures not only the look
you’re after but also the emotional experience you want to create for
yourself and your guests as well.
10 Exploring Color, Finish and Material
What are the combinations of color and finishes, materials and textures
that attract you? And which of these will work together to achieve your
style of choice?
14 Designed to Be Designed
The Artifacts ® and Components™ collections invite you to design a
signature look by combining a spout with handles and a finish. With
different combinations creating distinct looks, these versatile collections are designed to be designed—by you.
16 Featured Collections
Do you enjoy finding individual pieces to create a unique collection or
do you prefer collections ready-made by experts who understand the
nuances of design? Explore our collections for whole-room solutions.

Designing the Experience
At Kohler we design the functionality of our products to not only bring
a great sense of comfort and ease to your daily routines but also to
deliver unique and personalized experiences that delight.
18 Wired for Experience
As with many facets of life, technology is changing how we think about
and use the bathroom. It can change the focus of your space from
everyday tasks to health and well-being.
21 Universal Design
Being smart about the future is as important in design as it is in life.
We can help you create a bathroom that will meet you and your
family’s needs today and tomorrow.
22 Everything in Its Place
The number and location of organized storage options in your
bathroom can be the difference between a frantic and a calm
morning. We give you plenty of options across the bathroom.
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DESIGNING THE LOOK

THE KOHLER spectrum
We pride ourselves on bringing you an extensive selection of colors and finishes to choose from as
you design your bathroom. Our colors are consistent across a variety of materials, from vitreous
china and acrylic to enameled cast iron. Creating a seamlessly coordinated look couldn’t be easier.

Faucet Finishes
The finish you choose is all about the look. With more options than ever, your choice of finish can best reflect
your personal style and help you realize your bathroom design vision.

Polished Chrome
(CP)

Brushed Chrome
(G)

Vibrant® Polished
Nickel (SN)

Vibrant Stainless
(VS)

Vibrant Brushed
Nickel (BN)

Vibrant French
Gold (AF)

Vibrant Polished
Brass (PB)

Vibrant Rose
Gold
(RGD)

Vibrant Ombré
Rose Gold/
Polished Nickel
(3RS)

Vibrant Ombré
Titanium/
Rose Gold
(3TR)

Vintage Nickel
(VNT)

Vibrant Titanium
(TT)

Oil-Rubbed
Bronze (2BZ)

Matte Black
(BL)

Vibrant Moderne
Brushed Gold
(BGD)

Furniture Finishes
From soft and light to deep and dark, our vanities are available in a wide range of finishes around which
to design your entire bathroom.

Linen White
(1WA)

Mohair Grey
(1WT)
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Walnut Flax
(1WM)

Woodland
(F69)

Cherry Tweed
(1WG )

Claret Suede
(1WB)

Felt Grey
(1WC)

Vibrant Brushed
Bronze (BV)

Shower Door Finishes
Shower door finishes set the tone for your shower space and help tie the design together. From light
and bright notes to bold, dark bronze—each finish plays up your bathroom’s unique style.

Bright Silver
(SH)

Bright Polished
Silver
(SHP)

Brushed Nickel
(NX)

Matte Nickel
(MX)

Anodized
Brushed NIckel
(BNK)

Brushed Bronze
(ABV)

Anodized
Dark Bronze
(ABZ)

Vitreous China
Vitreous china sinks are fired to be highly durable and easy to clean. Colors match perfectly
across all bathroom fixtures, whether vitreous china, acrylic or enameled cast iron.

White
(0)

Dune
(NY)

Biscuit
(96)

Almond
(47)

Ice™ Grey
(95)

Sandbar
(G9)

Cashmere™
(K4)

Thunder™ Grey
(58)

Black Black™
(7)

Enameled Cast Iron
KOHLER ® enameled cast iron is made in part with recycled material, comes in an array of rich, gorgeous
colors and has a Lifetime Limited Warranty. For warranty details, visit KOHLER.com/Warranty.

White
(0)

Dune
(NY)

Biscuit
(96)

Almond
(47)

Dimensional Colors

Sea Salt™
(FF)

Cane Sugar™
(FD)

Ice Grey
(95)

Sandbar
(G9)

Cashmere
(K4)

Thunder Grey
(58)

Black Black
(7)

Shadows Collection Colors

Basalt™
(FT)

Black ’n Tan
(KA)

Lavender Grey
(GRL)

Indigo Blue
(DGB)

Black Plum
(PLM)
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DESIGNING THE LOOK

EXPLORING color & finish
Bringing Color and Finish Together
The colors and finishes you choose will play a leading role in creating the look and feel of your
dream bathroom. Each has its own characteristics in terms of warmth or coolness, depth or opacity, texture and sheen, but placed in conversation with one another, some traits may be accentuated
over others. Finding the right combination will help you achieve an ideal mix of style and comfort.

White or Color:
You Can’t Go Wrong
There’s no wrong answer when
it comes to color choices. Consider these bathroom vignettes.
The choice of white or color
fixtures can shift the tone of the
room. Find what works for you.
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The Finish Is Just the Beginning
Like color, finish preferences are highly personal. Both metal faucet finishes and wood cabinet finishes
can be customized to shape the ambience of the room. Determining what tone or tones create the
sensation you’re after can be a fruitful place to begin thinking about the design of your bathroom.

Metals for Mixing or Matching
It’s definitely not breaking rules today to combine
metals in a single space. Bringing warm and cool
metal tones together often creates a more lively,
layered mood.
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DESIGNING THE LOOK

DESIGNED to be designed
Artifacts

®

Inspired by turn-of-the-century charm, each piece in this singular collection is like a vintage treasure rediscovered
in a street market or antique shop. Artifacts faucets can complete the look of a room, or they can become the
central piece to build an entire room around.

Components

™

Components is a full collection for the contemporary bathroom that speaks to the many facets of modern design.
Every element, from spouts and handles to the accessories that complete the space, is designed to feel like a
minimalist piece of modern sculpture.

ARTIFACTS
1. Choose Your Spout

K-72758
Tea Design

K-72759
Bell Design

K-72760
Column Design

K-72761
Flume Design

2. Choose Your Handle

K-98068-4
Lever Handles

K-98068-3
Cross Handles

K-98068-3M
Prong Handles

K-98068-9M
Swing Lever Handles

3. Choose Your Finish

CP
Polished Chrome

SN
Vibrant®
Polished Nickel
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BN
Vibrant
Brushed Nickel

BV
Vibrant
Brushed Bronze

VNT
Vintage Nickel

2BZ
Oil-Rubbed Bronze

Artifacts®

Components™

COMPONENTS
1. Choose Your Spout

K-77967 Tube Design (shown)
K-77965 Tall Tube Design

K-77968 Ribbon Design (shown)
K-77966 Tall Ribbon Design

K-77969 Row Design

K-77974-8
Widespread
Oyl Handles

K-77974-9
Widespread
Industrial Handles

2. Choose Your Handle

K-77974-4
Widespread
Lever Handles

3. Choose Your Finish

CP
Polished Chrome

3RS
Vibrant® Ombré
Rose Gold/
Polished Nickel

3TR
Vibrant Ombré
Titanium/Rose Gold

BL
Matte Black
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DESIGNING THE LOOK

FEATURED collections
Make bathroom design simple and beautiful with KOHLER ® collections. Our coordinating
fixtures and faucets take the guesswork out of creating a look you love. Each collection can
be a complete design solution or a starting point for mixing and matching. With designs that
suit any home from traditional to contemporary, you’re sure to find the style of your dreams.

SHADOWS

COLLECTION

No one does color quite like Kohler. Take the new Shadows collection.
Three bold colors now available on select, iconic KOHLER ® enameled
cast iron products. Lavender Grey—tranquil yet whimsical; Black
Plum—a statement piece for the fashionable and daring; and Indigo
Blue—celebrating the brooding beauty of a coastal setting. Built to last
for generations, KOHLER enameled cast iron makes an unwavering
statement of beauty with a stunning impact that never fades.

Veil

®

The Veil collection’s organic asymmetrical shapes bring a
fresh perspective to bathroom design. From the uniquely thin
form of the bath to the efficiency of the toilet, every detail
has been purposely crafted to enhance your space. With
elements as natural as they are innovative, enjoy modern
tranquility at its finest.
See the entire offering of collections
at KOHLER.com/Collections
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Tresham

®

Kathryn

®

The Tresham collection is steeped in the traditions of classic

Evoking the unforgettable style of the early twentieth century,

Americana while embracing a modern eclectic sensibility.

the Kathryn collection is inspired by a 1929 exhibit of KOHLER ®

Tresham vanities, toilets, sinks and shower bases bring this

products at the Metropolitan Museum of Art. Each detail of the

playful eccentricity, this eclectic elegance, to the bathroom.

collection pays meticulous attention to the original design.

Celebrate tradition—with a twist.

Archer

®

Memoirs

®

Blending subtle design elements found in the chamfering

Inspired by traditional style, the Memoirs collection echoes

techniques of craftsman furniture with the intricate facets

the stylized lines of historically renowned furniture and

of jewelry, the Archer collection achieves an interesting

architectural design. Choose from two distinct interpretations:

transitional aesthetic. The vanity brings texture and visual

the clean, crisp lines of Memoirs Stately and the rounded

depth to the collection, while the fixtures combine curved

detail of Memoirs Classic.

and beveled edges to suit an array of design motifs.
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DESIGNING THE EXPERIENCE

WIRED for experience
Integrating technology into your bathroom streamlines the look while delivering
experiential options that target everything from cleanliness to well-being.

Connecting to Let Go
In the shower, technology gives us choices. From letting a preset shower
experience surround us with music and steam to targeting different
areas of our body with hydrotherapies, technology makes it possible and
simplifies the process along the way.

Learn more about how technology is transforming
the bathroom at ideas.KOHLER.com/BathTechnology

Technology in
the shower lets you
combine sprays, steam,
music and light to create
a variety of experiences
from energizing
to soothing.
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The Verdera®
Voice lighted mirror
features integrated
voice-assistant technology,
so you can play music,
control your shower
and more.

DTV+™ with
KOHLER® Konnect
uses voice-enabled
technology to deliver
an invigorating,
customized shower.

Enjoying the
benefits of steam
is easier than ever
with Invigoration®
Series steam
generators.
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DESIGNING THE EXPERIENCE

WIRED for experience
Harried homeowners crossing endless items off their to-do lists are discovering an audio system in the bathroom can
keep them connected and informed while they go about their daily routines. Wherever you are in your bathroom, you
can relax or rev up with products that enhance the overall experience and give you streaming sound and task lighting
that can all be programmatically controlled with the touch of a button.

The Numi® toilet combines
design and technology to take
intimate rituals to the next
level of personal care and
comfort. Colored LED ambient
lighting and wireless music
technology let you fine-tune
your experience.

SoundTile ® speakers
can stand alone or be
combined with DTV+™
to stream music into
your shower.

See yourself in a
whole new light
and make daily
grooming tasks
easier than ever.
Verdera® lighted
mirrors with
dimmable task
lighting deliver an
optimal lighting
experience for
your bathroom.

Illuminate the possibilities with the
Artifacts™ sconce controlled by
DTV+ paired with a switch module,
allowing you to control lighting
from one central location.
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UNIVERSAL design
We are committed to designing products that deliver a sense of well-being, vitality and independence for individuals
of all ages and abilities. From shower sprays that are exceptionally gentle on the skin to toilets that feature a more
comfortable height, we offer inspiring accessibility solutions.

Shower bases with a low
threshold simplify getting
in and out of the shower.

Slidebars let you
adjust the height of the
handshower for people of
all statures.

The grab bar provides
support and looks
great doing it.

Individuals with limited wrist and hand
mobility benefit from the ease of operation
that single-handle lever faucets afford.

Comfort Height® toilets
are the height of a
standard chair for ease
of sitting and standing.
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DESIGNING THE EXPERIENCE

EVERYTHING in its place
Keep your bathroom uncluttered and organized with
helpful storage solutions from the shower to your
styling space. With a place for everything, you’ll be
able to quickly find what you need and bring a new
level of tranquility to your daily routines.
Explore more ideas for storage in the bathroom
at ideas.KOHLER.com/BathOrganization

Vanity Storage
• Create customized storage solutions and personalized design
with the Tailored ® vanity collection.
• Custom storage and accessory options ensure every hair dryer,
toothbrush and tube of lipstick has its own place.
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Medicine Cabinet Storage
• Multiple adjustable shelves create a custom
storage solution to fit all your beauty items.
• Mirrored interiors let you find and use what
you need without having to swing the door
open and closed to use a mirror.

Shower Storage
• Shower Locker ® units provide personal storage
that discreetly blends into the environment.
• Shower barres offer support for mobility assistance
and everyday routines such as scrubbing feet,
shaving legs or stretching.
• Floating shower shelves can be placed anywhere
in the shower, giving you the freedom to set up
your shower storage any way you see fit.
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SHOWERING
SPACE
At Kohler we believe a shower should transform you and make the journey
of your day more meaningful and memorable.
A shower can be the place you ease into the day’s rhythm or wind down from
the rush; a break from the craziness. It can be where you focus on you, or
a space to reconnect. It can be a place to shift gears and experience water
in a way that makes a difference.
As a one-stop showering shop, Kohler has everything you need to create an
extraordinary showering space. Whether you’re simply replacing a showerhead,
remodeling an outdated space or building your dream home, we have it all.
While we believe a shower can be many things, it should never be ordinary. When
you step into a KOHLER ® shower, the only question is, where do you want to go?
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EXPERIENCE
From designing the engine behind the wall and shaping the water
that touches you to delivering solutions for your unique space, we
are your showering experts. We help you create your dream shower
from the ground up, with quality and integrity that will guarantee
exceptional performance.

Spray Experience
Our sprays are designed to deliver experiences that take your daily
ritual from ordinary to extraordinary. Whether you need to go from
asleep to awake, spent to confident or sore to soothed, we transform
water to transform you.

Valve Leadership
Engineered to ensure every showerhead, rainhead, handshower and
body spray performs at its best, our valves have what it takes to meet
the innovative functionality and exacting standards of today’s
custom showers.

Product Solutions
We create products to solve your design dilemmas. If you want to amplify
your shower routine, choose from one or more sensory experiences like
music, steam or light. If you prefer to simplify, we offer easy upgrades or
prepackaged shower solutions.

For more information, visit
KOHLER.com/ExperiencesGuide
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EXPERIENCES GUIDE
SPRAY EXPERIENCES
At Kohler, we transform water to transform you. Our signature sprays are designed to take you from where
you are to where you want to be—foggy to focused, rundown to revitalized or revved up to relaxed.
For more information, visit
KOHLER.com/SignatureSprays

Rinsing Sprays
Step beneath a rinsing spray and let yourself be transformed from
foggy to focused. A full spray rinses your hair free of shampoo
and leaves your skin feeling fresh and comfortably clean.
AVAILABLE ON Single- and multifunction showerheads and handshowers
Katalyst® Air-Induction Technology
This innovative technology produces larger, more
luxurious water drops that retain heat longer by infusing
air through the showerhead into the water stream.
WITH

WITHOUT

Massaging Sprays
Find yourself transformed from sore to serene when you stand
beneath a massaging spray. Targeted, pulsating streams of
water massage and ease the tightness in your muscles.
AVAILABLE ON Multifunction showerheads and handshowers

Restoring Sprays
Treat yourself to a restoring spray and be instantly transformed from
spent to confident. Designed to gently cleanse and soothe your skin,
these sprays help you look and feel your best.
AVAILABLE ON Multifunction showerheads, handshowers and rainheads

Specialized Sprays
Be transformed from blah to blissful when you step under a specialized
spray. And let unique functions like steam, music or a truly authentic
summer rain transport you to another world.
AVAILABLE ON Multifunction showerheads, handshowers and overhead shower panels
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For more information, visit
KOHLER.com/ShoweringGuide

SENSORY EXPERIENCES
Take your shower to the next level by adding one or more sensory experiences. You can combine
steam, music and light together with DTV+™ or add stand-alone steam or music components.

Music
Bring your own music into the shower with SoundTile ®
speakers and amplifier, and never miss a beat.
• Engineered in close cooperation with Polk Audio, these
water-resistant speakers deliver high-performance sound
• Equipped with Bluetooth ® wireless technology for access
to music and audio
• Includes input jacks for wired audio
The Bluetooth word mark and logos are registered trademarks owned by Bluetooth SIG, Inc.
and any use of such marks by Kohler Co. is under license. Other trademarks and trade names
are those of their respective owners.

Steam
Enjoy the soothing benefits of a hot steam right in your shower
with Invigoration ® Series steam generators.
• Fast-Response ® technology delivers steam in less than
one minute
• Power Clean™ feature eliminates manual flushing
• Generator constructed of durable insulated stainless steel

DTV+ Lighting
Let DTV+ control the lights throughout your bathroom when you add
DTV+ switch modules. Connect DTV+ with up to three electrical outlets,
including lighting, to enhance the bathroom environment.
• Connect bathroom lighting or task lighting
• Dim bathroom lights with the dimmer module
• Control fans or towel warmers
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EXPERIENCES GUIDE
SPA EXPERIENCES
DTV+™ can take your daily shower ritual to another level with preprogrammed spa experiences.
Each one features specific hydrotherapies and was inspired by one of three themes: Relaxation,
Well-Being or Energy. Think of them as a playlist for your shower where the power of water, light,
sound and steam can cleanse both body and mind.

Water Delivery Zones
The preprogrammed spa experiences are designed

Rainheads +

to deliver specific spalike benefits.

Primar y Showerheads

• The experiences vary in time and can be up
to seven minutes long
• You can vary the time of the experience by
repeating or skipping individual steps
• The intensity of each experience can be
adjusted and saved as a user preset

target head
Adjacent Showerheads
target neck + shoulders
Body Sprays
target upper back

• Any experience can be combined with
audio, lighting and steam elements

Relaxation
Bask in the rejuvenating power of water and

Body Sprays
target lower back

heat to target exhausted muscles and destress
the mind from the daily grind with one of our
relaxation experiences.

Handshowers
target full body

Well-Being
Become refreshed and renewed as water warms
your pulse points and quickly envelops your entire
body with one of our well-being experiences.

Energy
Jump-start your day with the feeling of contrasting
hot and cool intervals cascading across your body
with one of our energy experiences.
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Foot Sprays
target lower legs + feet

For more information, visit
KOHLER.com/ShoweringGuide

AWAKEN YOUR SENSES
Only Kohler allows you to control water, light, sound, steam and spalike
experiences to cleanse your body and clear your mind. Our spa solutions
are designed to engage your five senses, helping to calm or energize as
needed and offering more mindful showering experiences.

See
Illuminate your bathroom or control electrical accessories with
DTV+™ switch modules. The DTV+ interface allows you to control
up to three switch modules all at your fingertips.

Hear
SoundTile ® water-resistant speakers deliver rich and luxurious
audio quality to any space. Pair with the DTV+ amplifier using
wireless technology to stream music, news and more from your
favorite mobile devices.

Touch
Take your daily ritual to another level with preprogrammed spa
experiences—each one is scripted with specific hydrotherapies
in mind.

Smell
The Invigoration ® Series steam generator control kit offers a
steam head with built-in reservoir for adding your favorite
aromatherapy scents.

Feel
Rain is a dynamic, multisensory experience. Individual droplets
of varying size are seen and felt. The Real Rain ® shower panel
features a silicone sprayface and hundreds of randomly dispersed
nozzles to make that experience possible.
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COMPONENTS GUIDE
SHOWERING COMPONENTS
We offer solutions from floor to ceiling—showerheads, handshowers, rainheads and body sprays—all optimally
designed to give you the best experience, water pressure and water usage for your task. Find one that’s right
for you or combine multiple components for a personalized experience.

Showerheads
PRIMARY TARGET Head, shoulders, back and face
FUNCTION Single and multifunction
BEST FOR Rinsing hair and general cleaning
REQUIRED Shower arm (shown)

Rainheads
PRIMARY TARGET Whole body
FUNCTION Single
BEST FOR Relaxing, spalike experience
REQUIRED Shower arm (shown)

Body Sprays
PRIMARY TARGET Shoulders, back or feet
FUNCTION Single
BEST FOR Relieving sore muscles with a hydromassage
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For more information, visit
KOHLER.com/ShoweringGuide

Handshowers
PRIMARY TARGET Whole body
FUNCTION Single and multifunction
BEST FOR Rinsing off kids, bathing pets and cleaning the space
RECOMMENDED Slidebar, supply elbow, wall bracket
REQUIRED Shower hose

Slidebars
Allow you to adjust the height of handshower for individual users
Slidebar With Integrated Supply Elbow
Reduces the number of components on the wall and creates
a simple, streamlined look

Shower Hoses
60" or 72" lengths—hose length depends on the task
at hand and size of the shower
Ribbon, smooth or metal material—ribbon hoses are light
and quiet; smooth hoses wipe clean with ease; and metal
hoses are premium and long-lasting
Wall Brackets With Supply Elbow
Allow handshower to be used in larger showering environments,
providing both the water supply and a bracket
Supply Elbows
Provide water supply; use with slidebar on one side
and bracket on the other
Wall Brackets
Hold handshower in fixed position
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COMPONENTS GUIDE
SOLUTIONS
Keep life simple by choosing easy upgrades or prepackaged showering solutions rather than
undergoing a major remodel or piecing your components together separately.

HydroRail® ⁄Shower Arm Diverters
HydroRail shower columns and shower arm diverters turn your shower into a spalike
retreat without having to go behind the wall to reroute plumbing or change out the valve.
The column mounts to existing plumbing. This means you simply remove the old
shower arm and replace it with the HydroRail shower column or a shower arm diverter
to create a custom shower experience.

Showering Kits
Simplify your design process by choosing from our showering kits. With complementary
components in a variety of finishes, each kit is ready to go.
Handshower Kits
These kits include coordinated handshowers, slidebars and hoses.
HydroRail Kits (Shown)
Our HydroRail kits combine a HydroRail shower column with either
a showerhead and handshower or rainhead and handshower.
Essentials Kits
Complete solutions, these kits include multifunction showerheads and handshowers,
shower arms with diverters, slidebars and line-matched manual valve trim.
Valves sold separately.

Trim Kits
Bath/Shower (Shown)
Bath/shower trim kits include a shower arm, manual valve trim and bath spout.
Valve and showerhead sold separately.
Shower
Choose a complete trim kit with a showerhead, shower arm and manual valve
trim. Or customize your shower experience by pairing any showerhead with a
kit that includes a shower arm and manual valve trim.
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For more information, visit
KOHLER.com/ShoweringGuide

TRIM OPTIONS
Manual or digital, our shower trim options help deliver precise control of your showering
experiences. KOHLER ® trim comes in a number of styles and finishes to help you design
a showering space that is polished and elegant.

Manual
Trim
Trim for manual volume and temperature controls coordinate with
our faucet designs and finishes. Choose pressure-balancing or
thermostatic trim options to coordinate with your valve.

Digital
DTV Prompt ®
The DTV Prompt interface features a large, easy-to-read display
and intuitive push-button control system, operating up to three
different outlets.

DTV+ ™
This simple touch-screen interface controls every element of
your multisensory DTV+ showering experience—water, steam,
music and lighting.
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VALVES GUIDE
Engineered to ensure every showerhead, rainhead, handshower and body spray performs at its best, our
valves have what it takes to meet the innovative functionality and exacting standards of today's custom
showers. Create your ideal showering experience, and we'll help you choose the valve to power it.

PRESSURE -BALANCING VALVES
• Measure and maintain the temperature by keeping
consistent water pressure inside the mixing valve
• Rapid response to pressure changes to prevent scalding
• All-in-one solutions that let you turn the shower on and off,

+

as well as control water temperature, all with one handle

+

• Typically used in more basic applications like a traditional
bath and shower
• High-flow pressure-balancing valves are available for a
faster bath fill or custom shower application
• Transfer and diverter valve options allow you to expand
the number of outlets you can control
BEST FOR Basic bath/shower and shower configurations
FLOW RATES 5.0 gpm up to 13.0 gpm

THERMOSTATIC VALVES
Manual
• Takes a basic shower to the next level
• Measures and maintains the actual temperature inside

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

the mixing valve
• Ability to set a precise high temp limit for added safety
• Perfect for all applications from a basic bath/shower to
more elaborate custom showers
• Transfer or diverter valves allow you to expand the number
of outlets you can control
BEST FOR Bath/shower and shower configurations with multiple outlets
FLOW RATES 9.0 gpm up to 17.0 gpm

Digital
• The ultimate in clean design, functionality, performance
and convenience
• Comprised of a digital thermostatic valve and an intuitive,
easy-to-operate digital interface
• Can be used with basic or custom shower systems with
options for music, lighting, steam and spa experiences
BEST FOR All bath/shower and shower configurations
FLOW RATES 13.0 gpm up to 42.0 gpm
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For more information, visit
KOHLER.com/ShoweringGuide

DIGITAL VALVES
Why Go Digital?
Precision
Digital showers let you select and set the precise water temperature. With built-in features—user
presets, warm up, pause and timer—you can create your perfect showering experience.
Control
With a digital system, multiple valve trims on the wall are replaced by a single easy-to-use digital
interface. Add a second interface outside the showering space to activate and warm up your shower.
Customization
A digital shower system can be used for a single outlet or a fully customized showering retreat.
DTV+™ lets you go even further by incorporating lighting, music, steam and spa experiences.

DTV Prompt®
DTV Prompt is our basic digital showering system with a choice of push-button interfaces to control
either two or three outlets.
With a maximum flow of 13.0 gpm (8.0 gpm maximum flow from a single outlet), DTV Prompt is a
perfect solution for multiple outlet systems such as showerhead, handshower and rainhead.

DTV+
Our most advanced digital showering system, DTV+ gives you the ability to control water, light,
sound and steam with a touch-screen interface, for a true multisensory showering experience.

DTV+ KOHLER Konnect
®

The DTV+ showering system with KOHLER Konnect™ app enables you to create and automate
personalized showering experiences for sound, water, steam and lighting.

Water

Music

Steam

Lighting

DTV+ works with one or

Add a KOHLER amplifier

Add a steam adapter

Add lighting elements

two valves. Choose from

and SoundTile ® speakers

and steam generator to

to control every aspect

two-, three- or six-outlet

to introduce music into any

bask in the rejuvenating

of the entire room’s

valves to create your

showering experience. Amp

embrace of a soothing

ambience. It will set the

spalike experience.

yourself up for the day or

steam experience.

mood for your very own

unwind from the daily grind

spa retreat.

with your favorite playlist.
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SHOWERHEADS
If you love a straightforward, incredible spray experience every time you step into the shower, a single-function
showerhead is ideal. The single-function showerheads shown here come with Katalyst ® air-induction
technology and are engineered to deliver simple, luxurious water experiences day in, day out.

Single-Function

Pinstripe®

Artifacts®

Margaux®

Memoirs®

2.5 gpm | K-13137-AK (shown)
1.75 gpm | K-45417-G
Shower arm and flange | K-13136

2.5 gpm | K-72773 (shown)
1.75 gpm | K-72774-G
Shower arm and flange | K-72775

2.5 gpm | K-16244-AK (shown)
1.75 gpm | K-45410-G
Shower arm and flange | K-16280

2.5 gpm | K-457-AK (shown)
1.75 gpm | K-45409-G
Shower arm and flange | K-7397

Fairfax®

Devonshire®

Forté®

Bancroft®

2.5 gpm | K-12008-AK (shown)
1.75 gpm | K-45412-G
Shower arm and flange | K-7397

2.5 gpm | K-10391-AK (shown)
1.75 gpm | K-45413-G
Shower arm and flange | K-7397

2.5 gpm | K-10282-AK (shown)
1.75 gpm | K-10327-G
Shower arm and flange | K-7397

2.5 gpm | K-10590-AK (shown)
1.75 gpm | K-14519-G
Shower arm and flange | K-7397

Alteo®

Purist®

Loure®

2.5 gpm | K-45123 (shown)
1.75 gpm | K-5240-G
Shower arm and flange | K-45129

2.5 gpm | K-965-AK (shown)
1.75 gpm | K-939-G
Shower arm and flange | K-7397 (shown)
Purist Shower arm and flange | K-933

2.5 gpm | K-14786 (shown)
1.75 gpm | 45215-G
Shower arm and flange | K-14679
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Purist® 2.5 gpm single-function showerhead K-965-AK-CP
14" Contemporary Round 2.5 gpm rainhead K-13691-CP
WaterTile® Round 54-nozzle body spray K-8014-CP

For more finishes and our complete product
offering, visit KOHLER.com/Showerheads
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SHOWERHEADS
If you like a shower that keeps pace with your day—an invigorating wake-up shower, a massaging after-workout
shower or a relaxing evening shower—a multifunction showerhead is the way to go. We offer a range of
multifunction spray experiences, including water-saving options, to suit a variety of intensity preferences.

Multifunction

Forté®

Bancroft®

Purist®

2.5 gpm | K-22169 (shown)
1.75 gpm | K-22169-G
Shower arm and flange | K-7397

2.5 gpm | K-22167 (shown)
1.75 gpm | K-22167-G
Shower arm and flange | K-7397

2.5 gpm | K-22170 (shown)
1.75 gpm | K-22170-G
Shower arm and flange | K-7397 (shown)
Purist Shower arm and flange | K-933

Sprays
2.5 and 1.75 gpm models feature Katalyst full
coverage, silk and pulsating massage sprays.
Full Coverage

Silk

Pulsating Massage

Awaken® B90

Awaken B110

Awaken G90

Awaken G110

2.0 gpm | K-72424
1.75 gpm | K-72424-G
1.5 gpm | K-72424-H
Shower arm and flange | K-7397

2.0 gpm | K-72425
1.75 gpm | K-72425-G
1.5 gpm | K-72425-H
Shower arm and flange | K-7397

2.0 gpm | K-72418
1.75 gpm | K-72418-G
1.5 gpm | K-72418-H
Shower arm and flange | K-7397

2.0 gpm | K-72419
1.75 gpm | K-72419-G
1.5 gpm | K-72419-H
Shower arm and flange | K-7397

Awaken Sprays
1.5–2.0 gpm models feature wide coverage, intense
drenching and targeted massage sprays.
Wide Coverage
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Intense Drenching

Targeted Massage

Forté® multifunction showerhead K-22169-BN
MasterShower® shower arm and flange K-7397-BN
Forté multifunction handshower K-22165-BN
30" slidebar K-8524-BN

Multifunction

Flipside®
WITH FLIPSTREAM® SPRAY

2.5 gpm | K-15996 (shown)
1.75 gpm | K-45427-G
Shower arm and flange | K-7397

Flipside Sprays
Enjoy four spray experiences: Koverage ® wide-coverage
spray; Komotion ® drenching full-face circular spray;
Kotton ®, an enveloping downpour of a soft, silky,
luxury spa spray; and Kurrent ®, a targeted,
invigorating massage spray.

For more finishes and our complete product
offering, visit KOHLER.com/Showerheads

Koverage

Komotion

Kotton

Kurrent
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Exhale® B120 multifunction 2.0 gpm showerhead K-72597-CP

EXHALE SHOWERING
COMPONENTS
®

Exhale’s unique sprayface delivers a signature showering experience designed to calm your mind and invigorate your
body. Inspired by the delicate petals of a dahlia, the design brings a gentle elegance to the shower. The silicone sprayface
complements a variety of bathroom decors with its clean, soft appearance. Available in showerhead and handshower
models, Exhale features up to four unique sprays: full coverage, drenching rain, intense massage and silk.

Full Coverage

Drenching Rain

Experience large, luxurious water

An exhilarating, circular water pattern

drops that retain heat longer with

that creates a wide, drenching spray.

the full coverage of Katalyst ®
air-induction technology.

Intense Massage

Silk

A revitalizing and soothing massage

Enjoy soft, silky drops that are gentle

spray to target sore muscles.

on pets, kids and sensitive skin.

360-degree continuous rotation allows you
to move smoothly between sprays, changing
every 30 degrees.

The soft silicone sprayface is easy to clean—
no protruding nozzles.

The wall-mount handshower bracket features
an integrated water supply and volume control.

B90 MULTIFUNCTION
SHOWERHEAD

B120 MULTIFUNCTION
SHOWERHEAD

B90 MULTIFUNCTION
1.5 GPM HANDSHOWER

B120 MULTIFUNCTION
HANDSHOWER

1.5 gpm | K-72596
Shower arm and flange | K-98358

2.0 gpm | K-72597
1.75 gpm | K-72597-G
Shower arm and flange | K-98358

K-72587

2.0 gpm | K-72595
1.75 gpm | K-72595-G

For more finishes,
visit KOHLER.com/Exhale
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RAINHEADS
KOHLER ® rainheads feature Katalyst ® spray technology, a revolutionary air-induction system
with enhanced spray-nozzle configurations. They offer complete coverage with full, heavy
water drops for a powerful, thoroughly drenching shower experience.

Rainheads

Traditional Round

Contemporary Round

Contemporary Square

8" 2.5 gpm | K-13692
8" 1.75 gpm | K-16392-G
10" 2.5 gpm | K-13693 (shown)
10" 1.75 gpm | K-13693-G
12" 2.5 gpm | K-13694

8" 2.5 gpm | K-13688
8" 1.75 gpm | K-13688-G
10" 2.5 gpm | K-13689 (shown)
10" 1.75 gpm | K-13689-G
12" 2.5 gpm | K-13690
14" 2.5 gpm | K-13691

8" 2.5 gpm | K-13695
8" 1.75 gpm | K-13695-G
10" 2.5 gpm | K-13696 (shown)
10" 1.75 gpm | K-13696-G

Rainheads

Rainhead Shower Arms

Awaken®

Moxie®

8" 2.0 gpm | K-76464
8" 1.75 gpm | K-76464-G
10" 2.0 gpm | K-76465 (shown)
10" 1.75 gpm | K-76465-G

CEILING-MOUNT
SHOWER ARM AND FLANGE

WALL-MOUNT
SHOWER ARM AND FLANGE

WITH WIRELESS SPEAKER

3" | K-7396
6" | K-7394 (shown)
12" | K-7392

K-10124

2.5 gpm | K-99105

Shower Panels

WaterTile®

Real Rain™

10" OVERHEAD SHOWER PANEL

19" OVERHEAD SHOWER PANEL

2.4 gpm total | K-98740

2.0 gpm total | K-31110
Real Rain panel trim | K-31111
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For more finishes, installation types and sizes,
visit KOHLER.com/Rainheads

WaterTile® Round 54-nozzle body spray K-8014-CP
DTV+™ steam adapter kit K- 5548-K1-CP

BODY SPRAYS
From low-profile to multifunction, KOHLER ® body sprays offer a variety of hydrotherapy experiences. Designed to
complement any decor, our body sprays introduce another way to experience water in the shower.

WaterTile Square

WaterTile Square

WaterTile Round

WaterTile Round

54-NOZZLE BODY SPRAY
WITH SOOTHING SPRAY

22-NOZZLE BODY SPRAY
WITH STIMULATING SPRAY

54-NOZZLE BODY SPRAY
WITH SOOTHING SPRAY

27-NOZZLE BODY SPRAY
WITH STIMULATING SPRAY

2.5 gpm | K-8002

2.5 gpm | K-8003

2.0 gpm | K-8014

2.0 gpm | K-8013-AK (shown)
1.0 gpm | K-77119

MasterShower®
BODY SPRAY WITH ADJUSTABLE
INVIGORATING SPRAY

2.5 gpm | K-8509 (shown)
1.5 gpm | K-8510

For more finishes, installation types and sizes,
visit KOHLER.com/BodySprays
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REAL RAIN

®

Stand beneath the Real Rain showerhead and let the first few drops of a
soft summer rain fall across your shoulders. Look up. Breathe. Let your
mind’s rhythm slow as the rainfall builds. Feel your body relax into the
warmth. And let nature, in all its ordered randomness, rain over you.

Summon the Rain
When the gentle rain has quenched your skin and refreshed your spirit, invite the sky to open and the drenching cloudburst to pour
over you. Let a deluge of water rush down, wash the weight of the day away, rinse you clean and bring you back to what matters.

Gentle Summer Rain

Drenching Deluge

Calm, warm and inviting—gentle summer rain provides

Central nozzles provide a more submersing experience with

a full-coverage experience for easing into the day or

a deluge of water, but stay dry when not engaged—so that

unwinding from it.

you can breathe easily while standing underneath the panel.

A

C
B

D

A | MEASURING 19" x 19", REAL RAIN OVERHEAD PANEL FEATURES
775 NOZZLES AND OFFERS AN INVITING, FULL-COVERAGE EXPERIENCE
B | SPRAYFACE IS SILICONE FOR EASY CLEANING AND SLEEK DESIGN
C | CENTER NOZZLES DELIVER THE DELUGE, BUT DISENGAGE WHEN INACTIVE
SO YOU CAN BREATHE EASILY BENEATH THE PANEL
D | DELUGE RELEASES 0.5 GALLONS IN 8 SECONDS
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Real Rain offers efficient
water-conserving technology,
using only 2.0 gallons
of water per minute.
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HANDSHOWERS
Handshowers are great for the family shower and can function in place of or in combination with a
wall-mounted showerhead. Install your handshower with a slidebar and hose to enhance the functionality
of your shower and accommodate a range of heights—encompassing adults and children.

Single-Function

Artifacts®

Memoirs® Stately

WITH KATALYST® TECHNOLOGY

2.5 gpm | K-419

1.75 gpm | K-72776-G

Multifunction

Shift™ Ellipse
WITH METALLIC HANDLE

2.5 gpm | K-10257-A (shown)
1.75 gpm | K-45415-AG

Sprays
Choose from either a wide-coverage
spray for everyday rinsing or a targeted
massage spray for sore muscles.
Wide Coverage
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Massage

Purist® multifunction 2.5 gpm handshower K-22166-CP
MasterShower® 60" metal shower hose K-9514-CP
30" slidebar K-8524-CP
Purist slidebar trim kit K-974-CP
Purist wall-mount supply elbow K-22172-CP

Multifunction

Forté®

Bancroft®

Purist

ADA-compliant

ADA-compliant

ADA-compliant

2.5 gpm | K-22165
1.75 gpm | K-22165-G (shown)

2.5 gpm | K-22163 (shown)
1.75 gpm | K-22163-G

2.5 gpm | K-22166 (shown)
1.75 gpm | K-22166-G

Sprays
2.5 and 1.75 gpm handshowers with easy-grip sprayfaces
provide three spray experiences: Katalyst ® full coverage,
silk and pulsating massage.
Full Coverage

For more finishes and our complete product
offering, visit KOHLER.com/Handshowers

Silk

Pulsating Massage
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HANDSHOWERS
Multifunction

Awaken® B110

Awaken G110

ADA-compliant

ADA-compliant

Awaken B90
With Eco-Boost

B110 2.0 gpm | K-72421 (shown)
B110 1.75 gpm | K-72421-G
B110 1.5 gpm | K-72421-H
B90 2.0 gpm | K-72420
B90 1.75 gpm | K-72420-G
B90 1.5 gpm | K-72420-H

G110 2.0 gpm | K-72415 (shown)
G110 1.75 gpm | K-72415-G
G110 1.5 gpm | K-72415-H
G90 2.0 gpm | K-72414
G90 1.75 gpm | K-72414-G
G90 1.5 gpm | K-72414-H

1.5/2.0 gpm | K-99248

Sprays
Choose between three distinct
experiences–wide coverage,
intense drenching or targeted spray.
Wide Coverage
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Intense Drenching

Targeted

Multifunction

Flipside® 01

Flipside 02

WITH FLIPSTREAM® SPRAY

WITH FLIPSTREAM SPRAY

2.5 gpm | K-17493
1.75 gpm | K-45425-G (shown)

2.5 gpm | K-17492
1.75 gpm | K-45426-G (shown)

Flipside Sprays
Flipside handshowers feature four spray
experiences: Koverage ® wide-coverage spray;
Komotion ® drenching full-face circular spray;
Kotton ®, an enveloping downpour of a soft, silky,
luxury spa spray; and Kurrent ®, a targeted,
invigorating massage spray.

For more finishes and our complete product
offering, visit KOHLER.com/Handshowers

Koverage

Komotion

Kotton

Kurrent
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HANDSHOWER COMPONENTS
Additional components are essential for completing your handshower configuration. Hoses, slidebars
and handshower holders bring added functionality and versatility to your showering space.

Shower Hoses

MasterShower®

Awaken®

METAL

RIBBON

Awaken
SMOOTH

60" hose | K-9514
72" hose | K-8593

60" hose | K-45982
72" hose | K-45981

60" hose | K-98359
72" hose | K-98360

Artifacts®

30" SLIDEBAR

24" SLIDEBAR

30" SLIDEBAR

K-8524

K-9069

Slidebars

K-72798

Awaken

Awaken

Awaken

24" DELUXE SLIDEBAR

36" DELUXE SLIDEBAR

K-98342

K-98343

36" DELUXE SLIDEBAR
WITH INTEGRATED WATER SUPPLY

K-98344
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Exhale® wall-mount handshower bracket with
supply elbow and volume control K-98355-CP

Wall Brackets With Supply Elbow
Ideal for hydromassage or for targeting specific areas of the body, wall brackets with integrated supply elbows pivot to angle
the handshower exactly where you want it. With a clean look and simple assembly requiring fewer components, each bracket
includes a check valve for backflow prevention. Coordinate your handshower with the collection’s matching bracket.

Loure®

Artifacts®

Exhale

Exhale

K-14791

K-72797

K-98354

WITH VOLUME CONTROL

K-98355

For more finishes and our complete product offering,
visit KOHLER.com/HandshowerComponents
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HANDSHOWER COMPONENTS
Supply Elbows

Memoirs®

Artifacts®

Purist®

Loure®

WITH CHECK VALVE

WITH CHECK VALVE

WITH CHECK VALVE

WITH CHECK VALVE

K-22171

K-72796

K-22172

K-22175

Bancroft®

Forté®

Awaken®

Awaken

WITH CHECK VALVE

WITH CHECK VALVE

K-98350

WITH CHECK VALVE

K-22173

K-22174

Exhale®

Exhale

K-98352

WITH CHECK VALVE

K-98353
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K-98351

Wall Brackets

Memoirs®

Purist®

Bancroft®

Forté®

ADJUSTABLE

ADJUSTABLE

ADJUSTABLE

ADJUSTABLE

K-422

K-975

K-10599

K-352

Awaken®

Awaken

Exhale®

FIXED

ADJUSTABLE

ADJUSTABLE

K-98347

K-98348

K-98349

For more finishes and our complete product offering,
visit KOHLER.com/HandshowerComponents
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HYDRORAIL
SHOWER COLUMNS
®

Simple Solution. Big Impact. Affordable Update.
Breathe new life into your shower without the cost of a major remodel. Install a HydroRail shower column without
having to go behind the wall. Customize your experience by adding a KOHLER ® handshower, showerhead or rainhead.

Before

After

Uses
existing
plumbing

HydroRail-H

HydroRail-S

Pairs with handshower
Bath/shower | K-45903
Shower | K-45904

Pairs with showerhead
and handshower
Bath/shower | K-45905
Shower | K-45906

Angled elbow
connection ensures
the hose moves freely
Diverter makes it easy
to switch between
showering components

No need to go
behind the wall

HydroRail-R Arch

HydroRail-R Beam

Pairs with rainhead
and handshower
Bath/shower | K-45209
Shower | K-45211

Pairs with rainhead
and handshower
Bath/shower | K-45210
Shower | K-45212
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For a full listing of HydroRail shower columns
and finishes, visit KOHLER.com/HydroRail

SHOWER ARM
DIVERTERS
Simple Upgrade. Exceptional Performance.
Installs easily to existing water supply, allowing you to switch between showerhead
or rainhead and handshower.

Shower Arm Diverter
Three-way | K-76330 (shown)
Two-way | K-76331

Wall-Mount Rainhead
Shower Arm Diverter

Wall-Mount Gooseneck Rainhead
Shower Arm Diverter

Three-way | K-76332 (shown)
Two-way | K-76333

Three-way | K-76336 (shown)
Two-way | K-76337
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SHOWERING KITS
Take the guesswork out of designing a custom shower with one of our showering kits. Keep it simple
by choosing one of these prepackaged options to bring together key components that create a truly
satisfying showering experience.

Handshower Kits

Awaken® B110

Awaken B110

Awaken G110

Awaken G110

PREMIUM HANDSHOWER KIT

DELUXE HANDSHOWER KIT

PREMIUM HANDSHOWER KIT

DELUXE HANDSHOWER KIT

2.0 gpm | K-99899 (shown)
1.75 gpm | K-99899-G

2.0 gpm | K-99243 (shown)
1.75 gpm | K-99243-G

2.0 gpm | K-99898 (shown)
1.75 gpm | K-99898-G

2.0 gpm | K-99242 (shown)
1.75 gpm | K-99242-G

Awaken B90

Awaken G90

Purist®

Forté®

HANDSHOWER KIT

HANDSHOWER KIT

HANDSHOWER KIT

HANDSHOWER KIT

2.0 gpm | K-98362 (shown)
1.75 gpm | K-98362-G

2.0 gpm | K-98361 (shown)
1.75 gpm | K-98361-G

2.0 gpm | K-22178 (shown)
1.75 gpm | K-22178-G

2.0 gpm | K-22177 (shown)
1.75 gpm | K-22177-G

Bancroft®
HANDSHOWER KIT

2.0 gpm | K-22176 (shown)
1.75 gpm | K-22176-G
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HydroRail Shower Column Kits
®

Awaken®

Artifacts®

Moxie® /Flipside®

HYDRORAIL-S KIT

HYDRORAIL-S KIT

HYDRORAIL-R KIT

K-76471

K-76472

K-76475

Devonshire®

Forté®

Bancroft®

K-10825-4

K-22180

K-22179

Purist®

Fairfax®

K-22181

K-10826-4

Essentials Showering Kits

For more finishes and complete product
offering, visit KOHLER.com/ShoweringKits
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TRIM SETS
If you’re looking for a simple, stylish solution, our bath/shower trim sets pair with a Rite-Temp ® pressure-balancing
valve to provide you with the basic essentials for an outstanding shower. Valve not included. Some kits do not include a
showerhead, so you can customize your shower experience by choosing from the wide range of KOHLER ® spray options.

Bath/Shower Trim Sets

Pinstripe®

Margaux®

Memoirs® Stately

Purist®

RITE-TEMP PRESSURE-BALANCING
BATH/SHOWER TRIM SET WITH LEVER
HANDLE AND PUSH-BUTTON DIVERTER

RITE-TEMP PRESSURE-BALANCING
BATH/SHOWER TRIM SET WITH CROSS
HANDLE AND PUSH-BUTTON DIVERTER

RITE-TEMP PRESSURE-BALANCING
BATH/SHOWER TRIM SET
WITH DECO LEVER HANDLE

RITE-TEMP PRESSURE-BALANCING
BATH/SHOWER TRIM SET WITH LEVER
HANDLE AND PUSH-BUTTON DIVERTER

K-T13133-4B
Shower only | K-TS13134-4B

K-T16233-3
Shower only | K-TS16234-3

K-TS461-4V
Shower only | K-TS462-4V

K-T14420-4
Shower only | K-TS14422-4

Stillness®

Loure®

Pitch™

Honesty®

RITE-TEMP PRESSURE-BALANCING
BATH/SHOWER TRIM SET
WITH PUSH-BUTTON DIVERTER

RITE-TEMP PRESSURE-BALANCING
BATH/SHOWER TRIM SET
WITH PUSH-BUTTON DIVERTER

RITE-TEMP PRESSURE-BALANCING
BATH/SHOWER TRIM SET
WITH PUSH-BUTTON DIVERTER

RITE-TEMP PRESSURE-BALANCING
BATH/SHOWER TRIM SET
WITH PUSH-BUTTON DIVERTER

K-T948-4
Shower only | K-TS949-4

K-T14664-4
Shower only | K-TS14670-4

K-TS97074-4

K-T99763-4
Shower only | K-TS99764-4
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Purist® Rite-Temp® pressure-balancing bath and shower trim set
with push-button diverter and lever handle K-T14421-4-BN

For more finishes, installation types and sizes,
visit KOHLER.com/TrimSets
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THERMOSTATIC VALVE TRIM
Perfect for personalizing your shower, pair with our MasterShower® thermostatic valves that let you set the temperature
once and never have to adjust it again. Enjoy complete control of your showering experience using separate required
volume control valves to adjust the flow of each water delivery component—showerheads, handshowers, body sprays
or other components—individually.

Pinstripe®

Pinstripe Pure

Finial® Traditional

Artifacts®

THERMOSTATIC VALVE TRIM

THERMOSTATIC VALVE TRIM

THERMOSTATIC VALVE TRIM

THERMOSTATIC VALVE TRIM

Lever handle | K-T13173-4B (shown)
Cross handle | K-T13173-3B

Lever handle | K-T13173-4A (shown)
Prong handle | K-T13173-3A

K-T10301-4M

Lever handle | K-T72769-4 (shown)
Swing lever handle | K-T72769-9M
Prong handle | K-T72769-3M
Cross handle | K-T72769-3

Bancroft®

Devonshire®

Memoirs®

Components™

THERMOSTATIC VALVE TRIM

THERMOSTATIC VALVE TRIM

THERMOSTATIC VALVE TRIM

THERMOSTATIC VALVE TRIM

K-T10593-4

K-T10357-4

Deco lever handle | K-T10421-4V (shown)
Stately lever handle | K-T10421-4S

Lever handle | K-T78027-4
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Components

Components

Margaux®

Forté®

THERMOSTATIC VALVE TRIM

THERMOSTATIC VALVE TRIM

THERMOSTATIC VALVE TRIM

THERMOSTATIC VALVE TRIM

Oyl handle | K-T78027-8

Industrial handle | K-T78027-9

Lever handle | K-T16239-4 (shown)
Cross handle | K-T16239-3

K-T10359-4

Loure®

Composed ®

Purist®

THERMOSTATIC VALVE TRIM

THERMOSTATIC VALVE TRIM

THERMOSTATIC VALVE TRIM

K- T14672-4

Lever handle | K-T73133-4 (shown)
Cross handle | K- T73133-3

Lever handle | K-T14488-4 (shown)
Cross handle | K-T14488-3

For more finishes, visit
KOHLER.com/ThermoTrim
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DTV+™ steam adapter kit 5548-K1-CP

SENSORY EXPERIENCES
Combine music, steam and lighting for the ultimate in sensory experiences. All three options
can be installed and enjoyed on their own or in combination with one another.

Music

Moxie®

Moxie

Moxie

SINGLE-FUNCTION SHOWERHEAD
WITH WIRELESS SPEAKER

8" RAINHEAD WITH WIRELESS SPEAKER
AND KATALYST® SPRAY

WIRELESS SPEAKER

2.5 gpm | K-9245
1.75 gpm | K-9245-G (shown)
Shower arm and flange | K-7397

2.5 gpm | K-99105
Shower arm and flange | K-7394

K-9246

Available Colors

(0)

SoundTile®

(FBG) (FGN) (FNY)

AMPLIFIER MODULE

K-99696

SPEAKERS

K-8033

Steam

Light

Determine which configuration will work for your
space at KOHLER.com/SteamCalculator

DTV+™

Invigoration ® Series

DTV+ Switch Modules

STEAM ADAPTER KIT

STEAM GENERATOR CONTROL KIT

Single | K-5548-K1 (shown)
Tandem | K-5549-K1
DTV+ digital showering system
and steam generator required

Single | K-5557 (shown)
Tandem | K-5558
Steam generator required

WIRELESS CONTROL OF MULTIPLE
ELECTRICAL DEVICES

For more finishes, installation types and sizes,
visit KOHLER.com/SensoryExperiences

Bridge module | K-99701 (shown)
On/off switch module | K-99699
Dimmer switch module | K-99700
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DTV Prompt® digital interface and mounting bracket K-558-1CP/K-559-CP

DTV PROMPT

®

DTV Prompt is an easy way to bring digital showering to any bathroom. Choose two or three outlets
to create one of three configurations: bath only, shower only, or a bath/shower combination. Add a
stand-alone music or steam component for a richer sensory experience.

Digital Interfaces & Valves

DTV Prompt Two-Outlet
Digital Interface
K-527
With Eco mode | K-527-E

For more information,
visit KOHLER.com/DTVPrompt

DTV Two-Port Digital
Thermostatic Valve
K-522-PM

DTV Prompt Three-Outlet
Digital Interface
K-558
With Eco mode | K-558-E
Mounting bracket | K-559

DTV Three-Port Digital
Thermostatic Valve
K-557-K
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DTV+ & DTV+
WITH KOHLER KONNECT
™

®

DTV+ seamlessly integrates water, sound, steam and lighting elements to create true multisensory showering experiences.
A touch-screen interface allows you to control and customize every facet of your showering experience. DTV+ with
KOHLER Konnect™ offers a new level of convience. Using voice-enabled technology, you can control all elements of
your showering experience.

Interface, Controller & Valves

DTV+

DTV+ KOHLER Konnect

DTV+

Six-Port Digital

DIGITAL INTERFACE

MODULE

SYSTEM CONTROLLER MODULE

THERMOSTATIC VALVE

K-99693-P
Mounting bracket | K-99694

K-97999
Provides wireless control
of DVT+ via Wi-Fi

K-99695
With Eco mode | K-99695-E

K-682-K
Required cable | K-97172

Three-Port Digital

Two-Port Digital

THERMOSTATIC VALVE

THERMOSTATIC VALVE

K-557-K1

K-528-K1

Compatible Sensory Experiences

SoundTile®

DTV+

Switch Modules

SPEAKERS

STEAM ADAPTER KIT

K-8033
Requires DTV+ amplifier
module | K-99696

Single | K-5548-K1 (shown)
Tandem | K-5549-K1
Steam generator required

Bridge module | K-99701 (shown)
On/off switch module | K-99699
Dimmer switch module | K-99700
Allows operation of multiple
electrical devices from the DTV+ interface

For more information,
visit KOHLER.com/DTVPlusKonnect
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STRUCTURE
From floor to ceiling and wall to wall, Kohler offers every type of
product needed to create the dream shower that fits your budget and
lifestyle. Our products are designed to work together to keep your
shower organized and looking beautiful, making your daily shower
feel like an escape from the world.

For more information, visit
KOHLER.com/StructureGuide
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STRUCTURE GUIDE
SHOWER BASES
Our low and ultralow shower bases are made to last, easy to install and require
very little maintenance. Available in a variety of sizes, shapes and colors, our
shower bases provide durable, lasting style.

Sizes
A wide range of sizes are available to accommodate standard shower spaces,
including options designed to replace an alcove bath.

Styles
We offer a number of shower base styles from traditional to modern
that coordinate with our fixture collections.

Alcove

Neoangle

Integral Seat

Materials
KOHLER ® Enameled Cast Iron
No other material offers the character and craftsmanship of KOHLER enameled
cast iron. Its rich finish and lasting presence make a bold statement.
STRENGTH KOHLER enameled cast iron shower bases are durable enough
to stand up to daily use by the whole family.
STYLE Go bold with deep hues or go subtle with pale tones.
SOUL Made In Kohler, Wisconsin, our cast iron shower bases
embody over 140 years of KOHLER craftsmanship.
Acrylic
A strong, flex-resistant material, acrylic has a smooth finish that resists
chipping and cracking, and is easy to clean.
Ballast ® shower bases feature durable resin-concrete core construction,
providing a solid, quality feel underfoot.

GUARANTEED
BATHS & SHOWER BASES

Acrylic

LIFETIME* LIMITED WARRANTY
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For more information, visit
KOHLER.com/StructureGuide

Other Considerations
Convenient features include concealed drains, slip-resistant surfaces
and models with integrated seats.

Drain Options

Bases With Seats

Drains and drain covers are available in a variety

Whether you’d like the comfort of a shower seat

of finishes and colors to complement your space.

now or you’re planning for the future, our spacious
integral seats let you relax in the shower.

Colors

White
(0)

Dune
(NY)

Sea Salt™
(FF)

Biscuit
(96)

Almond
(47)

Cane Sugar™
(FD)

Sandbar
(G9)

Cashmere™
(K4)

Thunder™ Grey
(58)

Basalt™
(FT)

Black ’n Tan
(KA)

Black Black™
(7)

Ice™ Grey
(95)

Please check color availability for individual models online.
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STRUCTURE GUIDE
WALLS & ACCESSORIES
Bring functionality and organization to your shower with the Choreograph ® shower wall
and accessory collection. Every detail has been considered, from the shower walls made
from durable Serica ® material to the innovative storage solutions that will keep any
shower organized, comfortable and convenient.

Choose Your Shower Type
Whether you have a standard alcove shower or something more custom,
the Choreograph collection has an answer for you.
• Simply choose a wall kit or individual walls to be easily custom-fit on-site
• For a custom shower, mix and match wall designs and colors with your
choice of joints and trim
Types

Alcove Shower

Alcove Bath/Shower

Corner Shower

Custom

Choose Your Wall Color & Design
The walls of the Choreograph collection are available in a range of colors, patterns and textures to personalize
your space while coordinating with KOHLER ® fixtures. As an option, you can add accent panels to complete the
look of your showering space. Walls are field-trimmable and come with a factory-molded edge on all four sides.
Visit KOHLER.com/Choreograph for full color offering.
Solid Wall Colors

White
(0)

Dune
(NY)

Natural Wall Colors

Biscuit
(96)

Almond
(47)

Ice™ Grey
(95)

Color Combinations

VeinCut Dune
back wall/Dune
end walls (7NY)

VeinCut Biscuit
back wall/Biscuit
end walls (896)

Sandbar
(G9)

VeinCut
Dune
(W07)

Wall Textures

VeinCut Sandbar
back wall/Sandbar
end walls (9G9)
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Brick
(T01)

VeinCut
Biscuit
(W08)

VeinCut
Sandbar
(W09)

CrossCut
Dune
(W10)

CrossCut
Biscuit
(W11)

Accent Panels

Cord
(T02)

Hex
(T03)

Stix
(T04)

Linen
(T05)

For more information, visit
KOHLER.com/StructureGuide

Choose Your Accessories
The thoughtfully designed accessories and innovative storage solutions truly set the Choreograph ®
collection apart. As beautiful as they are practical, Choreograph accessories will make sure your
shower stays neat and organized.

3

2
3
4

1 Shower Locker® storage
2 Shower barre and optional teak tray
5

3 Floating shower shelves

1

4 Freestanding shower stool
5 Hook

Choose Your Joints & Trim
Select corner joints, seam joints or edge trim.

Corner joint

Outside corner joint

Seam joint

Wide seam joint

Edge trim

Edge trim
with return

Joints & Trim Colors & Finishes

White
(0)

Dune
(NY)

Biscuit
(96)

Almond
(47)

Ice™ Grey
(95)

Sandbar
(G9)

Bright
Polished
Silver
(SHP)

Anodized
Brushed
Nickel
(BNK)

Anodized
Dark Bronze
(ABZ)

See the Choreograph specification guide for the full
product offering or pages 198-200 for more information.
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STRUCTURE GUIDE
SHOWER DOORS
A wide range of sizes and styles makes a KOHLER ® shower door
the ideal choice for your bathroom.

Size
KOHLER shower doors are available in a wide range of standard
widths from 27" to 72" and heights from 55" to 89".

Types
Shower doors are available in a variety of configurations so you
can select the option that works best in your space.

Pivot

Sliding

Steam

Also called swinging or hinge doors,

Typically chosen for baths and large

Available in pivot models, our

frameless and semiframeless pivot

showers, frameless sliding doors

semiframeless steam doors form a

shower doors swing open like a

overlap with a smooth, quiet

tight seal to hold in steam, creating a

traditional door.

sliding action.

spalike environment in your bathroom.

Style
We offer a number of shower door styles, ranging from classic
to contemporary, to complement your overall bathroom design.
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For more information, visit
KOHLER.com/StructureGuide

Finishes
Available in several finish options, our shower doors coordinate
with KOHLER ® faucets and accessories.

Bright Silver
(SH)

Bright Polished Silver
(SHP)

Brushed Bronze
(ABV)

Anodized
Dark Bronze
(ABZ)

Brushed Nickel
(NX)

Matte Nickel
(MX)

Anodized
Brushed Nickel
(BNK)

Hardware
Our shower door handle options are designed to match our
faucets from simple modern designs to traditional detailing.

Glass Options
Glass Thickness
The thickness of your glass affects how substantial the door feels
as you open and close it. Select ¼", 5⁄16", ⅜" or ½" glass.
Glass Styles

Crystal Clear
(L)

Frosted
(D3)

Falling Lines
(G54)

CleanCoat ® Technology
CleanCoat glass treatment repels water and
makes it easier to clean hard water spots.

With CleanCoat

Without CleanCoat
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Revel® pivot shower door with 5⁄16"-thick Crystal Clear glass K-707556-L-BNK

SHOWER DOORS
KOHLER ® shower doors are available in sliding or pivot styles to accommodate your space.
All of our doors feature water-repelling CleanCoat ® glass treatment for easy cleaning.

Torsion®

Levity®

Lattis®

SLIDING SHOWER DOOR WITH RETURN PANEL

SLIDING SHOWER DOOR

PIVOT SHOWER DOOR

60" W x 76 ⅞" H | K-706093
Also available without return panel

56 ⅝" – 59 ⅝" W x 82" H | K-706013

57"– 60" W x 76" H | K-705824
Also available with a steam transom
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To explore our full range of shower doors,
visit KOHLER.com/ShowerDoors

SHOWER BASES
Our durable acrylic and premium KOHLER ® enameled cast iron bases are available in
a wide range of sizes and colors to accommodate space and design requirements.

Archer®

Ballast®

ALCOVE BASE WITH COVERED DRAIN

ALCOVE BASE

Bellwether®
ALCOVE BASE

ACRYLIC

ACRYLIC WITH RESIN-CONCRETE CORE

KOHLER ENAMELED CAST IRON

36" x 36" | K-9396
42" x 42" | K-9393
48" x 36" | K-9397
48" x 48" | K-9394
60" x 36" | K-9479 (shown)
60" x 60" | K-9395

48" x 36" center drain | K-1935
60" x 32" right drain | K-1936 (shown)
60" x 32" left drain | K-1937
66" x 36" center drain | K-1938

60" x 32" right center drain | K-9164 (shown)
60" x 32" left center drain | K-9163
60" x 32" left offset drain | K-9165
60" x 32" right offset drain | K-9166
60" x 34" left center drain | K-9177
60" x 34" left offset drain | K-9193
60" x 34" right center drain | K-9178
60" x 34" right offset drain | K-9194
Visit KOHLER.com for drain covers.

Groove®

Tresham ®

Rely™

ALCOVE BASE

ALCOVE BASE

ALCOVE BASE

ACRYLIC

ACRYLIC

ACRYLIC

42" x 42" rear center drain | K-9997
48" x 36" rear center drain | K-9925
48" x 48" rear center drain | K-9998
60" x 32" right drain | K-9948 (shown)
60" x 32" left drain | K-9949
60" x 36" rear center drain | K-9928
60" x 42" rear center drain | K-9996

48" x 36" center drain | K-1974 (shown)
60" x 32" right drain with seat | K-1976
60" x 32" left drain with seat | K-1977
60" x 36" right drain with seat | K-1978
60" x 36" left drain with seat | K-1979

36" x 34" center drain | K-8644
36" x 42" center drain | K-8647
48" x 32" right drain | K-8638
48" x 32" left drain | K-8639
48" x 34" center drain | K-8461
48" x 42" center drain | K-8648
60" x 30" right drain | K-8642
60" x 30" left drain | K-8643
60" x 32" right drain | K-8458
60" x 32" left drain | K-8459 (shown)
60" x 34" center drain | K-8649
60" x 42" center drain | K-8659

Visit KOHLER.com for drain covers.

Salient®

Kathryn ®

Purist®

ALCOVE BASE

ALCOVE BASE

ALCOVE BASE

KOHLER ENAMELED CAST IRON

KOHLER ENAMELED CAST IRON

KOHLER ENAMELED CAST IRON

60" x 30" right drain | K-9054
60" x 30" left drain | K-9053 (shown)
60" x 36" center drain | K-9055

48" x 36" center drain | K-9025

48" x 36" center drain | K-9026

For more colors, installation types and sizes,
visit KOHLER.com/ShowerBases
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BATHING
SPACE
As the place for restful relaxation or rejuvenating your mind and
body, your bathing space should feel luxurious and comforting at
once. Whether you’re designing a new master suite or remodeling
a guest bathroom, we can help you find the right combination of
bath and faucet products to create a look and experience you love.
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BATHS
KOHLER ® baths are designed to conform to your body, helping you
relax with just the right hydrotherapy, as well as to delight the eye.
Whether your bath is primarily for you or for bathing children and pets,
it’s important to carefully choose features that work best for you.
We offer a wide variety of sizes, colors, materials and installations to
fit your bathing needs. Choose from signature KOHLER hydrotherapy
options to outfit your bath with the healing benefits of water. With a
wide assortment of styles ranging from classic to contemporary and
everything in between, you’re sure to find your perfect bath.

For more information, visit
KOHLER.com/BathsGuide
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BATH GUIDE
INSTALLATIONS
Freestanding
This installation option is ideal when the bath is the focal point of the room. Typically accessible
from all sides, the freestanding bath highlights the beauty of the design.

Alcove
An alcove is a recessed nook or area within a room. Designed for three-wall alcove installations,
this installation option features unfinished exteriors and tile flanges on three sides.
Many of these fixtures include an integral apron to complete the design.

Under-Mount
Creating a clean, contemporary look, under-mount installation is perfect for designing
a separate, personalized bathing space. The bath is mounted beneath your choice of
deck material, such as tile, solid surface or natural stone.

Drop-In
Baths designed for drop-in installation have a self-rimming edge that rests on the
deck material–such as tile or stone–that surrounds your whirlpool or bath.

Corner
Corner baths are five-sided, with a clover-shape bathing well,
and designed to accommodate two bathers at once.

SIZES
Our baths are available in a variety of standard sizes so you can find the
right fit for both your space and your family’s needs.
• Under 5'
• 5'
• 5½'
• 6'
• Over 6'
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For more information, visit
KOHLER.com/BathsGuide

MATERIALS & COLORS
Acrylic

Lithocast

A strong, flex-resistant material, acrylic has a smooth finish

Our strong cast resin material allows for geometries with

that resists chipping and cracking and is easy to clean.

dynamic style that are hand-finished to create crisp detail

®

that is full of character. Lithocast Matte has with a finish that

KOHLER Enameled Cast Iron

captures the beauty of real stone. Lithocast Gloss has a full

®

spectrum of designs that are lighter weight than Lithocast

No other material offers the character and craftsmanship

Matte baths and have an easy-to-clean gloss finish.

of KOHLER enameled cast iron. Its rich finish and lasting
presence make a bold statement.
STRENGTH KOHLER enameled cast iron baths are durable
enough to stand up to daily use by the whole family.
STYLE Go bold with deep hues or be subtle with pale tones.
SOUL Made In Kohler, Wisconsin, our cast iron baths embody
over 140 years of Kohler craftsmanship.

White
(0)

Honed White
(HW1)

Dune
(NY)

Biscuit
(96)

Almond
(47)

Lavender Grey
(GRL)

Indigo Blue
(DGB)

Black Plum
(PLM)

Thunder™ Grey
(58)

Black Black™
(7)

Ice™ Grey
(95)

KOHLER cast iron baths installed in North America carry a Lifetime Limited Warranty
for as long as the original consumer purchaser owns his or her home.

GUARANTEED
BATHS & SHOWER BASES

Acrylic

LIFETIME* LIMITED WARRANTY

KOHLER acrylic baths installed in North America carry a Lifetime Limited Warranty
for as long as the original consumer purchaser owns his or her home.
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BATHS GUIDE
All of our baths are designed for comfortable, deep soaking. And to create even more enjoyable experiences,
our four hydrotherapies harness water’s natural ability to enhance well-being and give you the benefits of a
spa treatment in the comfort of your own home, so you feel centered and energized—your best self.

HYDROTHERAPIES
VibrAcoustic

®

Feel the music as you submerge yourself in a sound bath. Vibrations resound
throughout your core with a targeted, powerful hydromassage that promotes
a profound state of relaxation.

Effervescence
Immerse yourself in thousands of tiny, champagne-like bubbles for a gentle
yet revitalizing massage. It’s a warm embrace that helps quiet the mind
and promotes a serene experience.

BubbleMassage

™

Become soothed and renewed as bubbles deliver a blissful full-body massage
that help center the mind and target muscle tension. Many models feature Heated
BubbleMassage, which infuses heated air into the hydrotherapy experience.

Whirlpool
Rejuvenate and revitalize yourself with jets of water that help melt
away the stress of the day and target muscle and joint pain.

Combination Hydrotherapies
Selected models offer combination hydrotherapies. The hydrotherapy experiences
are operated from separate keypads, so you can control each one independently.
• Whirlpool + Effervescence
• VibrAcoustic + BubbleMassage
• Whirlpool + BubbleMassage
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For more information, visit
KOHLER.com/Hydrotherapy

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS
Bask Heated Surface
®

• Warm your neck, shoulders and back as you bathe
• Choose from three heat settings
• Stay warm longer and extend your bathing time

Wireless Music Kit
• Surround yourself with music as you bathe
• Syncs with devices enabled with Bluetooth ® wireless technology
• Easy to install with any acrylic bath
The Bluetooth word mark and logos are registered trademarks owned by
Bluetooth SIG, Inc. and any use of such marks by Kohler Co. is under license.
Other trademarks and trade names are those of their respective owners.

Spa/Massage Package
• An additional ten backjets, two neckjets and chromatherapy offer the complete
spa experience to remove stress and tension from your neck and back
• Available on Tea-for-Two ® drop-in bath with Whirlpool + Effervescence
hydrotherapy combination
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Underscore® alcove bath with integral apron K-1957-LA-0
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Aerie® bath screen with Crystal Clear glass K-707205-L-SHP

THREE BATH DESIGNS
so many possibilities

We’ve expanded three of our most versatile bathing lines to make it
easier than ever to create the bathroom of your dreams:
Tea-for-Two®, Archer® and Underscore®
• Offered in a wide range of sizes, shapes and installation types
• Available with KOHLER® hydrotherapies and upgrades
• Choose from seven gorgeous colors to coordinate with other KOHLER fixtures
• Designed to complement a variety of design styles

Tea-for-Two
Tea-for-Two, made of durable and rich
KOHLER enameled cast iron, is designed
to bring comfort for one or two bathers
at a time.
Explore the full line of Tea-for-Two baths
at KOHLER.com/TeaForTwo

Archer
Inspired by craftsman furniture, Archer
acrylic baths offer a deep soak at an
affordable price. Beveled edges and
curved bases provide a sophisticated
style and clean shape that cradles
your body.
Explore the full line of Archer baths
at KOHLER.com/Archer

Underscore
Streamlined design brings refined style and
contemporary flair to your bathroom while
allowing for a luxuriously deep soak. With
our widest selection of options, there’s an
Underscore bath to fit everyone’s needs.
These acrylic baths are available in three
shapes: rectangle, oval and cube.
Explore the full line of Underscore baths
at KOHLER.com/Underscore
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FREESTANDING BATHS
This installation option is ideal when the bath is the focal point of the room. Typically accessible
from all sides, the freestanding bath highlights the beauty of the design.

Birthday Bath®

Vintage®

Imperator®

KOHLER® ENAMELED CAST IRON

KOHLER ENAMELED CAST IRON

LITHOCAST® GLOSS

72" x 37½" x 27" | K-100

72" x 42" x 24" | K-700

65¾" x 3015⁄16" x 23 ¾" | K-8334

Required drain | K-106

Recommended drain | K-7159 or K-7265

Integrated drain

Required feet | K-102

Required base | K-705 or K-709
Required feet | K-1172

Memoirs®

Iron Works® Historic

Chess®

LITHOCAST GLOSS

KOHLER ENAMELED CAST IRON

LITHOCAST GLOSS

663⁄16" x 363⁄16" x 23¾" | K-8333

66" x 36" x 24½" | K-710

64½" x 29⅞" x 22⅝" | K-8337

5911⁄16" x 34" x 23¾" | K-8332

Recommended drain | K-7104 or K-7178

Integrated drain

Integrated drain

Required feet | K-1103

Archer®

Sunstruck®

Stargaze®

ACRYLIC

61¾" x 31¾" x 22" | K-2592

WITH FLUTED SHROUD
ACRYLIC

WITH FLUTED SHROUD
ACRYLIC

67¾" x 31¾" x 22" | K-2594

65½" x 35½" x 24½" | K-6369

72" x 36" x 25¾" | K-6367

Required drain | K-7271 or K-7272

60" x 34" x 25¼" | K-24002

60" x 34" x 24¼" | K-24010

Hydrotherapies and upgrades available

Recommended drain | K-7265 or K-37385

Recommended drain | K-37385

Accommodates deck-mount faucet

Also available with a straight shroud

Also available with a straight shroud

Hydrotherapies and upgrades available

Hydrotherapies and upgrades available

Accommodates deck-mount faucet

Accommodates deck-mount faucet
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Underscore® Oval

Rêve®

Ceric®

ACRYLIC

KOHLER® ENAMELED CAST IRON

LITHOCAST® GLOSS

5911⁄16" x 35¾" x 24⅜" | K-570/K-5702

6615⁄16" x 36" x 221⁄16" | K-894

65" x 31⅛" x 22⅞" | K-8336

Required drain | K-7271 or K-7272

6615⁄16" x 31½" x 221⁄16" | K-819

5911⁄16" x 28⅞" x 23" | K-8335

Hydrotherapies and upgrades available

Required drain | K-7271 or K-7272

Integrated drain

Accommodates deck-mount faucet

Abrazo®

Veil™

Artifacts™

LITHOCAST

LITHOCAST GLOSS

KOHLER ENAMELED CAST IRON

Matte 66" x 31½" x 28½" | K-1800-HW1

65⅜" x 36¾" x 25½" | K-8331

66⅛" x 32½" x 233⁄16" | K-21000-W

Gloss 66" x 31½" x 28½" | K-1800-0

Integrated drain

Integrated drain

Required drain | K-7159
Required base | K-20027-W
Required feet | K-204

For more colors and sizes, visit
KOHLER.com/Freestanding or
see pages 206-207 for spec guide.
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DROP-IN BATHS
Fixtures designed for drop-in installation have a self-rimming edge that rests on
the material—such as tile or stone—that surrounds your whirlpool or bath.

Underscore® Cube

Memoirs®

ACRYLIC

ACRYLIC

ACRYLIC

48" x 48" x 34" | K-1968

72" x 42" x 22" | K-1418

65⅞" x 41¾" x 22" | K-1158

Devonshire®

Tea-for-Two®

Archer®

ACRYLIC

KOHLER® ENAMELED CAST IRON

ACRYLIC

60" x 32" x 20" | K-1357

60" x 32" x 18¼" | K-852

60" x 32" x 19" | K-1122

Underscore Rectangle

Underscore Oval

ACRYLIC

ACRYLIC

60" x 30" x 19" | K-1167

5911⁄16" x 35¾" x 21" | K-5713
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Bancroft®

For more colors, sizes and hydrotherapy
options visit KOHLER.com/DropIn

ALCOVE
Fixtures designed for three-wall alcove installations feature unfinished exteriors and tile flanges
on three sides. Many of these fixtures include an integral apron to complete the design.

Archer®

Bellwether®

Devonshire®

WITH INTEGRAL APRON
ACRYLIC

WITH INTEGRAL APRON
KOHLER® ENAMELED CAST IRON

WITH INTEGRAL APRON
ACRYLIC

60" x 32" x 19" | K-1123-LA/-RA

60" x 32" x 14⅞" | K-875/876

60" x 32" x 20" | K-1184-LA/-RA

Memoirs®

Underscore® Rectangle

WITH INTEGRAL APRON
KOHLER ENAMELED CAST IRON

WITH INTEGRAL APRON
ACRYLIC

60" x 33¾" x 177⁄16" | K-721/722

60" x 32" x 21" | K-1957-LA/-RA (shown)
60" x 30" x 21" | K-1956-LA/-RA
60" x 32" x 19" | K-20202-LA/-RA
60" x 30" x 19" | K-20201-LA/-RA

For more colors, sizes and hydrotherapy
options, visit KOHLER.com/Alcove
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BATH
FAUCETS
Your bath faucet is an essential element in creating a bath space
that functions just as exquisitely as it looks. We design our bath faucets
to make a stunning statement not only on their own, but to coordinate
and enhance the beauty of your bath—and the experience that follows.
From freestanding to alcove baths, we have faucets to fit every
installation type and finishes to complement every decor.

For more information, visit
KOHLER.com/BathFaucetsGuide
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BATH FAUCET GUIDE
FAUCET FAMILIES
Our faucet families let you coordinate your entire bathroom with the
same style and finish. From a range of sink faucet configurations to
showering components and decorative accessories, our collections
have the whole space covered.

INSTALLATIONS
Floor-Mount
• Features an integrated handshower for added convenience
• Single-handle models easily control water temperature
and activation
• Carries water up from the floor, keeping the bath’s
deck uncluttered

Deck-Mount
• Simple to use
• Can be installed on stone, tile or onto the
bath’s surface

Wall-Mount
• Conceals piping behind the wall, making only the
faucet spout and controls visible
• Keeps deck uncluttered for a clean look
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For more information, visit
KOHLER.com/BathFaucetsGuide

BATH DRAINS
Select a drain to fit your bath model and a style and finish to complete the overall look of your
bathroom. Some bath models require a specific drain, so be sure to check for compatibility.

PureFlo Drains
™

• Ideal for remodeling
• Add a decorative element to the bath
• Choose from a variety of stylish options
• Trim can be changed without accessing in-wall plumbing
• Mix your choice of trim with any of the drains

Clearflo Drains
• Choose from cable-activated, pop-up, toe-tap and slotted overflow models
• Designed to complement a variety of bathroom styles
• Fits nearly all baths

FINISHES

Polished Chrome
(CP)

Brushed Chrome
(G)

Vibrant®
Polished Nickel
(SN)

Vibrant
Brushed Nickel
(BN)

Vibrant French Gold
(AF)

Vibrant
Polished Brass
(PB)

Vibrant
Brushed Bronze
(BV)

Vibrant Rose Gold
(RGD)

Vintage Nickel
(VNT)

Vibrant Titanium
(TT)

Oil-Rubbed Bronze
(2BZ)

Matte Black
(BL)

Vibrant Moderne
Brushed Gold
(BGD)

WARRANTY
We combine stunning design with steadfast performance to create KOHLER ® bathroom faucets. As tough as they
are beautiful, they’re leak-free and on-task, standing up to twice the industry standard. Choose a KOHLER faucet
and count on a lifetime of practical beauty. Visit KOHLER.com/Warranty for full warranty details.
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FLOOR-MOUNT FILLERS
Bath fillers mounted on the floor beside the bath feature an integrated handshower for added convenience.
Single-handle models let you control water temperature and volume with ease. Most freestanding bath fillers
require a mounting block to install. Please visit KOHLER.com/FloorMountFillers for details.

Finial® Traditional

Artifacts®

Kelston®

Margaux®

Refinia®

Bath faucet with
handshower | K-331-4M
Riser tubes | K-126 /
K-127 / K-128 (shown)

K-T72790-9M

K-T97332-4

K-T97331-4

K-T97334-4

Composed®

Loure®

Purist®

Stillness®

K-T73087-4

K-T97330-4

K-T97328-4

K-T97344-4
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For more information, visit
KOHLER.com/FloorMountFillers

DECK-MOUNT FAUCETS
Ideal for under-mount and drop-in bath installations, deck-mount faucets can be installed onto a
stone or tile deck, or often onto the bath's surface. Valves are not included except where noted.

Pinstripe®

Finial® Traditional

Bancroft®

Memoirs® Stately

BATH FAUCET TRIM
WITH CROSS HANDLES

BATH FAUCET TRIM

BATH FAUCET TRIM

K-T314-4M

K-T10585-4

BATH FAUCET TRIM
WITH DECO LEVER HANDLES

K-T13140-3B
Lever Handles | K-T13140-4B

K-T469-4V

Margaux®

Loure®

Composed®

Purist®

BATH FAUCET TRIM
WITH LEVER HANDLES

BATH FAUCET

(includes valves)

BATH FAUCET
WITH CROSS HANDLES

BATH FAUCET TRIM
WITH LEVER HANDLES

K-15285-4

(includes valves)

K-T14428-4
Cross Handles | K-T14428-3

K-T16236-4
Cross Handles | K-T16236-3

K-73081-3
Lever Handles | K-73081-4

Hint™
BATH FAUCET
WITH HANDSHOWER

K-97070-4

For more information, visit
KOHLER.com/DeckMountFaucets
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ARTIFACTS
DECK-MOUNT FAUCETS
®

Artifacts faucets invite you to mix and match your spout and handles and create a look of your own.
Valves are included.

Choose Your Spout

BATH SPOUT
WITH FLARE DESIGN

BATH SPOUT
WITH ARC DESIGN

K-72777

K-72778

Choose Your Handles

BATH PRONG HANDLE TRIM

BATH CROSS HANDLE TRIM

BATH LEVER HANDLE TRIM

BATH SWING LEVER HANDLE TRIM

K-T98071-3M

K-T98071-3

K-T98071-4

K-T98071-9M

Choose Your Finish

POLISHED
CHROME

VIBRANT®
POLISHED NICKEL

VIBRANT
BRUSHED NICKEL

VIBRANT
BRUSHED BRONZE

VINTAGE
NICKEL

OIL-RUBBED
BRONZE

(CP)

(SN)

(BN)

(BV)

(VNT)

(2BZ)
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To see the full collection,
visit KOHLER.com/Artifacts

Purist® wall-mount bath spout and cross handle trim K-14427-BV/K-T14429-3-BV

WALL-MOUNT FAUCETS
Ideal for alcove installations, wall-mount faucets conceal piping behind the wall,
making only the faucet spout and controls visible.

Stillness®

Purist

Spout | K-952
Handle trim | K-T955-4

Spout | K-14427
Cross handle trim | K-T14429-3 (shown)
Lever handle trim | K-T14429-4

For our full product and finish offering,
visit KOHLER.com/WallMountBathFaucets
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PUREFLO DRAINS
™

Ideal for remodeling, PureFlo drains feature decorative trim that
can be changed without accessing in-wall plumbing.

Choose Your Drain

BRASS CABLE BATH DRAIN

PVC CABLE BATH DRAIN

30" | K-37380 (shown)
45" | K-37382

30" | K-37383 (shown)
30" without tube | K-37386
45" without tube | K-37385

Choose Your Trim

TRADITIONAL PUSH-BUTTON
BATH DRAIN TRIM

TRADITIONAL ROTARY-TURN
BATH DRAIN TRIM

VICTORIAN ROTARY-TURN
BATH DRAIN TRIM

K-T37396

K-T37393

K-T37394

CONTEMPORARY PUSH-BUTTON
BATH DRAIN TRIM

CONTEMPORARY ROTARY-TURN
BATH DRAIN TRIM

ROTARY-TURN BATH DRAIN TRIM

K-T37395

K-T37392
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K-T37391

Purist® floor-mount bath filler trim with handshower K-T97328-4-SN
Pureflo™ Contemporary push-button bath drain trim K-T37395-SN

CLEARFLO DRAINS
Clearflo drains fit nearly all baths and are available in a variety
of finishes and styles to coordinate with your bathroom decor.

SLOTTED OVERFLOW BATH DRAIN

SLOTTED OVERFLOW BATH DRAIN

POP-UP BATH DRAIN AND OVERFLOW

TOE-TAP BATH DRAIN

Brass | K-7271

PVC | K-7272

K-7147-AF
K-7148-AF (shown)

For baths with 14"– 20" depth
K-7259 (shown)
For baths with 20"– 26" depth | K-7265

For more information, visit
KOHLER.com/BathDrains
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STYLING
SPACE
At Kohler we offer everything you need to create a stylish, functional
and efficient vanity area. Choose sinks, storage, faucets, mirrors and
medicine cabinets, lighting, hardware and accessories for a cohesive,
complete solution.
Whether you’re looking to add efficiency to your morning, desiring a
vanity where you can sit and pamper yourself, or hoping to make a
design statement, the breadth of product options lets you personalize
the look and function to your style and needs.
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STYLING SPACE GUIDE
Styling spaces are the most multifunctional spaces in the bathroom, accommodating everything
from simply washing your hands to your full morning routine with hair styling and makeup application.
Most people begin by choosing either a vanity or pedestal sink and building the styling space
around it. Below are a few considerations to help you decide which is right for you.

PEDESTAL - CENTRIC
The pedestal sink is often chosen for powder rooms where space may be
limited and storage is less of a concern. Dual pedestal sinks can be an
elegant choice for master bath styling spaces as well.
View pedestal sinks on page 125.

Lighting
Medicine Cabinet
Provides easy access at eye level
to frequently used items.

Towel Ring
Faucet
Pedestal Sink
Sink designs that feature wide decks work well
for styling spaces that get daily use.
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For more information, visit
KOHLER.com/StylingSpaceGuide

VANITY- CENTRIC
Going with a vanity makes the most sense when designing your primary styling
space or one that is shared by multiple people. Ample storage and organization
options simplify and elevate both your morning and evening rituals.
View vanities beginning on page 109.

Task Lighting
Mirrors and medicine cabinets that feature adjustable
integrated task lighting can give you a truer picture of
your appearance.

Mirror/Medicine Cabinet
Pair your vanity with a coordinated framed
mirror or a medicine cabinet with a wood
surround to complete the look.

Towel Ring
Faucet
Vanity Top
Vanity
With innovative storage options like electrical
strips and organizing trays, everything you
need is at your fingertips.
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VANITIES
Bring the beauty of fine furniture and the organization of accessorized
storage to your bathroom with KOHLER ® vanities. Now with a place
for everything, you’ll be able to quickly find your toiletries and extra
linens in no time.
We offer a wide variety of storage solutions. Our vanity and coordinating
accessories let you personalize the space so it works with your routine,
your life. Practical and beautiful, our vanities ensure every hair dryer,
toothbrush and tube of lipstick has a place of its own.

For more information, visit
KOHLER.com/StylingSpaceGuide
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VANITIES
Choose Your Style
The inspiration behind KOHLER ® Tailored vanities is rooted deeply in a history
of American designs—from Shaker-style influences to midcentury modern.
So whether you have traditional tastes or are looking for sleek, modern decor,
Kohler has you covered.

Poplin

Damask

®

Jute

®

®

Jacquard

®

Marabou

®

Choose Your Size & Configuration
From small powder rooms to the master bathroom, choose the right
configuration for the look you want. Sizes run from 24 inches all the
way up to 60 inches. Visit KOHLER.com/TailoredVanityCollection to
explore the possibilities.

24"

30"
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36"

48"

60"

60" Double

For more information, visit
KOHLER.com/TailoredVanityCollection

Accessorize Your Tailored Vanity
®

The KOHLER ® Tailored vanity collection is designed to bring smart, personalized storage to your
vanity space. In-drawer storage makes organizing makeup a snap and optional electrical outlets
keep hair dryers and electric toothbrushes off the counter. Finish your look with either Tailored
vanity hardware or hardware from our line-matched faucet families.

Choose Your Vanity Finish
From traditional to modern, choose the finish that best showcases your personality and
ties the room together.

Poplin ® and Damask ®

Linen White
(1WA)

Mohair Grey
(1WT)

Jacquard ®

Linen White
(1WA)

Jute ®

Claret Suede
(1WB)

Linen White
(1WA)

Mohair Grey
(1WT)

Walnut Flax
(1WM)

Marabou ®

Felt Grey
(1WC)

Linen White
(1WA)

Cherry Tweed
(1WG)
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Tresham® 30" vanity with Damask® knobs K-5289-1WA/K-99686-HF3
Tresham framed mirror K-99650-1WA
Ceramic/Impressions® 31" vanity-top sink K-2779-8-G82
Margaux® widespread bathroom sink faucet with lever handles K-16232-4-BV

TRESHAM VANITIES
®

Tresham vanities bring elegance and style to your bath or powder room. The simple Shaker-style design features a double-paneled
door for attractive and convenient storage. In the 30" and 36" models, a single drawer front conceals a split drawer for added storage
and organization. Coordinate the Tresham vanities with the full Tresham bathroom collection for clean-lined classic design.

Choose Your Vanity

Tresham

Tresham

Tresham

24" VANITY

30" VANITY

36" VANITY

K-2604

K-5289

K-5288

Tresham 24", 30" and 36"
vanities are available
in the following finishes:
Linen White
(1WA)

Coordinating Mirror

Linen White
(1WA)

Mohair Grey
(1WT)

Woodland
(F69)

Choose Your Additional Storage

Tresham

Tresham

Tresham

FRAMED MIRROR

PULL-OUT STORAGE BRIDGE

TALL STORAGE TOWER

K-99650

K-2607

K-2684

Mohair Grey
(1WT)

For more information, visit
KOHLER.com/Tresham

Woodland
(F69)

Woodland
(F69)
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VANITY
TOPS
If you’ve chosen a vanity, you’ll need to find a coordinating vanity top
to complete the look. We have designed our vanity tops in ceramic,
enameled cast iron and solid surface to match exquisitely with our
vanities. Installation options include one-piece integrated countertops
and sinks, as well as pairing a countertop with an under-mount,
drop-in or vessel sink.

For more information, visit
KOHLER.com/VanityTopsGuide
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VANITY TOPS GUIDE
CERAMIC/IMPRESSIONS

®

Our integrated ceramic top with sink offers a seamless, easy-to-clean all-in-one solution
for your space. Made of vitreous china, available in a range of sizes and complementary colors.

Basin Sizes

Basin Shapes

Oval
25"

31"

37"

Rectangular

49"

Colors

White
(0)

White
Impressions
(G81)

Dune
Impressions
(G82)

Biscuit
Impressions
(G83)

Sandbar
Impressions
(G85)

IRON/IMPRESSIONS

Cashmere™
Impressions
(G86)

Thunder™ Grey
Impressions
(G88)

Black Black™
(7)

®

Enameled cast iron vanity tops feature incredibly rich color with a high-gloss finish.
Durable and easy-to-clean, Iron/Impressions tops have gently sloping, elegant lines.

Basin Sizes

25"

Basin Shapes

31"

37"

43"

Round (25")

49"

Colors

White
(0)

Dune
(NY)

Biscuit
(96)

Almond
(47)

Ice™ Grey
(95)

Lavender Grey
(GRL)

Sandbar
(G9)

Sea Salt™
(FF)

Cane Sugar™
(FD)

Basalt™
(FT)

Indigo Blue
(DGB)

Black Plum
(PLM)

Black ’n Tan
(KA)

Black Black
(7)
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Rectangular (31")

Oval (37", 43" & 49")

For more information, visit
KOHLER.com/VanityTopsGuide

SOLID/EXPRESSIONS

®

Our solid-surface countertops are designed to coordinate with KOHLER ® vanities. They pair beautifully with KOHLER Verticyl ®
Rectangle and Verticyl Oval under-mount sinks, can be trimmed to fit other sinks or used as a solid countertop without cutouts.

Basin Sizes

25"

31"

37"

49"

Basin Shapes*

Rectangular
cutout for
Verticyl

73" Double

Optional Trim
Single side
splash

Oval cutout

61" Double

61"

Backsplash

No cutout

* Oval cutout fits all KOHLER 17" x 14" oval under-mount bathroom
sinks. Tops with cutouts have sculpted edges. Tops with no cutout
have straight edges.

Colors

White
Expressions
(S33)

Biscuit
Expressions
(S35)

Almond
Expressions
(S34)

Ice™ Grey
Expressions
(S36)

HOLE CONFIGURATIONS
KOHLER vanity-top sinks are available with predrilled single-hole or widespread configuration options
to accommodate a variety of faucets. Solid/Expressions tops have pilot holes for single, 4" centerset
and 8" widespread faucet holes.

Single-Hole

4" Centerset

8" Widespread
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SINKS
Traditional to contemporary, pedestal to under-mount, ceramic
to glass, and White to Bluestone Rutile—our sinks are a perfect
fit in any bathroom. Whether you're building or remodeling, with
Kohler it's easy to find unique design solutions that are right
for you. Our sinks are easy to install, crafted from the finest
materials and available in a range of colors that invite you
to personalize your space.

For more information, visit
KOHLER.com/BathroomSinksGuide
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SINK GUIDE
INSTALLATION TYPES

Under -Mount

Drop-In

Vessel

• Mounts beneath the counter to create

• Features a lip that sits on the countertop

• Rests on top of the counter

• Ideal for remodeling, drop-in sinks

• A popular choice for powder rooms

• Ideal for those replacing a countertop

can easily be retrofitted into your

• Wading Pool ® sinks accentuate the

• Easy to clean from counter to bowl

existing counter

a seamless counter-to-bowl transition

movement of water

Wall-Hung

Pedestal

Console Table

• Mounts directly on the wall

• Ideal for a small space or powder room

• Attractive and practical bathroom

using brackets

• Features a generous bowl size and

• Creates a clean, streamlined look

solution with a rail for towels

ample deck space for soap and

• Saves space in small bathrooms

grooming essentials

• Frequently used in universal-design
bathrooms

• The narrow base saves floor space
• Available in a range of sizes

HOLE CONFIGURATIONS
KOHLER ® sinks have multiple hole configuration options to accommodate a variety of faucets.

No Faucet Drilling

Single-Hole

Hole configuration options vary by model.
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4" Centerset

8" Widespread

For more information, visit
KOHLER.com/BathroomSinksGuide

MATERIALS & COLORS
Glass
Artist Editions ® glass sinks are handcrafted in our glass studio in Kohler, Wisconsin, and are available
in a variety of opaque and translucent colors. Color options vary by sink model.

Ice
(B11)

Translucent
Dew
(TG2)

Opaque Dew
(G2)

Translucent
Dusk
(TG1)

Opaque Dusk
(G1)

Opaque
Sandalwood
(G7)

Translucent
Sapphire (TG6)

Opaque
Sapphire (G6)

Translucent
Stone (TG8)

Opaque Stone
(G8)

Translucent Doe
(TG3)

Opaque Doe
(G3)

Translucent
Sandalwood
(TG7)

Vitreous China
Vitreous china sinks are fired to be highly durable and easy to clean. Colors match perfectly across
all bathroom fixtures, whether vitreous china or enameled cast iron.

White
(0)

Dune
(NY)

Biscuit
(96)

Almond
(47)

Ice™ Grey
(95)

Sandbar
(G9)

Cashmere™
(K4)

Thunder™ Grey
(58)

Black Black™
(7)

Enameled Cast Iron
No other material offers the character and craftsmanship of KOHLER ® enameled cast iron. Built to last for generations, it makes
an enduring statement of beauty in your home with strength, style and soul. Visit KOHLER.com/Warranty for full warranty details.

White
(0)

Dune
(NY)

Sea Salt™
(FF)

Biscuit
(96)

Cane Sugar™
(FD)

Almond
(47)

Ice Grey
(95)

Lavender Grey
(GRL)

Sandbar
(G9)

Cashmere
(K4)

Indigo Blue
(DGB)

Black Plum
(PLM)

Basalt™
(FT)

Thunder Grey
(58)

Black ’n Tan
(KA)

Black Black
(7)
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UNDER-MOUNT SINKS
These sinks mount beneath the counter to create a seamless counter-to-basin transition.
Sleek style and ease of cleaning give this installation type its appeal.

Memoirs®

Kathryn®

Archer®

Ladena®

VITREOUS CHINA

VITREOUS CHINA

VITREOUS CHINA

VITREOUS CHINA

18¼" x 14½" x 8 ⅝" | K-2339

21⅜" x 13⅛" x 6 ¼" | K-2297 (shown)
17" x 13" x 6¼" | K-2330

17⅝" x 13" x 7½" | K-2355

18 ⅝" x 12¼" x 8 ⅛" | K-2214 (shown)
20 ⅝" x 13 ⅝" x 8⅛" | K-2215

Caxton® Rectangle

Verticyl® Rectangle

Ledges®

VITREOUS CHINA

VITREOUS CHINA

KOHLER® ENAMELED CAST IRON

17 ⅜" x 13" x 7 5⁄16" | K-20000

17¼" x 13" x 6 ¾" | K-2882

1215⁄16" x 14⅝" x 6" | K-2838

Garamond®

Serif®

Devonshire®

Canvas®

KOHLER ENAMELED CAST IRON

KOHLER ENAMELED CAST IRON

VITREOUS CHINA

KOHLER ENAMELED CAST IRON

19 ⅝" x 15" x 7 9⁄16" | K-2832

17 ¾" x 12 ¾" x 8 7⁄16" | K-2824

18⅛" x 14" x 8 ⅝" | K-2336 (shown)
16⅞" x 1311⁄16" x 8 ⅝" | K-2350

17" x 14" x 5 ⅞" | K-2874

Caxton Oval

Verticyl Oval

Verticyl Round

Rhythm®

VITREOUS CHINA

VITREOUS CHINA

VITREOUS CHINA

STAINLESS STEEL

17" x 14" x 7½" | K-2210
17" x 14" x 8¼ | K-2205
15¼" x 12¼" x 7½" | K-2209
19" x 15" x 7½" | K-2211

17" x 14" x 6 ¾" | K-2881

13¾" diameter x 6 ¾" | K-2883

18" x 13" x 6¼" | K-2602
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For more colors and sizes, visit
KOHLER.com/UnderMountBathSinks

DROP-IN SINKS
Drop-in sinks have a rim or lip that sits on the counter while the basin rests below.
Ideal for remodeling, drop-in sinks can be easily retrofitted to an existing counter.

Portrait®

Kathryn®

Memoirs® Classic

VITREOUS CHINA

VITREOUS CHINA

VITREOUS CHINA

VITREOUS CHINA

22 ⅝" x 18 ⅞" x 8 ⅞" | K-2189

24" x 19" x 7 ⅞" | K-2325

22 ¾" x 18" x 8 ¾" | K-2241

22 ¾" x 18" x 8⅞" | K-2337

Tresham® Rectangle

Man’s Lav™

Tides®

VITREOUS CHINA

KOHLER® ENAMELED CAST IRON

KOHLER ENAMELED CAST IRON

16 9⁄16" x 2113⁄16" x 8 1⁄16" | K-2991

28" x 19" x 7⅞" | K-2885

20" x 17" x 9 5⁄16" | K-2839

Memoirs Stately

For more colors and sizes, visit
KOHLER.com/DropInBathSinks

Ladena® under-mount bathroom sink K-2214-0
Components® bathroom sink faucet with Tube spout and Industrial handles K-77967-BL/K-77974-9-BL
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VESSEL SINKS
Vessel sinks are a popular choice for powder rooms. Choose from
a variety of designs and materials to suit your style.

DemiLav® Wading Pool®
KOHLER® ENAMELED CAST IRON

16½" x 15 ⅝" x 7" | K-2833

Iron Plains® Rectangle
Wading Pool

Carillon® Rectangle
Wading Pool

Iron Plains Capsule
Wading Pool

KOHLER ENAMELED CAST IRON

VITREOUS CHINA

KOHLER ENAMELED CAST IRON

May also be installed as drop-in or
under-mount
18 9⁄16" x 15 ¾" x 6 5⁄16" | K-5400 (shown)
30" x 15⅝" x 611⁄16" | K-20212

21⅛" x 14 9⁄16" x 6 ⅛" | K-7799

33" x 15 ⅝" x 611⁄16" | K-20213-W

Vox® Rectangle Trough

Vox Rectangle

Vox Square

Rêve®

VITREOUS CHINA

VITREOUS CHINA

VITREOUS CHINA

FIRECLAY

35 7⁄16" x 20½" x 711⁄16" | K-2749

23" x 18⅛" x 6 ⅞" | K-2660 (shown)
22 ⅝" x 16⅛" x 6 ⅞" | K-5373
(without faucet deck)

16¼" x 16¼" x 6 ¾" | K-2661

21⅝" x 14 ¾" x 71⁄16" | K-4819

Chord® Wading Pool
VITREOUS CHINA

Iron Plains Oval
Wading Pool

Carillon Round
Wading Pool

VITREOUS CHINA

18 ⅝" x 1613⁄16" x 5 ¾" | K-2331

KOHLER ENAMELED CAST IRON

VITREOUS CHINA

20" x 14 ⅞" x 77⁄16" | K-99183

20 ¾" x 14¼" x 6 ⅝" | K-5403

1711⁄16" diameter x 6" | K-7806

Vox Oval

Vox Round

Iron Plains Round

Veil™

VITREOUS CHINA

KOHLER ENAMELED CAST IRON

FIRECLAY

FIRECLAY

16½" diameter x 8" | K-14800

12" x 12" x 6 5⁄16" | K-20211-W

20 ⅞" x 1313⁄16" x 8" | K-20704 (shown)
38⅛" x 1511⁄16" x 815⁄16" | K-20705

16" x 16" x 15" | K-20703
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Veil Tall

For more colors and sizes,
visit KOHLER.com/Vessels

PEDESTAL & CONSOLE SINKS
Freshen up your bathroom with a pedestal or console sink—available in shapes,
sizes and styles to match your space.

Devonshire®

Kathryn®

Bancroft®

VITREOUS CHINA

FIRECLAY

VITREOUS CHINA

FIRECLAY

24⅛" x 19 ¾" x 33½" | K-2286 (shown)
27½" x 19 ⅞" x 33½" | K-2294

27" x 20" x 35" | K-2322

24" x 21" x 35¼" | K-2338 (shown)
30 ⅜" x 22¼" x 35¼" | K-2347
Fireclay basin, vitreous china pedestal

24" x 19 ¾" x 34 ⅜" | K-2238 (shown)
27" x 22" x 35" | K-2258

Memoirs Stately

Tresham®

Archer®

Veer®

FIRECLAY

FIRECLAY

VITREOUS CHINA

VITREOUS CHINA

24½" x 20½" x 34¾" | K-2344
30" x 21¾" x 34¾" | K-2268 (shown)

24" x 19½" x 34⅝" | K-2844 (shown)
30" x 19½" x 34⅝" | K-2845

2315⁄16" x 20 7⁄16" x 35¼" | K-2359

21" x 18¼" x 35½" | K-5265
24" x 18¼" x 35½" | K-5266 (shown)

Memoirs Console Table

Rêve®

Veil™

FIRECLAY

FIRECLAY

SOLID BRASS

23 ⅝" x 185⁄16" x 35½" | K-5152 (shown)
39 ⅜" x 18 5⁄16" x 35½" | K-5149

16" x 16" x 36 " | K-20701

30" x 21⅝" x 36" | Legs K-30003/Sink K-2269
24½" x 20¾" x 36" | Legs K-30007/Sink K-29999
275⁄16" x 22⅛" x 36" | Legs K-30010/Sink K-2259

For more colors and sizes, visit
KOHLER.com/PedestalSinks

Memoirs® Classic
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ARTIST EDITIONS SINKS
®

Glass
A substance that is as inspirational as it is rooted in daily life, glass has a versatile, fluid nature that
lends itself to artistic expression. Our glass sinks are crafted by our own small team of artisans in
Kohler, Wisconsin, with a precision that rivals watchmaking.

TRANSLUCENT

(B11)

(TG1)

(TG2)

(TG3)

(TG6)

(TG7)

(TG8)

OPAQUE
Translucent Sapphire

Opaque Sapphire

Translucent glass sinks, even when the color
(G1)

(G2)

(G3)

(G6)

(G7)

(G8)

Color options vary by model. Visit KOHLER.com for more information.
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is dark, can be seen through; opaque glass
sinks have painted undersides that cannot
be seen through.

Inia® Wading Pool® bathroom sink K-2773-TG2
Purist® bathroom sink faucet trim with cross handles K-T14415-3-BV

Inia® Wading Pool®

Kallos®

Antilia® Wading Pool

19" x 16⅛" x 5⅜" | K-2773
Shown in Opaque Dew (G2)

UNDER-MOUNT

281⁄16" x 171⁄16" x 2¾" | K-2369
Shown in Ice (B11)

16" diameter x 5⅛" | K-2361
Shown in Ice (B11)

Whist®

Briolette™ Vessel

Spun Glass® Vessel

UNDER-MOUNT

17½" diameter x 4¾ " | K-2373
Shown in Ice (B11)

17½" diameter x 6" | K-2276
Shown in Ice (B11)

19" x 16⅛" x 5⅜" | K-2741
Shown in Ice (B11)

For more complete product and color offering, visit
KOHLER.com/ArtistEditions
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ARTIST EDITIONS SINKS
®

Shagreen Design
Inspired by oil spot glazes, the Shagreen collection celebrates the subtle coloring and distinctive pebbled texture
of natural shark and ray leather. A striking compliment to both Carillon ® and Caxton ® bathroom sinks, its rich glazed
finish shows iridescent pearly tones and a gently granulated texture.

Oyster Pearl (SSP)

Ebony Pearl (TB2)

Shagreen on Carillon Round Wading Pool® bathroom sink K-77714-SSP
Purist® single-handle bathroom sink faucet with straight lever handle K-14402-4A-RGD

SHAGREEN ON
CARILLON ROUND WADING POOL SINK

SHAGREEN ON
CAXTON OVAL UNDER-MOUNT SINK

SHAGREEN ON
CARILLON RECTANGLE WADING POOL SINK

VITREOUS CHINA

VITREOUS CHINA

VITREOUS CHINA

1711⁄16" diameter x 6" | K-77714-TB2

19 ¼" x 16⅛" x 8¼" | K-77635-TB2

21⅛" x 14 9⁄16" x 6⅛" | K-77716-TB2
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For more information, visit
KOHLER.com/Shagreen

Sartorial™ Design
The Sartorial collection exemplifies elegance etched with artistry. Available in two distinct designs,
Sartorial pays homage to two of the most iconic textile patterns of their eras—herringbone and paisley.
Herringbone strikes a retro-nouveau note while paisley draws upon its timeless Persian charm. Pair
either design with Carillon ® or Caxton ® bathroom sinks.

Sartorial Paisley on Carillon Round Wading Pool ® bathroom sink K-75748-FP1-7
Artifacts ® widespread bathroom sink faucet with Flume spout and lever handles K-72761-SN/K-98068-3-SN

SARTORIAL HERRINGBONE ON
CARILLON ROUND WADING POOL SINK

SARTORIAL HERRINGBONE ON
CAXTON UNDER-MOUNT SINK

Paisley (FP1-0)

Paisley (FP2-7)

Herringbone (HD1-0)

Herringbone (HD2-7)

SARTORIAL HERRINGBONE ON
CARILLON RECTANGLE WADING POOL SINK

VITREOUS CHINA

VITREOUS CHINA

VITREOUS CHINA

1711⁄16" diameter x 6" | K-75748-HD1-0

19 ¼" x 16⅛" x 8¼" | K-14218-HD1-0

21⅛" x 14 9⁄16" x 6⅛" | K-75749-HD1-0

For more information, visit
KOHLER.com/Sartorial
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Kensho® Round vessel bathroom sink K-8324-CS7
Composed® Tall single-handle bathroom sink faucet with Pure handle K-73159-7-TT

(CS6)

Kensho

Kensho

Lilies Lore®

ROUND VESSEL SINK

TROUGH VESSEL SINK

UNDER-MOUNT SINK
CAST BRONZE

NATURAL STONE

NATURAL STONE

16" diameter x 4½" | K-8324
Shown in Biancone (CS6)

2715⁄16" x 141⁄16" x 7⅞" | K-8325
Shown in Biancone (CS6)

(CS7)
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(CS6)

(CS7)

17 ½" x 147⁄16" x 5⅛" | K-14297

ARTIST EDITIONS SINKS
®

Derring®

Derring

Derring

ON CARILLON® ROUND WADING POOL® SINK

ON CARILLON ROUND WADING POOL SINK

ON CARILLON ROUND WADING POOL SINK

VITREOUS CHINA

VITREOUS CHINA

VITREOUS CHINA

1711⁄16" diameter x 6" | K-17890-RL
Shown in Translucent White (K8)

1711⁄16" diameter x 6" | K-17890-RL
Shown in Bourbon Rutile (RB2)

1711⁄16" diameter x 6" | K-17890-RL
Shown in Bluestone Rutile (RB3)

Dutchmaster Midnight Floral™
ON CARILLON ROUND WADING POOL SINK
VITREOUS CHINA

1711⁄16" diameter x 6" | K-30333-DM2-0
On Carillon Rectangle Wading Pool | K-30334-DM2-0

Dutchmaster Blush Floral™

Dutchmaster Blush Floral

ON CARILLON ROUND WADING POOL SINK

ON CARILLON RECTANGLE WADING POOL SINK

VITREOUS CHINA

VITREOUS CHINA

1711⁄16" diameter x 6" | K-30333-DM1-0

21⅛" x 149⁄16" x 6⅛" | K-30334-DM1-0

For more complete product and color offering, visit
KOHLER.com/ArtistEditions
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MEDICINE
CABINETS
& MIRRORS
KOHLER ® medicine cabinets and mirrors are stylish, sophisticated and
well-crafted. Giving you added organizational space and shadowless
lighting, our Verdera ® lighted medicine cabinets and mirrors make grooming
tasks easier than ever before. Choose between our storage-rich medicine
cabinets and coordinating mirrors.
Filled with convenient features like adjustable shelves and mirrored interiors,
our medicine cabinets are rust-resistant and designed to complement your
space and organizational needs—flawlessly.
Mirrors can introduce a bold design statement into your space or be a subtle
reinforcement of your existing design. A simple solution when extra storage
isn’t a requirement, our mirrors offer optimally bright, even lighting and are
available in several sizes and styles that will make you see your bathroom
in a whole new light.

For more information, visit
KOHLER.com/MirrorsGuide
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MEDICINE CABINETS
& MIRRORS GUIDE
INSTALLATION TYPES
KOHLER ® medicine cabinets come in two installation types: surface-mount and recessed. Our variety
of dual-mount medicine cabinets can be installed either surface-mount or recessed.

Surface-Mount

Recessed

Dual-Mount

The cabinet or mirror mounts to your

The cabinet installs between the

Note that some medicine cabinets

wall, no cutting required. Side kits are

studs in your wall. You’ll need to

can be installed either surface-mount

recommended for a polished look.

cut into the wall to install and

or recessed.

build the cabinet framework.

SIZES
To ensure the proper fit for your medicine cabinet or mirror, begin by measuring
the width of your vanity. Typically your medicine cabinet or mirror should be
narrower or the same width as the vanity.
To determine the height, measure the distance between your lights and faucet.
Choose a size that provides clearance above the faucet and below the lights.
Integrated lighting can replace sconces to widen the mirror over the vanity.
Medicine Cabinet
Mirror Size (Width)

Coordinating Vanity Sizes

15"

20" single-basin

24" single-basin

15" (two)

60" double-basin

72" double-basin

20"

20" single-basin

24" single-basin

30" single-basin

24"

24" single-basin

30" single-basin

36" single-basin

34"

36" single-basin

48" single-basin

60" single-basin

40"

48" single-basin

60" single-basin

72" double-basin

Lighted medicine cabinets are available in sizes 20"– 40".
Lighted mirrors are available in sizes 24"– 40".
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72" double-basin

For more information, visit
KOHLER.com/MirrorsGuide

ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS
Verdera® Voice Lighted Mirror With Amazon Alexa
• Amazon Alexa-enabled to play music, hear the news, check weather,
control smart home devices, and more
• Well-designed seamless integration of Amazon Alexa minimizes clutter
and delivers optimal interaction

Lighted Medicine Cabinets & Mirrors
• Verdera lighted medicine cabinets and mirrors deliver bright, even lighting
exceptionally close to natural light
• Verdera Voice lighted mirror with embedded voice-control transforms
your time in the bathroom from hands-on to hands-free

Adjustable Mirror
• Verdera cabinets feature an adjustable magnifying mirror option
• Slides up and down to accommodate people of different heights
• Lays flat on the door when not in use

Framed Mirrors & Medicine Cabinet Surrounds
• Kohler offers a variety of mirrors with decorative frames in select sizes
• The Tailored ® vanity collection features framed mirrors and medicine cabinet
surrounds that match the style and finish of the vanity

Side Kits
• Provide a finished look to surface-mount medicine cabinets
• Available for all surface-mount medicine cabinets and included with “CL” cabinets,
Devonshire ®, Archer®, Bancroft ®, decorative silver and Oil-Rubbed Bronze framed cabinets
• Choose from a range of finishes that match the Tailored vanity collection

Joining Kit
• Cabinets can be grouped or “joined” together
• Simplifies process of joining together multiple medicine cabinets horizontally
*Compatible with Verdera, CL Series and Catalan ® medicine cabinets

Hinges & Components
• Most cabinets can be installed with the hinges on the left or the right, which will
determine door swing orientation
• Slow-close hinges make opening and closing seamless and prevent slamming
• Adjustable shelves for personalized storage needs
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MEDICINE MIRRORS & CABINETS
We’ve designed our medicine cabinets to help you reduce clutter in the
styling space and organize all of your essentials within easy reach.

Verdera®

Verdera

Verdera

Verdera

VOICE ACTIVATED MIRROR

LIGHTED MIRROR

LIGHTED MEDICINE CABINET

MEDICINE CABINET

24" x 33" | K-99571-VLAN-NA (shown)
34" x 33" | K-99572-VLAN-NA
40" x 33" | K-99573-VLAN-NA

24" x 33" | K-99571-TLC (shown)
34" x 33" | K-99572-TLC
40" x 33" | K-99573-TLC

20" x 30" x 4¾" | K-99003-TLC
24" x 30" x 4¾" | K-99007-TLC
34" x 30" x 4¾" | K-99009-TLC (shown)
40" x 30" x 4¾" | K-99011-TLC

15" x 30" x 4¾" | K-99000-NA
20" x 30" x 4¾" | K-99002-NA
24" x 30" x 4¾" | K-99006-NA
34" x 30" x 4¾" | K-99008-NA
40" x 30" x 4¾" | K-99010-NA (shown)

Verdera
MEDICINE CABINET
WITH ADJUSTABLE MAGNIFYING MIRROR
AND SLOW-CLOSE DOOR

15" x 30" x 4¾" | K-99001-NA (shown)
20" x 30" x 4¾" | K-99003-NA
24" x 30" x 4¾" | K-99007-NA
34" x 30" x 4¾" | K-99009-NA
40" x 30" x 4¾" | K-99011-NA
Also available with nonmagnifying mirror

MEDICINE CABINET

20" x 26" x 5" | K-CB-CLC2026FS
16" x 20" x 5" | K-CB-CLR1620FS
15" x 26" x 5" | K-CB-CLC1526FS
25" x 26" x 5" | K-CB-CLC2526FS
30" x 26" x 5" | K-CB-CLC3026FS
35" x 26" x 5" | K-CB-CLC3526FS

Catalan®

Devonshire®

MEDICINE CABINET
WITH 107-DEGREE HINGE

MEDICINE CABINET

20" x 29½" x 5¼" | K-CB-CLW2030DAW

15" x 36" x 4¾" | K-2913-PG-SAA
20⅛" x 36" x 4¾" | K-2918-PG-SAA (shown)
24⅛" x 36" x 4¾" | K-2936-PG-SAA
Also available in 170-degree hinge

Bancroft®

Archer®

Verdera

Catalan

MEDICINE CABINET

MEDICINE CABINET

MIRRORED SIDE KIT

MIRRORED SIDE KIT

20" x 31" x 5" | K-CB-CLC2031BAN

20" x 31" x 5" | K-3073-NA

3 7⁄16" x 30" | K-99012-NA
For surface-mount installations

3 ¾" x 36⅛" | K-2878-NA
For surface-mount installations
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For more sizes and installation types,
visit KOHLER.com/MedicineCabinets

CABINET SURROUNDS
We offer several cabinet surrounds that match the Tailored ® vanity collection for a polished look.

Damask®

Poplin® /Marabou®

Jacquard®

Verdera®

WOOD CABINET SURROUND*

WOOD CABINET SURROUND*

WOOD CABINET SURROUND*

WOOD SIDE KIT

20½" x 35½" x 11⁄16" | K-99662-15
29½" x 35½" x 11⁄16" | K-99662-24 (shown)
45½" x 35½" x 11⁄16" | K-99662-40

20½" x 35½" x 1" | K-99663-15
29½" x 35½" x 1" | K-99663-24 (shown)
45½" x 35½" x 1" | K-99663-40

20½" x 35½" x 11⁄16" | K-99661-15
29½" x 35½" x 11⁄16" | K-99661-24 (shown)
45½" x 35½" x 11⁄16" | K-99661-40

3 7⁄16" x 30" x 11⁄16" | K-99675
For surface-mount installations

*Fits Verdera 15", 24" and 40" recessed medicine cabinets.

FRAMED MIRRORS
KOHLER ® mirrors are equally stylish, sophisticated and well-crafted.

Damask

Poplin/Marabou

Jacquard

Tresham®

WOOD-FRAMED MIRROR

WOOD-FRAMED MIRROR

WOOD-FRAMED MIRROR

WOOD-FRAMED MIRROR

21¾" x 36 ¾" x 1" | K-99665

20½" x 35½" x ¾ " | K-99666

19½" x 34½" x ¾" | K-99664

23½" x 32" x 1" | K-99650
Available in 1WA, 1WT and F69

Most medicine cabinet surrounds, wood side kits and mirrors coordinate in style and finish with the Tailored vanity collection.

Linen White
(1WA)

Mohair Grey
(1WT)

For our full product offering,
visit KOHLER.com/Mirrors

Claret Suede
(1WB)

Cherry Tweed
(1WG)

Felt Grey
(1WC)

Woodland
(F69)
Tresham only
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TURKISH
BATH
LINENS
Spoil yourself with our new line of plush Turkish Bath Linens, made of 100% Turkish
cotton. The collection includes towels in a range of sizes along with a bathrobe
and bath rug. And, with three patterns available in four classic shades, these plush
Turkish Bath Linens will no doubt become one of your bathroom essentials.

For more information, visit
KOHLER.com/BathLinens
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TURKISH BATH LINENS
GET COZY WITH KOHLER
Wrap yourself in the plush warmth of an authentic Turkish cotton towel. Turkish towels (sometimes
called peshtemal, hammam or fouta towels) are crafted from 100% Turkish cotton, which is known
for its premium feel and extra-long fibers. Kohler has you covered with five sizes of towels within
the collection, including large bath sheets, bath towels, hand towels and wash cloths.

Three woven patterns
KOHLER ® Turkish Bath Linens are crafted in Turkey and are offered in three classic patterns: Terry, Textured and Tatami.
The Tatami pattern comes from the woven straw mats sometimes used as floor covering in traditional Japanese design.
This towel pattern is only available from Kohler.

Terry

Textured

Tatami

Woven with long, thick terry cloth loops with a rich
700-gram weight that creates a luxurious drape.

A waffle weave offers luscious texture with
extra-long staple cotton for optimal absorbency.

Inspired by traditional Japanese designs, this pattern
perfectly balances bold lines with minimalist appeal
for distinctive style and rich texture.

Four classic shades

White

Dune

Truffle

Thunder™ Grey

Clean and crisp, it is a perfect
fit for any style.

A subtle, neutral shade that
lends a calm, soothing feel
to any space.

Quiet, yet compelling, it adds
depth to the room.

A deep gray makes a statement
in traditional, contemporary or
transitional settings.
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Turkish Bath Linens bath sheet with Textured weave K-31056-TX-TRF

Bathrobe

Bath Rug

Slip into a plush KOHLER ® bathrobe. Available in White and

Stay comfortable stepping out of your bath or shower with a

crafted from 100% Turkish cotton.

premium bath rug.

For more complete product and color offering, visit
KOHLER.com/BathLinens
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SINK
FAUCETS
Our faucets and accessories allow you to design bathrooms that are
tailored expressions of your personal style. It’s simply a matter of settling
on a design and finish that’s right for you and choosing the components
you’ll need. We've done the rest of the legwork for you.
We take the extra time to precision-engineer each element of every
faucet, from design to manufacture. To ensure KOHLER quality, our
faucets are hand-inspected and tested well beyond the industry’s
most rigorous standards.

For more information, visit
KOHLER.com/BathroomFaucetsGuide
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FAUCET GUIDE
FAUCET FAMILIES
Our faucet collections let you coordinate your entire bathroom with the same style
and finish. From a range of sink faucet configurations to showering components
and decorative accessories, our collections have the whole space covered.

CONFIGURATIONS
Single-Handle Faucets
• Control water volume and temperature with a single handle
• Designed for sinks with a single hole or 4" with escutcheon
• Suitable for sinks with three holes when used with an escutcheon plate

Centerset Faucets
• The spout and handles make up one connected piece
• Compact and space-efficient design is ideal for small spaces
• Fit sinks with three faucet holes that measure 4" from one side to the other

Widespread Faucets
• A great addition to larger vanity areas and pedestal sinks
• Feature UltraGlide ® valves with dry stem technology to prevent leaks
• Require three faucet holes that measure 8" to 16" from one side to the other

Vessel Faucets
• Known as Tall or Tower models
• Designed to accommodate KOHLER ® Vessel and Wading Pool ®
above-counter sinks

Wall-Mount Faucets
• Mounted on the wall behind the sink
• Ideal for above-counter, wall-mount and under-mount sinks
• Helps keep the countertops clear
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For more information, visit
KOHLER.com/BathroomFaucetsGuide

ACCESSORIES
Decorative Accessories

Lighting

• Includes towel bars, robe hooks, towel rings,

• Task lighting helps illuminate daily routines
• Single, double or triple sconces are available

toilet tissue holders and more

to put the finishing touch on your design

• Line- and finish-matched to

• Available in finishes to match your faucets

faucet collections

Cabinet Hardware

Grab Bars

• Cabinet knobs and drawer pulls that

• Available in a range of sizes, from 9" to 48",
to fit your space

coordinate with your style
• Available in finishes to match your faucets

• Provide extra support where you need it

FINISHES

Polished Chrome
(CP)

Brushed Chrome
(G)

Vibrant ®
Polished Nickel
(SN)

Vibrant
Brushed Nickel
(BN)

Vibrant
French Gold
(AF)

Vibrant
Polished Brass
(PB)

Vibrant Moderne
Brushed Gold
(BGD)

Vibrant
Rose Gold
(RGD)

Vibrant Ombré
Rose Gold/
Polished Nickel
(3RS)

Vibrant Ombré
Titanium/
Rose Gold
(3TR)

Vintage Nickel
(VNT)

Vibrant Titanium
(TT)

Oil-Rubbed
Bronze
(2BZ)

Matte Black
(BL)

Vibrant
Brushed Bronze
(BV)

WATER SAVINGS
Most of our bathroom sink faucets carry the WaterSense ® label. This means they use at least 45% less
water than standard 2.2 gpm faucets while still meeting strict performance guidelines.

WARRANTY
We combine stunning design with steadfast performance to create KOHLER ® bathroom faucets. As tough as
they are beautiful, they’re leak-free and on-task, standing up to twice the industry standard. Choose a KOHLER
faucet and count on a lifetime of practical beauty. Visit KOHLER.com/Warranty for full warranty details.
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ARTIFACTS

®

Choose Your Spout

SINK SPOUT
WITH TEA DESIGN

SINK SPOUT
WITH BELL DESIGN

SINK SPOUT
WITH FLUME DESIGN

SINK SPOUT
WITH COLUMN DESIGN

SINGLE-HANDLE
SINK FAUCET

K-72758

K-72759

K-72761

K-72760

K-72762-9M

GENTLEMAN’S®
SINGLE-HANDLE
SINK FAUCET

K-72763-9M

Choose Your Handles

SINK FAUCET LEVER HANDLES

SINK FAUCET CROSS HANDLES

SINK FAUCET PRONG HANDLES

SINK FAUCET SWING LEVER HANDLES

K-98068-4

K-98068-3

K-98068-3M

K-98068-9M

Choose Your Finish

POLISHED
CHROME

VIBRANT®
POLISHED NICKEL

VIBRANT
BRUSHED NICKEL

VIBRANT
BRUSHED BRONZE

VINTAGE
NICKEL

OIL-RUBBED
BRONZE

(CP)

(SN)

(BN)

(BV)

(VNT)

(2BZ)

TOWEL BAR

TOWEL RING

TOILET TISSUE CARRIAGE

DOUBLE ROBE HOOK

DRAWER PULL

CABINET KNOB

24" | K-72568 (shown)

K-72571

K-72576 (shown)

K-72572

K-72579

K-72578

Choose Your Accessories

30" | K-72569
24" DOUBLE TOWEL BAR

PIVOTING TOILET
TISSUE HOLDER

K-73570

K-72573
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We Invite You to Play
Combine a spout, handles and
faucet finish to create a look of
your own in three simple steps

Sartorial™ Herringbone on Carillon ® Round Wading Pool ® bathroom sink K-75748-HD1-7
Damask ® framed mirror K-99665-1WU
Artifacts ® bathroom sink faucet with Flume spout and cross handles K-72761-SN/K-98068-3-SN

Accessories

HOTELIER

FINISHING ENSEMBLE

SINGLE SCONCE

DOUBLE SCONCE

ADJUSTABLE PENDANT LIGHT

K-72575

Ensemble | K-72574
Soap dispenser | K-98630
Glass tumbler | K-98631
Ceramic tray | K-98629

K-72584

K-72582

K-72581

For more information, visit
KOHLER.com/Artifacts
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COMPONENTS

™

Choose Your Spout

SINK SPOUT
WITH TUBE DESIGN

SINK SPOUT
WITH RIBBON DESIGN

SINK SPOUT
WITH ROW DESIGN

K-77967 (shown)
Tall | K-77965

K-77968 (shown)
Tall | K-77966

K-77969

Choose Your Handles

SINK FAUCET
LEVER HANDLES

SINK FAUCET
OYL HANDLES

SINK FAUCET
INDUSTRIAL HANDLES

K-77974-4

K-77974-8

K-77974-9

Choose Your Finish

POLISHED
CHROME

VIBRANT® OMBRÉ ROSE
GOLD/POLISHED NICKEL

VIBRANT OMBRÉ
TITANIUM/ROSE GOLD

MATTE
BLACK

(CP)

(3RS)

(3TR)

(BL)

Choose Your Accessories

TOWEL ARM

DOUBLE TOWEL ARM

TOWEL BAR

DOUBLE TOWEL BAR

HOTELIER

K-78377

K-78379

18" | K-78372 (shown)
24" | K-78373
30" | K-78374

K-78375

K-78376
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PIVOTING TOILET
TISSUE HOLDER

K-78382

Designed to be Designed
With different combinations creating distinct
looks, Components™ is a versatile collection
that was designed to be designed. By you.

Components sink faucet with Row spout and lever handles K-77969-CP/K-77974-4-CP
Components double towel arm K-78379-CP

Accessories

VERTICAL TOILET TISSUE
HOLDER

COVERED DOUBLE
TOILET TISSUE HOLDER

K-78383

K-78384

For more information, visit
KOHLER.com/Components

DRAWER PULL

CABINET KNOB

24" GRAB BAR

ROBE HOOK

K-78386

K-78385

K-78387

K-78378
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PINSTRIPE

®

WIDESPREAD SINK FAUCET
WITH LEVER HANDLES

WIDESPREAD SINK FAUCET
WITH CROSS HANDLES

WIDESPREAD SINK FAUCET WITH
LEVER HANDLES AND PURE DESIGN

WIDESPREAD SINK FAUCET WITH
CROSS HANDLES AND PURE DESIGN

K-13132-4B

K-13132-3B

K-13132-4A

K-13132-3A

TOWEL BAR

24" DOUBLE TOWEL BAR

TOWEL RING

TOILET TISSUE HOLDER

18" | K-13108 (shown)
24" | K-13109
30" | K-13110

K-13117

K-13112

K-13114

ROBE HOOK

DRAWER PULL

CABINET KNOB

K-13113

K-13125

K-13126

Pinstripe widespread sink faucet with Pure design and cross handles K-13132-3A-SN
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For more finishes, visit
KOHLER.com/BathroomFaucets

FINIAL TRADITIONAL
®

WIDESPREAD SINK FAUCET

WALL-MOUNT SINK FAUCET TRIM

24" TOWEL BAR

TOWEL RING

K-310-4M

K-T343-4M

K-360

K-363

TOILET TISSUE HOLDER

ROBE HOOK

K-361

K-364

Finial Traditional wall-mount sink faucet trim K-T343-4M-AF
For more finishes, visit
KOHLER.com/BathroomFaucets
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MEMOIRS STATELY
®

WIDESPREAD SINK FAUCET
WITH DECO LEVER HANDLES

WIDESPREAD SINK FAUCET
WITH LEVER HANDLES

TOWEL BAR

TOWEL RING

K-487

K-454-4S

18" | K-485 (shown)
24" | K-486

K-454-4V

TOILET TISSUE HOLDER

ROBE HOOK

DRAWER PULL

CABINET KNOB

K-490

K-492

K-523

K-522

Memoirs Stately widespread sink faucet with Deco lever handles K-454-4V-BN
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For more finishes, visit
KOHLER.com/BathroomFaucets

KELSTON

®

CENTERSET SINK FAUCET

WIDESPREAD SINK FAUCET

TOWEL BAR

TOWEL RING

K-13490-4

K-13491-4

18" | K-13500 (shown)
24" | K-13501

K-13507

TOILET TISSUE HOLDER

ROBE HOOK

DRAWER PULL

CABINET KNOB

K-13504

K-13505

K-13554

K-13552

24" DOUBLE TOWEL BAR

K-13503

Kelston widespread sink faucet K-13491-4-2BZ
For more finishes, visit
KOHLER.com/BathroomFaucets
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DEVONSHIRE

®

SINGLE-HANDLE SINK FAUCET

CENTERSET SINK FAUCET

WIDESPREAD SINK FAUCET

TOWEL BAR

K-193-4

K-393-N4

K-394-4

18" | K-10550 (shown)
24" | K-10551
30" | K-10552

24" DOUBLE TOWEL BAR

TOWEL RING

TOILET TISSUE HOLDER

ROBE HOOK

K-10553

K-10557

K-10554

K-10555

DRAWER PULL

CABINET KNOB

SCONCE

K-10576

K-10575

Single | K-10570 (shown)
Double | K-10571
Triple | K-10572

Devonshire single-handle sink faucet K-193-4-CP
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For more finishes, visit
KOHLER.com/BathroomFaucets

MARGAUX

®

SINGLE-HANDLE SINK FAUCET

TALL SINGLE-HANDLE SINK FAUCET

K-16230-4

K-16231-4

WIDESPREAD SINK FAUCET
WITH CROSS HANDLES

WIDESPREAD SINK FAUCET
WITH LEVER HANDLES

K-16232-3

K-16232-4

TOWEL BAR

24" DOUBLE TOWEL BAR

TOWEL RING

VERTICAL TOILET TISSUE HOLDER

18" | K-16250 (shown)
24" | K-16251
30" | K-16252

K-16253

K-16254

K-16255

DOUBLE ROBE HOOK

GRAB BAR

SCONCE

K-16256

12" | K-11881 (shown)
18" | K-11882

K-16268

Margaux widespread sink faucet with lever handles K-16232-4-CP
For more finishes, visit
KOHLER.com/BathroomFaucets
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BANCROFT

®

MONOBLOCK SINK FAUCET

WIDESPREAD SINK FAUCET

TOWEL BAR

24" DOUBLE TOWEL BAR

K-10579-4

K-10577-4

18" | K-11410 (shown)
24" | K-11411
30" | K-11412

K-11413

HAND TOWEL HOLDER

TOILET TISSUE HOLDER

ROBE HOOK

DRAWER PULL

K-11416

K-11415

K-11414

K-11426

CABINET KNOB

SCONCE

K-11425

Single | K-11421 (shown)
Double | K-11422
Triple | K-11423

Bancroft widespread sink faucet with lever handles K-10577-4-BV
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For more finishes, visit
KOHLER.com/BathroomFaucets

FORTÉ

®

SINGLE-HANDLE SINK FAUCET

TALL SINGLE-HANDLE SINK FAUCET

K-10215-4

K-10217-4

CENTERSET SINK FAUCET WITH
SCULPTED LEVER HANDLES

WIDESPREAD SINK FAUCET
WITH SCULPTED LEVER HANDLES

K-10270-4

K-10272-4

TOWEL BAR

TOWEL RING

TOILET TISSUE HOLDER

DRAWER PULL

18" | K-11370 (shown)
24" | K-11371
30" | K-11372

K-11377

K-11374

K-11285

CABINET KNOB

ROBE HOOK

SCONCE

K-11284

K-11375

Single | K-11365 (shown)
Double | K-11366
Triple | K-11367

For more finishes, visit
KOHLER.com/BathroomFaucets
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REFINIA

®

SINGLE-HANDLE SINK FAUCET

CENTERSET SINK FAUCET

WIDESPREAD SINK FAUCET

K-5313-4

K-5316-4

K-5317-4

ALTEO

®

Sharing similar fluid lines, Alteo and Refinia faucets and accessories
coordinate seamlessly with one another.

SINGLE-HANDLE SINK FAUCET

CENTERSET SINK FAUCET

WIDESPREAD SINK FAUCET

TOWEL BAR

K-45800-4

K-45100-4

K-45102-4

18" | K-37050 (shown)
24" | K-37051

TOWEL RING

HORIZONTAL TOILET TISSUE HOLDER

VERTICAL TOILET TISSUE HOLDER

ROBE HOOK

K-37057

K-37054

K-37056

K-37055
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For more finishes, visit
KOHLER.com/BathroomFaucets

LOURE

®

With fluid lines, Loure accessories coordinate
seamlessly with the Honesty® faucet.

TALL SINGLE-HANDLE SINK FAUCET

WIDESPREAD SINK FAUCET

TALL WIDESPREAD SINK FAUCET

TOWEL BAR

K-14660-4

K-14661-4

K-14662-4

18" | K-11580 (shown)
24" | K-11581
30" | K-11588
24" DOUBLE TOWEL BAR

K-11582

TOWEL RING

VERTICAL TOILET TISSUE HOLDER

DRAWER PULL

CABINET KNOB

K-11587

K-11583 (shown)

K-11576

K-11575

COVERED TOILET TISSUE HOLDER

K-11584

HONESTY

SINGLE-HANDLE SINK FAUCET

WIDESPREAD SINK FAUCET

K-99760-4 (shown)
0.5 gpm | K-99760-4N

K-23255-4 (shown)
0.5 gpm | K-24857-4

For more finishes, visit
KOHLER.com/BathroomFaucets
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Timeless Beauty
The Composed® design is stripped of
nonessential flourishes. Composed
embodies simplicity. Clean. Classic.
Quietly confident.

Composed single-handle sink faucet with Pure handle K-73050-7-TT

Composed hand towel holder K-73145-TT

Composed double robe hook K-73146-TT
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Composed vertical toilet tissue holder K-73148-TT

COMPOSED

®

Timeless and deliberate, the Composed faucet embodies the sparse and beautifully
understated elements of minimalist design. By eliminating unnecessary details, the
Composed faucet was designed to elicit an emotional response with its stark beauty.

SINGLE-HANDLE SINK FAUCET
WITH PURE HANDLE

SINGLE-HANDLE SINK FAUCET
WITH LEVER HANDLE

SINGLE-HANDLE SINK FAUCET
WITH JOYSTICK HANDLE

TALL SINGLE-HANDLE SINK FAUCET
WITH JOYSTICK HANDLE

K-73050-7

K-73167-4

K-73158-4

K-73053-4

WIDESPREAD SINK FAUCET
WITH LEVER HANDLES

WIDESPREAD SINK FAUCET
WITH CROSS HANDLES

K-73060-4

TOWEL BAR

24" DOUBLE TOWEL BAR

K-73144

K-73060-3

18" | K-73141 (shown)
24" | K-73142
30" | K-73143

HAND TOWEL HOLDER

VERTICAL TOILET TISSUE HOLDER

DOUBLE ROBE HOOK

HOTELIER

K-73145

K-73148 (shown)

K-73146

K-73157

HORIZONTAL TOILET TISSUE HOLDER

K-73147

DRAWER PULL

CABINET KNOB

K-73152

K-73155

For more finishes, visit
KOHLER.com/BathroomFaucets
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HINT

™

SINGLE-HANDLE SINK FAUCET

CENTERSET SINK FAUCET

WIDESPREAD SINK FAUCET

K-97060-4 (shown)
With escutcheon | K-97061-4

K-97094-4

K-97093-4

Hint single-handle sink faucet K-97060-4-CP
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For more finishes, visit
KOHLER.com/BathroomFaucets

STILLNESS

®

WIDESPREAD SINK FAUCET

TOWEL BAR

24" DOUBLE TOWEL BAR

TOWEL RING

K-942-4

18" | K-14450 (shown)
24" | K-14451
30" | K-14452

K-14391

K-14456

VERTICAL TOILET TISSUE HOLDER

ROBE HOOK

CABINET KNOB

K-14459

K-14458

K-14484

Stillness widespread sink faucet K-942-4-BN
For more finishes, visit
KOHLER.com/BathroomFaucets
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PURIST

®

SINGLE-HANDLE SINK FAUCET

TALL SINGLE-HANDLE SINK FAUCET

K-14402-4A

K-14404-4A

WIDESPREAD SINK FAUCET
WITH GOOSENECK SPOUT
AND CROSS HANDLES

WIDESPREAD SINK FAUCET
WITH GOOSENECK SPOUT
AND LEVER HANDLES

K-14406-3

K-14406-4

TOWEL BAR

24" DOUBLE TOWEL BAR

18" | K-14435 (shown)

K-14375

WIDESPREAD SINK FAUCET
WITH CROSS HANDLES

WIDESPREAD SINK FAUCET
WITH LEVER HANDLES

K-14410-3

K-14410-4

24" | K-14436
30" | K-14437

GRAB BAR

TOWEL RING

VERTICAL TOILET TISSUE HOLDER

ROBE HOOK

24" | K-11893
36" | K-11895 (shown)

K-14441

K-14444

K-14443

DRAWER PULL

CABINET KNOB

SCONCE

K-14485

K-14484

K-14483
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For more finishes, visit
KOHLER.com/BathroomFaucets

DRAFT

™

TOWEL BAR FRAME

FRAME ROBE HOOK

ROBE HOOK

6" | K-27354
12" | K-27353
18" | K-22561
24" | K-27352 (shown)

K-30377

K-27363

HOLDER

TRAY

6" CONTAINER

6" | K-30490
12" | K-27366 (shown)

6" | K-27357
12" | K-27355 (shown)

K-27365

Draft 24" frame, 12" tray, 12" holder and 6" container
K-27352-CP/K-27355-0/K-27366-0/K-27365-0
For more finishes, visit
KOHLER.com/BathroomFaucets
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TOILET
SPACE
We push flushing power, bowl cleanliness and toilet design to
the leading edge. We never compromise. Why should you?
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TOILETS
Never Compromise on Performance
Performance means reliable power without wasting water.

Better Flush. Cleaner Bowl.
It’s no secret that a better flush gives you a cleaner bowl, which
is why we never compromise when it comes to flushing power or
bowl cleanliness. Our “never compromise” attitude has resulted
in our most perfect flush yet: Revolution 360 ® swirl flushing
technology. Our Revolution 360 swirling flush sends 360 degrees
of water through the bowl for complete coverage that leaves
nothing behind.

Kick Your Plunger to the Curb.
The driving force behind our powerful flushing is the AquaPiston ®
engine. AquaPiston is a canister flush valve that allows water to
flow into the bowl from all sides, as opposed to the restricted entry
of a traditional flapper, increasing the power and effectiveness of
the flush. In short, AquaPiston packs a powerful punch to eliminate
clogs without wasting water.

Wipe Out Dirt.
The base of the toilet can be the hardest area to clean, so our
clever designers created toilets with smooth bases. Eliminating
the nooks and crannies of a traditional toilet gives dirt fewer places
to hide, and it makes our toilets incredibly easy to wipe down and
keep clean.

Saving Water Is for the Birds.
And fish. And animals. And people. And the future. We work toward
balancing the right amount of water with the perfect amount of
power for a water-efficient flush that packs a serious punch.
KOHLER.com/ToiletSatisfactionGuarantee
We’re confident in the performance of our toilets and smart seats,
and we want to ensure that you and your customers are too.

For more information, visit
KOHLER.com/NeverCompromise
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TOILET GUIDE
TOILET TYPES
Intelligent
Offering superior comfort and cleaning, intelligent toilets simply deliver
a better experience, top to bottom. From heated seats and warm-water
cleansing to automated flushing and more, our intelligent toilets help
redefine one of life’s most basic rituals.
Leading-Edge Design
Intelligent toilets feature an innovative tankless design that
makes a stunning style statement.
Dynamic Cleansing
A warm-water wand, precision air dryer and a deodorizing
filter provide personalized cleansing.
Personalized Comfort
Temperature, cleansing settings and more can be controlled
with an intuitive touch-screen remote.

+

Wall-Hung

One-Piece

Two-Piece

Ideal for bathrooms with a limited

One-piece toilets are crafted from one

This is the most common type of toilet,

footprint, wall-hung toilets feature a sleek,

single piece of ceramic, so the bowl and

and it offers great value. A separate

easy-to-clean design. With a hidden

tank are integrated. This eliminates the

tank and bowl are assembled together.

in-wall tank, only the bowl and flush

seam between the bowl and tank, which

Bowls are also available with concealed

plate are mounted to the wall, resulting

means the toilet is easier to keep clean.

or skirted trapways and seats are

in a streamlined profile that simplifies

Available with a concealed or skirted

sold separately.

cleaning and saves up to 12" of space

trapway, each one-piece toilet comes

over standard floor-mount toilets.

with the seat included.
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For more information, visit
KOHLER.com/ToiletsGuide

TOILET LENGTHS

28½"
or less

Over
28½"

As small
as 251⁄4"

Elongated Bowl

Compact Elongated Bowl

Round-Front Bowl

• Fits most residential spaces

• Fits the elongated bowl into a

• Requires less space

• Provides added room and
comfort for seating

round-front toilet footprint
• Saves up to 10 percent more

• A good solution for
small spaces

space than an elongated bowl
• Offers added room and comfort
for seating compared to a
round-front toilet

SEAT HEIGHTS

Less than 17"

Standard Height

Comfort Height

• Traditional-height toilets are ideal

• Sit at chair height—approximately two

for small statures
• Low-profile models are perfect
for small spaces

Custom
height

17" to 19"

®

Custom Height
• Wall-hung toilets can be positioned

inches higher than standard-height

at a custom height from 15⅜" to 28½"

toilets

to accommodate a range of statures

• Makes standing and sitting easier

• Raised bowl allows cleaning underneath

• Many are ADA-compliant when
installed per applicable guidelines
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TOILET GUIDE
TRAPWAY STYLES

Skirted Trapway

Concealed Trapway

Exposed Trapway

Offers an easy-to-clean smooth surface

Features a smooth trapway surface

Traditionally designed, exposed trapways

from front to back.

that’s easy to wipe clean.

can be seen from the side of the toilet.

ReadyLock™

Clean Caps ®

Bolt Caps

We make it easy to enjoy the clean

Clean Caps low-profile toilet floor bolts

Exposed trapway toilets are fitted with

design of a skirted toilet. Our innovative,

and caps make it easier to clean even

standard caps to cover the bolts that

patented installation system doesn’t

the hardest to reach areas of the toilet.

attach the toilet to the floor.

require drilling, caulk or special tools,

Offered on all concealed trapway toilets,

and it offers a secure installation.

or sold separately as individual kits.

FLUSH TYPES
Single-Flush
• The AquaPiston ® flush engine flushes over 2 pounds of bulk waste—4x more than is
needed for the average adult—to eliminate clogs
• Most single-flush toilets save water by using only 1.28 gallons of water per flush
• Revolution 360 ® swirling flush keeps your bowl cleaner 2x longer than a
conventional flush

Dual-Flush
• Buttons or levers offer the choice between a half or full flush
• Saves water by using as little as 0.6 gallons of water for a light flush
and up to 1.6 gallons for a full flush
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For more information, visit
KOHLER.com/ToiletsGuide

BOLD PERFORMANCE

COLORS
KOHLER ® toilets are available in an array of colors.
See availability online.

REDUCES

WATER USE BY MORE THAN

35%

*

Dune
(NY)

White
(0)

Almond
(47)

Biscuit
(96)

Packed Into a Powerful 1.0- Gallon Flush
The new, ultrahigh-efficient Highline ® toilet combines style
and function with a water-conserving 1.0-gallon flush in a

Sandbar
(G9)

Ice™ Grey
(95)

Cashmere™
(K4)

clean design.
The 1.0-gallon flush exceeds MaP (Maximum Performance)
requirements for removing solid waste in a single flush, and
it reduces water use by more than 35 percent over 1.6-gallon
toilets. That means water savings of approximately 4,500 gallons
of water per toilet, per year.*
*Based on average household of four, each flushing 5.1 times daily, 365 day a year.

Thunder™ Grey
(58)

Black Black™
(7)

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS
Rough-In

WaterSense -Labeled Toilets

Most bathrooms have a

WaterSense toilets meet strict EPA flushing

standard 12" rough-in

guidelines, including using at least 20 percent

(the measurement between

less water than 1.6-gallon toilets. Look for the

the wall and outlet pipe). We

WaterSense label as you shop.

®

also offer 10" and 14" options.

ONE-PIECE TOILETS
One-piece toilets integrate tank and bowl into a seamless, space-saving design that is easy to clean. Because of their special design
detail, most one-piece KOHLER ® toilets ship with a complementary Quiet-Close ™ toilet seat with Quick-Release ™ functionality.

Shop by Style

Portrait® Comfort Height®
COMPACT ELONGATED TOILET
WITH CONCEALED TRAPWAY

1.28 gpf | K-3826

Our product sections throughout the book are

Memoirs® Stately
Comfort Height

Memoirs Classic
Comfort Height

COMPACT ELONGATED TOILET
WITH SKIRTED TRAPWAY

COMPACT ELONGATED TOILET
WITH SKIRTED TRAPWAY

1.28 gpf | K-6428

1.28 gpf | K-6424

Kathryn® Comfort Height

Tresham® Comfort Height®

Archer®

COMPACT ELONGATED TOILET
WITH CONCEALED TRAPWAY

COMPACT ELONGATED TOILET
WITH SKIRTED TRAPWAY

ELONGATED TOILET

Santa Rosa™
Comfort Height

Gabrielle™
Comfort Height

1.28 gpf | K-3639

COMPACT ELONGATED TOILET

ELONGATED TOILET

1.28 gpf | K-3940

1.28 gpf | K-3981

1.28 gpf | K-3810

1.28 gpf | K-3615

organized by style–each section beginning with

Cimarron®
Comfort Height

Adair® Comfort Height

San Raphael®

ELONGATED TOILET

ELONGATED TOILET
WITH CONCEALED TRAPWAY

1.28 gpf | K-3946

ELONGATED TOILET
WITH SKIRTED TRAPWAY

1.28 gpf | K-3722

1.28 gpf | K-3619

San Souci®
Comfort Height
COMPACT ELONGATED TOILET
WITH CONCEALED TRAPWAY

1.28 gpf | K-5172

traditional and ending with modern designs.
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Memoirs Stately Comfort Height one-piece compact elongated toilet with skirted trapway K-6428-96

Rêve® Comfort Height

Numi® Comfort Height

Veil® Comfort Height

COMPACT ELONGATED DUAL-FLUSH
TOILET WITH SKIRTED TRAPWAY

ONE-PIECE COMPACT ELONGATED
DUAL-FLUSH INTELLIGENT TOILET

ONE-PIECE COMPACT ELONGATED
DUAL-FLUSH INTELLIGENT TOILET

1.6 / 0.8 gpf | K-3797

1.28 / 0.6 gpf | K-3901

1.28 / 0.8 gpf | K-5401

For more colors, installation types and sizes,
visit KOHLER.com/OnePiece
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INTELLIGENT TOILETS
Once you experience an intelligent toilet, you’ll wonder how you ever lived without one. A warm seat
relaxes you, a soft spray cleanses you, a gentle breeze dries you. And you feel a cleaner kind of clean.
It’s a must-have for the modern spa bathroom experience. Every KOHLER ® intelligent toilet includes:
• Motion-activated, hands-free opening and closing of cover and an automatic flush
• Advanced cleansing functionality with self-cleaning wand, precision air dryer
and deodorizing filter
• Touch-screen remote control with wall-mount docking station
• Warm-air drying system with adjustable temperature settings and heated seat
• One-piece tankless design
• LED lighting to illuminate the bowl and conveniently serve as a nightlight
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Veil® one-piece elongated dual-flush intelligent toilet K-5401-0

Numi Comfort Height
®

®

ONE-PIECE ELONGATED DUAL-FLUSH INTELLIGENT TOILET

K-3901-NPR-0 (with premium remote, shown) and K-3901-NSR-0 (with standard remote)
K-3901-NPR-HB1 (with premium remote) and K-3901-NSR-HB1 (with standard remote)
(0)

(HB1)

FLUSH Dual | 1.28 or 0.6 gpf | Battery-powered emergency backup
CLEANSING SETTINGS Stainless steel cleansing wand offers adjustable spray position,
water pressure, temperature, pulsate and oscillate functions. Front and rear nozzles
provide warm, aerated water. Settings can be preset for up to six users
SELF-CLEANING Wand automatically performs rinse cycle after each use and UV-light
sanitizes the wand surface
LIGHT LED ambient lighting, in seven colors with three programming options, also serves
as a convenient nightlight
HANDS-FREE Motion-activated opening and closing of seat and cover
MUSIC Built-in speakers sync with devices enabled with Bluetooth®* wireless technology
EXTRA COMFORT Heated foot warmer
INSTALLATION Floor-mount

Veil

®

ONE-PIECE ELONGATED DUAL-FLUSH INTELLIGENT TOILET

K-5402-0, K-5401-0 (shown) and K-5401-PA-0 ADA

FLUSH Dual | 1.28 or 0.8 gpf | Manual emergency backup
CLEANSING SETTINGS Stainless steel automatic cleansing wand offers
adjustable spray shape, position, water pressure, temperature, pulsate and
oscillate functions. Front and rear nozzles provide warm, aerated water
SELF-CLEANING UV light sanitizes the cleansing wand surface
LIGHT LED lighting illuminates the bowl to serve as a nightlight
INSTALLATION Wall-hung and floor-mount

Karing 2.0
®

ONE-PIECE ELONGATED INTELLIGENT TOILET

K-77780

FLUSH 2.0 gpf
CLEANSING SETTINGS A self-cleaning wand offers adjustable spray position,
water pressure, temperature, pulsate and oscillate functions. Front and rear
nozzles provide warm, aerated water. Settings can be preset for two users
SELF-CLEANING Pre-mist feature automatically applies water to the bowl for a clean
flush every time. Wand automatically performs rinse cycle before and after each use;
UV light sanities the cleansing wand surface
LIGHT LED lighting illuminates the bowl to serve as a nightlight
INSTALLATION Floor-mount

For more information, visit
KOHLER.com/IntelligentToilets

*The Bluetooth word mark and logos are registered trademarks owned by
Bluetooth SIG, Inc. and any use of such marks by Kohler Co. is under license.
Other trademarks and trade names are those of their respective owners.
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WALL-HUNG TOILETS
KOHLER ® wall-hung intelligent toilets seamlessly blend design with technology to leave you feeling
a cleaner kind of clean. Select the all-in-one solution or follow the three-step ordering process.
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All-In- One Solution

Choose Your Bowl

2

Veil®

Veil

Memoirs®

ONE-PIECE ELONGATED
DUAL-FLUSH
INTELLIGENT TOILET

ONE-PIECE ELONGATED
DUAL-FLUSH TOILET
WITH REVEAL®
QUIET-CLOSE™ SEAT

ONE PIECE ELONGATED
DUAL-FLUSH TOILET WITH
QUIET-CLOSE SEAT

1.6 / 0.8 gpf | K-5402
Includes flush actuator
in Honed White

3

1

Choose Your In-Wall Tank & Carrier System

2" x 4" IN-WALL TANK
AND CARRIER SYSTEM

K-18829

2" x 6" IN-WALL TANK
AND CARRIER SYSTEM WITH
FLUSH ACTUATOR PLATE

K-6284
Includes Veil flush actuator
(K-6298) in Polished Chrome

1.6 / 0.8 gpf | K-6918

1.6 / 0.8 gpf | K-6299

Choose Your Dual-Flush or Touchless Actuator

Droplet®

Bevel®

Lynk®

Note®

FLUSH ACTUATOR
FOR 2" x 4" IN-WALL
TANK AND CARRIER SYSTEM

FLUSH ACTUATOR
FOR 2" x 4" IN-WALL
TANK AND CARRIER SYSTEM

FLUSH ACTUATOR
FOR 2" x 4" IN-WALL
TANK AND CARRIER SYSTEM

FLUSH ACTUATOR
FOR 2" x 4" IN-WALL
TANK AND CARRIER SYSTEM

K-4177

K-8857

K-75890

K-75891

Cue®

Memoirs

Veil

FLUSH ACTUATOR
FOR 2" x 4" IN-WALL
TANK AND CARRIER SYSTEM

FLUSH ACTUATOR
FOR 2" x 4" IN-WALL
TANK AND CARRIER SYSTEM

FLUSH ACTUATOR
FOR 2" x 6" IN-WALL
TANK AND CARRIER SYSTEM

K-5413

K-77271

K-6298

For more colors, installation types and sizes,
visit KOHLER.com/WallHungToilet
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ONE-PIECE TOILETS
One-piece toilets integrate tank and bowl into a seamless, space-saving design that is easy to clean. Because of their special design
detail, most one-piece KOHLER ® toilets ship with a complementary Quiet-Close ™ toilet seat with Quick-Release ™ functionality.

Portrait® Comfort Height®
COMPACT ELONGATED TOILET
WITH CONCEALED TRAPWAY

1.28 gpf | K-3826
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Memoirs® Stately
Comfort Height

Memoirs Classic
Comfort Height

COMPACT ELONGATED TOILET
WITH SKIRTED TRAPWAY

COMPACT ELONGATED TOILET
WITH SKIRTED TRAPWAY

1.28 gpf | K-6428

1.28 gpf | K-6424

Kathryn® Comfort Height
COMPACT ELONGATED TOILET
WITH CONCEALED TRAPWAY

1.28 gpf | K-3940

Memoirs Stately Comfort Height one-piece compact elongated toilet with skirted trapway K-6428-96

Tresham® Comfort Height®

Archer®

COMPACT ELONGATED TOILET
WITH SKIRTED TRAPWAY

ELONGATED TOILET

Santa Rosa™
Comfort Height

Gabrielle™
Comfort Height

1.28 gpf | K-3639

COMPACT ELONGATED TOILET

ELONGATED TOILET

1.28 gpf | K-3810

1.28 gpf | K-3615

San Souci®
Comfort Height

1.28 gpf | K-3981

Cimarron®
Comfort Height

Adair® Comfort Height

San Raphael®

ELONGATED TOILET

ELONGATED TOILET
WITH CONCEALED TRAPWAY

1.28 gpf | K-3946

ELONGATED TOILET
WITH SKIRTED TRAPWAY

1.28 gpf | K-3722

1.28 gpf | K-3619

COMPACT ELONGATED TOILET
WITH CONCEALED TRAPWAY

1.28 gpf | K-5172

Rêve® Comfort Height

Numi® Comfort Height

Veil® Comfort Height

COMPACT ELONGATED DUAL-FLUSH
TOILET WITH SKIRTED TRAPWAY

ONE-PIECE COMPACT ELONGATED
DUAL-FLUSH INTELLIGENT TOILET

ONE-PIECE COMPACT ELONGATED
DUAL-FLUSH INTELLIGENT TOILET

1.6 / 0.8 gpf | K-3797

1.28 / 0.6 gpf | K-3901

1.28 / 0.8 gpf | K-5401

For more colors, installation types and sizes,
visit KOHLER.com/OnePiece
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BETTER FLUSH. CLEANER BOWL.
Revolution 360®
Revolution 360 swirl flushing technology sends water around the entire bowl for
complete coverage that leaves nothing behind.

CleanCoat

™

CleanCoat technology prevents nasty things like bacteria, mildew and mineral deposits
from sticking, so your toilet stays clean longer.

ContinuousClean
ContinuousClean technology automatically fights grime, germs and stains with every
flush to keep your bowl clean longer.

A Better Flush Gives You a Clean Bowl
Combined, these technologies give you our cleanest flush yet.

Corbelle® Comfort Height®
ELONGATED TOILET WITH SKIRTED TRAPWAY

1.28 gpf | K-3814
With ContinuousClean | K-5709

Set up ContinueClean in three simple steps
On select toilets, ContinuousClean technology is factory-installed and built into the tank. Setup is quick—just follow the three steps below.
And once you set it up, you don’t have to worry about it again until the light indicates you need new cleaning tablets. ContinuousClean
gives you a truly self-cleaning toilet because there are no buttons to push. It simply cleans automatically and consistently with every flush.

Step 1: Insert two toilet
bowl cleaning tablets

Step 2: Set the dial

Step 3: Look for the blue light

Three settings let you decide how much

ContinuousClean comes with two AAA

All you need are two puck-style toilet

cleaning power goes into each flush:

batteries, so there are no cords to

cleaning tablets of your choice. Once you
access the inside of the tank, open the
blue reservoir and place the two cleaning

is the recommended dose of cleaning agent

— is less cleaning agent

+

is more cleaning agent

worry about. The batteries power the
LED indicator light that lets you know
the system is working. After inserting

tablets inside. Two cleaning tablets cost

the batteries and the tablets, look for a

approximately $6, are widely available in

blue pulse (one-second in duration) that

retail stores and online and have a lifespan

indicates the system is working properly

of approximately one year.

and cleaning solution is being delivered.
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TWO-PIECE TOILETS
Two-piece toilets feature the traditional design of a separate tank and bowl. Two- and three-bolt installation systems provide
a sturdy, level connection between the tank and bowl, making installation easy. Toilet seats are sold separately.

Devonshire® Comfort Height®
ELONGATED TOILET

1.28 gpf | K-3837

Memoirs® Stately
Comfort Height

Memoirs Classic
Comfort Height

Tresham® Comfort Height

ELONGATED TOILET
WITH CONCEALED TRAPWAY

ELONGATED TOILET

1.28 gpf | K-3950

ELONGATED TOILET

1.28 gpf | K-3816

1.28 gpf | K-6669

Archer® Comfort Height

Cimarron® Comfort Height

Cimarron Comfort Height

Highline® Comfort Height

ELONGATED TOILET

ELONGATED TOILET

ELONGATED TOILET WITH SKIRTED TRAPWAY

1.28 gpf | K-3551

1.28 gpf | K-3609

1.28 gpf | K-5310

ELONGATED TOILET
WITH CONCEALED TRAPWAY

1.28 gpf | K-76301 (shown)
1.0 gpf | K-5298

Kelston® Comfort Height

Persuade® Curv
Comfort Height

ELONGATED TOILET

1.28 gpf | K-3755

ELONGATED DUAL-FLUSH TOILET
WITH SKIRTED TRAPWAY

1.6 / 1.0 gpf | K-6355

For more colors, installation types and sizes,
visit KOHLER.com/TwoPiece
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TOILET
SEATS
We design toilet seats with the same thoughtful care and innovative
drive we put into all of our products—always with the aim to make
your experience more comfortable and your home more beautiful.
From guiding you in the night to providing warm-water cleansing,
our toilet seats bring smart solutions to the bathroom.

Smart
Our smart seats go well beyond the standard toilet seat in bringing
comfort and cleanliness to your experience. Personal cleansing and
deodorizing features give you added confidence throughout the day,
while LED lights keep you safe at night.

Quick & Quiet
Unique installation features make KOHLER ® toilet seats fast and easy
to install the first time and each time you want to remove and reinstall the
seat for thorough cleaning. And we know how frustrating slamming seats
can be so we’ve designed a slam-proof feature as well.

Secure
We design our seats to fit you and your family comfortably and to
fit the toilet securely. So whether it’s rubber bumpers to grip the
bowl tightly or a seat that’s designed for both adults and children,
we have you covered.

For more information, visit
KOHLER.com/ToiletSeatsGuide
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TOILET SEATS GUIDE
UPGRADED FEATURES
All KOHLER ® toilet seats are ergonomically designed to provide comfort and
style. Our smart seats offer a range of additional features, from deodorizing
options to enhanced personal hygiene, depending on the model.

Cleansing

Purefresh

Nightlight

Toilet seats with personal cleansing

A carbon filter, intuitive fan and scent

Featuring two LED lights, lighted toilet

functionality feature naturally soothing

pack located in the seat’s hinge neutralize

seats help guide you to your toilet in the

water as a refreshing alternative to

bathroom odors while filling your room

dark and illuminate the bowl when the

toilet tissue alone.

with a light, fresh scent.

lid is lifted.

®

CONVENIENT FEATURES

Quiet- Close
Technology

™

Quick-Release
Hinges

™

Prevents lid and seat

Let you easily remove the

from slamming

seat for a thorough cleaning
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Quick-Attach
Hardware

®

Speeds seat installation

Grip-Tight
Rubber Bumpers
Keep the seat from shifting

For more information, visit
KOHLER.com/ToiletSeatsGuide

SEAT SHAPES

18 ⅝"
or more

16 ¾"
or less

Elongated

Round-Front

• Fits elongated and compact

• Requires less space

elongated toilets

• A comfortable solution for

• Provides added room and

children or small statures

comfort for adults

COLORS
Most KOHLER ® toilet seats are available in the following nine colors. Our seats
and toilets are perfectly color-matched to provide a seamless look.

White
(0)

Dune
(NY)

Biscuit
(96)

Almond
(47)

Ice™ Grey
(95)

Sandbar
(G9)

Cashmere™
(K4)

Thunder™ Grey
(58)

Black Black™
(7)
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CLEANSING SEATS
Discover the seats that are changing the bathroom experience. Once you experience them,
you’ll wonder how you ever lived without one. It’s a cleaner kind of clean, and a whole new
kind of comfort. A soft, soothing spray cleanses you like toilet tissue alone never could.
Add the welcoming warmth of a heated seat and a gentle drying breeze and you will feel
confident and refreshed. KOHLER ® cleansing seat features include:
• Soothing cleansing spray
• Hygienic self-cleaning wand
• Personalized and adjustable settings for water pressure and temperature,
as well as position on C 3 ® models
• Toilet Satisfaction Guarantee. For details, visit KOHLER.com/ToiletSatisfactionGuarantee
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Corbelle ® Comfort Height® two-piece
elongated toilet with skirted trapway K-3814-0
C3 -455 elongated cleansing toilet seat K-8298-CR-0

C 3 -230
®

ELONGATED CLEANSING TOILET SEAT

K-4108-96

• Touch-screen remote control with two programmable user presets
• Automatic deodorization with carbon filter for odor control
• Front and rear wash modes provide warm water for cleansing
• Oscillating and pulsating sprays
• Heated seat with five temperature settings
• Stainless steel wand with UV-light sanitization
• LED lighting illuminates the bowl to serve as a nightlight
• Warm-air drying system with adjustable air speed
• Available in White (-0) and Biscuit (-96)

C 3-455
ELONGATED CLEANSING TOILET SEAT

K-8298-CR

• Sleek, handheld remote control with two programmable user presets
• Hybrid heater provides continuously heated water for consistent
comfort with five temperature settings
• Automatic deodorization with carbon filter for odor control
• Front and rear wash modes provide warm water for cleansing
• Oscillating or pulsating spray
• Adjustable water temperature and water pressure
• Stainless steel wand with automatic UV-light sanitization
• LED lighting illuminates the bowl to serve as a nightlight
• Available in White (-0)

C 3-050
ELONGATED CLEANSING TOILET SEAT

K-18751

• Side panel offers large buttons for convenient control
• Front and rear wash modes provide warm water for cleansing
• Adjustable water temperature and water pressure
• Stainless steel wand with automatic UV-light sanitization
• Available in White (-0) and Biscuit (-96)

Puretide

®

MANUAL CLEANSING TOILET SEAT

Elongated | K-5724
Round-Front | K-76923

• Manually operated handle requires no batteries or electrical power
• Ambient-temperature water for cleaning
• Adjustable water pressure and wand position
• Self-cleaning wand rinses after each use
• Available in White (-0) and Biscuit (-96)
For more colors and information,
visit KOHLER.com/CleansingSeats
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PUREWARMTH TOILET SEAT
™

PureWarmth
HEATED TOILET SEAT

K-10349

Customize Your Comfort
Treat yourself to the luxurious comfort and soothing ambience of the PureWarmth
heated toilet seat with LED nightlight. With PureWarmth, you can adjust the seat’s
heat level and lighting color/brightness just the way you like.
• Three adjustable warmth settings: Low, medium and high
• Nightlight is adjustable in a variety of colors and brightness levels
• Compatible with the KOHLER® PureWarmth app to adjust seat warmth, lighting
brightness, color choice and set daily schedule
• Hidden cord provides a clean look

PureWarmth at a Glance

App Compatibility

LED Lighting

Heated

Compatible with the KOHLER

Dual LED lighting offers guiding light

Heated toilet seat includes three

PureWarmth app to adjust seat

when lid is down and task light when

adjustable warmth settings for ultimate

warmth and lighting brightness to

lid is lifted.

comfort: low, medium and high.

your daily schedule.
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Purefresh

®

DEODORIZING TOILET SEAT

Elongated | K-5588
Round-front | K-5589

The Sweet Scent of Victory
Our Purefresh toilet seat knocks out unwanted smells by combining a deodorizer
to neutralize odors and a built-in freshener that releases a light scent. We never
compromise when it comes to clean. Why should you?
• A carbon filter deodorizing system is concealed in the seat’s hinge
• Battery-operated; no cords or outlets required
• Quiet fan moves fresh air over the scent pack, emitting a subtle fragrance
• Easily replace batteries, carbon filter and scent pack without removing the seat
• Integrated nightlight with automatic eight-hour cycle
• Choose from Garden Waterfall, Soft & Fresh Laundry or Avocado Spa scents

Nightlight
TOILET SEAT

Easy on the Eyes
The dual LED lighting on nightlight seats provides optimal light
intensity for guidance without disturbing your nighttime vision.
• Choose between two brightness levels: a soft glow or a
brighter illumination
• Color-matched plastic hinges
• Dual LED lighting includes guiding light when lid is down and
task light when lid is lifted
• Illumination cycle with automatic seven-hour nightlight
• Battery-operated—no electrical cords required
• Up to 6 months of battery life (uses 4 AA batteries, not included)

Reveal® Nightlight
Quiet-Close™

Cachet® Nightlight
Quiet-Close

TOILET SEAT

TOILET SEAT

Elongated | K-75792
Round-front | K-75793

Elongated | K-75796
Round-front | K-75758

For more information, visit
KOHLER.com/Nightlight

Transitions Nightlight Quiet-Close
®

TOILET SEAT

Elongated | K-2599

Two Seats in One
The Transitions toilet seat with integrated child seat is designed to accommodate
both adults and children without requiring separate toilet seats.
• Easy for children to use
• Won’t slam down on little fingers
• Nightlight guides you in the dark
• Quick-Release functionality makes it easy to clean
• Ideal for potty training
For more information, visit
KOHLER.com/Transitions
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Tresham® Comfort Height® one-piece compact elongated toilet K-3981-0
Reveal® Quiet-Close™ elongated toilet seat K-4008-0

TOILET SEATS
To coordinate with toilets, toilet seats come in elongated and round-front shapes. You’ll want to
be certain your seat coordinates with the shape of your toilet. Consider a Quiet-Close ™ seat with
convenient features that simplify installation and cleaning, and prevent shifting and slamming.

Cachet® Quiet-Close

Glenbury™ Quiet-Close

TOILET SEAT

TOILET SEAT

French Curve®
TOILET SEAT

Elongated | K-4636 (shown)
Round-front | K-4639

Elongated | K-4733

Elongated Quiet-Close | K-4713 (shown)
Round-front | K-4663

Reveal Quiet-Close

Transitions Quiet-Close

TOILET SEAT

TOILET SEAT

Elongated | K-4008 (shown)
Round-front | K-4009

Elongated | K-4732

®

The Reveal seat combines transitional styling and advanced
technology. The overhanging lid completely conceals the

®

Transitions is designed to accommodate the needs of both
adults and children without requiring separate toilet seats.

seat ring, creating a sleek, unified appearance.

For more information, visit
KOHLER.com/Seats
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Intelligent Toilet Comparisons

Karing
(K-4026)

Karing 2.0
(K-77780)

Veil Floor-Mount
(K-5401)

Veil Floor-Mount
(K-5401-PA)

Veil Wall-Hung
(K-5402)

Numi
(K-3901)

CLEANSING FUNCTIONS
Front Wash

•

Rear Wash

•

•

•

•

•

•

Oscillating and Pulsating Sprays

•

•

•

•

•

•

Adjustable Water Temperature

•

•

•

•

•

•

Adjustable Water Pressure

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Stainless Steel Wand
Water Rinsing of Wand

•

UV Sanitization of Wand
Automatic Bowl Premist
WARMTH & LIGHT
Nightlight

•

•

•

•

•

•

Adjustable Heated Seat

•

•

•

•

•

•

Adjustable Warm-Air Dryer

•

•

•

•

•

•

Automatic Flush

•

•

•

•

•

•

Automatic Open/Close Lid

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Personalized Presets

•

•

Touch-Screen Remote Control

•

•

HANDS-FREE

Automatic Open/Close Seat
Automatic Deodorization

•
•

•

REMOTE CONTROL
•
•

•

•

•

ADVANCED FEATURES
Ambient Lighting

•

Foot Warmer

•

Speakers

•

Wireless Streaming Capability

•

AM/FM Radio

•

Battery-Operated Backup Flush
Gallons Per Flush

•
1.28

1.08

•
0.8/1.28

0.8/1.28

•
0.8/1.6

0.6/1.28

0

0, HB1

GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS
ADA-Compliant

•

Color Options

0

COLORS

White
(0)

Honed Black
(HB1)
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0

0

0

Cleansing Toilet Seat Comparisons

Puretide
(K-5724)

C3 -050
(K-18751)

C3 -125
(K-4737)

C3 -155
(K-8298)

C3 -455
(K-8298-CR)

C3 -230
(K-4108)

Quiet-Close Lid and Seat

•

•

•

•

•

•

Grip Tight Bumpers

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

STANDARD FEATURES

CLEANSING FUNCTIONS
Front & Rear Wash
Oscillating and Pulsating Spray
Adjustable Water Temperature
Adjustable Water Pressure

•

Stainless Steel Wand

•

Water Rinsing of Wand

•

UV Sanitation of Wand

•

•

•

WARMTH & LIGHT
Nightlight

•

•

•

•

Adjustable Heated Seat

•

•

•

•

Adjustable Warm-Air Dryer

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Personalized Presets

•

•

Standard Remote Control

•

HANDS-FREE
Automatic Deodorization
REMOTE CONTROL

Touch-Screen Remote Control

•

GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS
Color Options

0, 96

0, 96

0, 96

0, 96

0

0, 96

NOTE: KOHLER cleansing seats fit most elongated toilets. Visit KOHLER.com/SeatFit to see the KOHLER toilets and cleansing seats compatibility list.

COLORS

White
(0)

Biscuit
(96)
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KOHLER Colors & Finishes
FIXTURE COLORS

White
(0)

Translucent White
(K8)

Honed White
(HW1)

White Impressions
(G81)

White Expressions
(S33)

Dune
(NY)

Dune Impressions
(G82)

Earthen White
(W2)

Sea Salt™
(FF)

Biscuit
(96)

Biscuit Impressions
(G83)

Biscuit Expressions
(S35)

Cane Sugar™
(FD)

Almond
(47)

Almond Expressions
(S34)

Bluestone Rutile
(RB3)

Ice™ Grey
(95)

Ice Grey Expressions
(S36)

Lavender Grey
(GRL)

Translucent Blue
(K7)

Sandbar
(G9)

Sandbar Impressions
(G85)

Oyster Pearl
(SSP)

Cashmere™
(K4)

Cashmere
Impressions (G86)

Translucent Cashmere
(K5)

Basalt™
(FT)

Indigo Blue
(DGB)

Thunder™ Grey
(58)

Thunder Grey
Impressions (G88)

Bourbon Rutile
(RB2)

Black Plum
(PLM)

Black ’n Tan
(KA)

Ebony Pearl
(TB2)

Honed Black
(HB1)

Black Black™
(7)
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BRONZE, MARBLE & GLASS COLORS & FINISHES

White Carrara Marble
(WH)

Grey Foussana
(CS7)

Biancone
(CS6)

Grey Flannel
(K2)

Citron
(K3)

Nero Marquina
(NM)

Ice
(B11)

Translucent Dusk
(TG1)

Dusk
(G1)

Translucent Dew
(TG2)

Dew
(G2)

Translucent Doe
(TG3)

Doe
(G3)

Translucent
Sandalwood (TG7)

Opaque Sandalwood
(G7)

Translucent Sapphire
(G6)

Opaque Sapphire
(G6)

Translucent Stone
(TG8)

Opaque Stone
(G8)

Mirror French Gold
(MF)

Satin
(SU-NA)

Mirror
(MU-NA)

Satin Bronze
(SBV)

Tumbled Bronze
(TF)

Medium Patina
(MP1)
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KOHLER Colors & Finishes
FURNITURE FINISHES

Linen White
(1WA)

Mohair Grey
(1WT)

Walnut Flax
(1WM)

Woodland
(F69)

MEMOIRS® CONSOLE TABLE LEG FINISHES

Polished Chrome
(CP)

Vibrant Brushed
Nickel (BN)
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Vibrant Brushed
Bronze (BV)

Oil-Rubbed
Bronze (2BZ)

Cherry Tweed
(1WG )

Claret Suede
(1WB)

Felt Grey
(1WC)

FAUCET FINISHES

Polished Chrome
(CP)

Brushed Chrome
(G)

Vibrant® Polished
Nickel (SN)

Vibrant Brushed
Nickel (BN)

Vibrant French
Gold (AF)

Vibrant Polished
Brass (PB)

Vibrant Moderne
Brushed Gold (BGD)

Vibrant Rose Gold
(RGD)

Vibrant Ombré Rose
Gold/Polished Nickel
(3RS)

Vibrant Ombré
Titanium/Rose Gold
(3TR)

Vintage Nickel
(VNT)

Vibrant Titanium
(TT)

Oil-Rubbed Bronze
(2BZ)

Matte Black
(BL)

Vibrant Brushed
Bronze (BV)
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Choreograph Collection Colors
®

42" x 36" x 96"

K-97612

•

•

•

42" x 42" x 96"

K-97613

•

•

•

48" x 36" x 96"

K-97614

•

•

•

48" x 48" x 96"

K-99659

•

•

•

60" x 32" x 72"

K-97618

•

•

•

60" x 32" x 96"

K-97615

•

•

•

60" x 36" x 72"

K-97619

•

•

•

60" x 36" x 96"

K-97616

•

•

•

60" x 42" x 72"

K-97620

•

•

•

60" x 42" x 96"

K-97617

•

•

•

60" x 60" x 96"

K-99660

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Stix

•

Hex

•

Cord

•

Brick

K-97611

Textured Designs

Linen

Combos

36" x 36" x 96"

Panel Size

Solids

Naturals

Model
Number

Smooth Designs

•

•

Wall Kits – Width of Back Wall x Width of End Walls x Height

Wall Panels – Width x Height
32" x 72"

K-97605

•

•

32" x 96"

K-97600

•

•

36" x 72"

K-97606

•

•

36" x 96"

K-97601

•

•

42" x 72"

K-97607

•

•

42" x 96"

K-97602

•

•

48" x 96"

K-97603

•

•

60" x 72"

K-97608

•

•

60" x 96"

K-97604

•

•

Accent Panels – Width x Height
60" x 28"

K-97610

•

Multipacks* – Width x Height
32" x 72"

K-96042

36" x 72"

K-96074

60" x 72"

K-96072

White and
Dune Only

*Multipacks include three wall panels of size indicated. Joints are sold separately.

Wall Panel – Solids

White (0)

Dune (NY)

Biscuit (96)

Almond (47)

Ice™ Grey (95)

VeinCut Biscuit
(W08)

VeinCut Sandbar
(W09)

CrossCut Dune
(W10)

CrossCut Biscuit
(W11)

Wall Panel – Naturals

VeinCut Dune
(W07)
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Sandbar (G9)

Wall Panel – Brick

White (T01-0)

Dune (T01-NY)

Biscuit (T01-96)

Almond (T01-47)

Ice™ Grey (T01-95)

Sandbar (T01-G9)

Dune (T02-NY)

Biscuit (T02-96)

Almond (T02-47)

Ice Grey (T02-95)

Sandbar (T02-G9)

Dune (T03-NY)

Biscuit (T03-96)

Almond (T03-47)

Ice Grey (T03-95)

Sandbar (T03-G9)

Dune (T04-NY)

Biscuit (T04-96)

Almond (T04-47)

Ice Grey (T04-95)

Sandbar (T04-G9)

Biscuit (T05-96)

Almond (T05-47)

Ice Grey (T05-95)

Sandbar (T05-G9)

VeinCut Biscuit
back wall/Biscuit end walls
(896)

VeinCut Sandbar back wall/
Sandbar end walls (9G9)

Wall Panel – Cord

White (T02-0)

Accent Panel – Hex

White (T03-0)

Accent Panel – Stix

White (T04-0)

Accent Panel – Linen

Dune (T05-NY)

Color Combinations

VeinCut Dune
back wall/Dune
end walls (7NY)
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Choreograph Collection Colors & Finishes
®

Anodized Dark
Bronze (ABZ)

K-97623

•

•

•

Shower Hook

K-97624

•

•

•

24" Shower Barre

K-97625

•

•

•

36" Shower Barre

K-97626

•

•

•

40" Shower Barre

K-97627

•

•

•

54" Shower Barre

K-97628

•

•

•

Teak Tray

K-97629

9" Shower Locker Storage

K-97630

•

•

•

•

•

•

14" Shower Locker Storage

K-97631

•

•

•

•

•

•

Freestanding Shower Stool

K-97632

•

NA

Anodized Brushed
Nickel (BNK)

21" Floating Shelf

Sandbar (G9)

•

Ice Grey (95)

•

•

Almond (47)

•

•

Biscuit (96)

•

K-97622

Dune (NY)

K-97621

14" Floating Shelf

White (0)

7" Floating Shelf

Name

Model Number

Bright Polished
Silver (SHP)

CHOREOGRAPH ACCESSORIES

Accessories

•

Dune (NY)

Biscuit (96)

Almond (47)

Ice Grey (95)

Sandbar (G9)

Bright Polished
Silver (SHP)

Anodized Brushed
Nickel (BNK)

Anodized Dark
Bronze (ABZ)

72" Corner Joints

K-97735

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

96" Corner Joints

K-97635

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

72" Outside Corner Joints

K-90026

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

96" Outside Corner Joints

K-90028

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

72" Seam Joints

K-97736

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

96" Seam Joints

K-97636

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

72" Wide Seam Joints

K-90037

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

96" Wide Seam Joints

K-90038

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

72" Edge Trim

K-97738

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

96" Edge Trim

K-97638

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

72" Edge Trim With Return

K-90040

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

96" Edge Trim With Return

K-90042

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Window Trim Kit

K-96127

•

•

•

•

•

•

Name

Model Number

White (0)

CHOREOGRAPH JOINTS & TRIM

Joints & Trim (Sets of 2)

72" & 96" corner joint

72" & 96" outside
corner joint

72" & 96" seam joint
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72" & 96" wide
seam joint

72" & 96" edge trim

72" & 96" edge
trim with return

Black Black (7)

Cashmere (K4)

Black ’n Tan (KA)

Sandbar (G9)

Thunder Grey (58)

Ice Grey (95)

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Kathryn

•

•

Memoirs

•

•

•

•

•

•

Purist

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Rely

•

•

•

•

•

Salient

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Tresham

•

•

•

•

•

Basalt (FT)

Almond (47)

•

Biscuit (96)

Dune (NY)

•

Name

Sea Salt (FF)

White (0)

Cane Sugar (FD)

Showering Colors & Finishes

Shower Bases
Archer
Ballast

•

Bellwether
Groove

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•
•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

Shower Stalls
Freewill

•

Sonata

•

•

SHOWER DOOR FINISHES & GLASS PATTERNS

Bright Silver
(SH)

Bright Polished Silver
(SHP)

Brushed Nickel
(NX)

Crystal Clear
(L)

Frosted
(D3)

Falling Lines
(G54)

Matte Nickel
(MX)

Anodized
Brushed Nickel
(BNK)

Brushed Bronze
(ABV)

Anodized
Dark Bronze
(ABZ)
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Bidet Faucet

Floor-Mount Bath Filler

Wall-Mount Bath Faucet

Deck-Mount
Bath Faucet

Showerhead

Handshower

Transfer Valve Trim

Volume Control Valve Trim

Thermostatic Valve Trim

Rite-Temp Pressure-Balancing
Valve Trim

Rite-Temp Pressure-Balancing
Bath/Shower or Shower Trim Set

Monoblock
Sink Faucet

Wall-Mount
Sink Faucet

Widespread
Sink Faucet

Centerset
Sink Faucet

Name

Single-Handle
Sink Faucet

Faucet Features & Finishes

Collection
Alteo

•

Archer
Artifacts

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Bancroft
Bol

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Composed

•

Coralais

•

•

•

•

•

Devonshire

•

•

•

•

•

Elate

•

Fairfax

•

•

•

•

•

•

Falling Water

•

•
•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Finial Traditional

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Forté

•

Honesty
July
Kelston

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

Loure
Margaux

•

•

Components

Kumin

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Memoirs

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Pinstripe

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Purist

•

Refinia

•

Stillness

•
•

•

•
•

Toobi
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•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•
•

•

•
•

•

•

•
•

Collection

•
•

•
•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•
•

•

•
•

•
•

•
•
•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•

•

•
•

•
•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•
•
•

•
•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

Biscuit (96)

White (0)

Matte Black (BL)

Oil-Rubbed Bronze (2BZ)

Vibrant Titanium (TT)

Vintage Nickel (VNT)

Vibrant Ombré Titanium/
Rose Gold (3TR)

Vibrant Ombré Rose Gold/
Polished Nickel (3RS)

Vibrant Rose Gold (RGD)

Vibrant Brushed
Bronze (BV)

Vibrant Moderne
Brushed Gold (BGD)

Vibrant Polished
Brass (PB)

Vibrant French Gold (AF)

Vibrant Brushed
Nickel (BN)

Vibrant Polished
Nickel (SN)

Brushed Chrome (G)

Polished Chrome (CP)

Name

Archer

Alteo

Artifacts

Bancroft

Components

Bol

Composed
Coralais

Elate

Falling Water

•
Devonshire

•
Fairfax

•
Finial Traditional
Forté

Honesty
July

Kelston
Kumin
Loure

Margaux

Pinstripe

Memoirs

•
•
Refinia

Purist

•
•
Stillness

•
•
Toobi
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Tumbler

Robe Hook

Valet

Ceramic Tray

Toilet Tissue Carriage

Double Toilet
Tissue Holder

Vertical Toilet
Tissue Holder

Horizontal Toilet
Tissue Holder

Towel Ring/
Hand Towel Holder

Glass Shelf

Hotelier

24" Double Towel Bar

30" Towel Bar

24" Towel Bar

Name

18" Towel Bar

Accessories & Finishes

Collection
Alteo

•

•

Archer

•

•

Artifacts

•

•

•

•

Bancroft

•

•

•

•

Composed

•

•

•

•

Coralais

•

•

Devonshire

•

•

Fairfax

•

Finial Traditional

•

•

•

•

Forté Traditional

•

•

Kelston

•

•

Loure

•

•

•

•

Margaux

•

•

•

•

Memoirs Stately

•

•

Pinstripe

•

•

•

•

Purist

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•
•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

Refinia
Stillness
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•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

Forté Sculpted

•
•

•
•

•

•
•

•

•

•
•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•

•

•
•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•

•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•

•

•

•
•

•
•

•

•

•
•

•

•

Biscuit (96)

White (0)

Oil-Rubbed Bronze
(2BZ)

Vintage Titanium (TT)

Vintage Nickel (VNT)

Vibrant Rose Gold
(RGD)

Vibrant Brushed
Bronze (BV)

Vibrant Moderne
Brushed Gold (BGD)

Vibrant Polished
Brass (PB)

Vibrant French Gold
(AF)

Vibrant Brushed
Nickel (BN)

Vibrant Polished
Nickel (SN)

Brushed Chrome (G)

Polished Chrome (CP)

Mirror/
Medicine Cabinet

Lighting

Hardware

Soap Dish/Dispenser

Name

Collection

Archer

Alteo

•
Artifacts

•
Bancroft

Composed

Devonshire

Coralais

•
Fairfax

•
Finial Traditional
Forté Sculpted

Forté Traditional
Kelston

Margaux

Loure

Memoirs Stately
Pinstripe

•
•
Refinia

Purist

•
•
Stillness
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Bathing Colors
FREESTANDING BATHS

Bath Name
Abrazo
Archer

Product
Number
K-1800
K-2592*
K-2593*
K-2594*
K-2595*

Ceric

Size

Colors

Lithocast Matte

66" x 31½"

0, HW1

66⅛" x 32½"

W-0, B-96, P5-0, P5-7, P5-96,
P5D-0, P5D-7, P5D-96, PL-PLM,
BL-DGB, LG-GRL

K-20027 (base)
or K-204 (feet)

K-100

Enameled
Cast Iron

72" x 37½"

0, 96

K-102

2BZ, BN, BV,
CP, G, PB, SN

Lithocast Gloss

65" x 31⅛"
60" x 29"

0

Lithocast Gloss

64½" x 29⅞"
66" x 36"

K-1103

0, P5

K-710

Enameled
Cast Iron

Imperator

K-8334

Lithocast Gloss

Memoirs

K-8333
K-8332

Sunstruck With
Fluted Shroud

Sunstruck With
Straight Shroud
Underscore
Oval
Veil

0, 96

Enameled
Cast Iron

Iron Works
Historic

Stargaze With
Straight Shroud

0, 96, 7, GRL,
DGB, PLM

Feet Colors/
Finishes

67¾" x 31¾"

Chess

Stargaze With
Fluted Shroud

Base Colors

61¾" x 31¾"
Acrylic

K-8336
K-8335
K-8337

Rêve

Required
Base/Feet

K-21000

Artifacts

Birthday Bath

Material

K-819
K-894
K-6367*
K-1959*
K-24011*
K-6366*
K-1958*
K-24010*
K-24018*
K-6369*
K-1967*
K-24002*
K-24019*
K-6368*
K-1966*
K-24001*
K-5701*
K-5702*
K-8331

Vintage
K-700

65¾" x 3015⁄16"
66 3⁄16" x 363⁄16"

Lithocast Gloss

5911⁄16" x 34"
6615⁄16" x 31½"

Enameled
Cast Iron

6615⁄16" x 36"
72" x 36"

Acrylic

0
W-0, W-47, W-96, W-NY,
P5-0, P5-47, P5-96, P5-NY,
A-47, B-96
0

0, P5

0
0

F62, F63

0, 96

60" x 34"
72" x 36"
Acrylic

0, 96
60" x 34"
65½" x 35½"

Acrylic

0, 96
60" x 34"
65½" x 35½"

Acrylic

0, 96

60" x 34"
Acrylic

5911⁄16" x 35 ¾"

0, 96

Lithocast Gloss

65 ⅜" x 36 ¾"

0

Enameled
Cast Iron

72" x 42"

0, 47, 96, NY

K-709
K-705

0, 47, 96, NY
WA, WB,
WC, WD

*Accommodates deck-mount faucet installation.

BATH COLORS (INTERIOR/EXTERIOR)

White (0)
Exterior (W)

Honed White
(HW1)

Dune
(NY)

Biscuit (96)
Exterior (B)

Almond (47)
Exterior (A)

Lavender Grey
(GRL)

Indigo Blue
(DGB)

Black Plum
(PLM)

Vibrant®
Brushed Nickel
(BN)

Vibrant
Polished Brass
(PB)

Vibrant
Brushed Bronze
(BV)

Oil-Rubbed
Bronze (2BZ)

Iron Black
(P5)

BALL & CLAW FEET FINISHES

White (0)

Polished Chrome
(CP)
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Brushed Chrome
(G)

Black Black™
(7)

Iron Black
Exterior (P5)

Bathing Colors

Upgrades
Required
Drain

BubbleMassage

Floor-Mount Bath Fillers

Heated
BubbleMassage

Bask

Music

Integral
•
•
•
•

•

K-7272
K-7271

•

Artifacts

Composed

•

•

Kelston

Loure

Margaux

Purist

Refinia

Stillness

•

•

•

•

•

Bath Name
Abrazo
Archer

•
•
•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
Artifacts

K-7159

•

K-106

•

Integral

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Integral
K-7104
K-7178
K-7159
Integral

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Integral

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

K-7272
K-7271

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Birthday Bath

•

Ceric
Chess
Iron Works Historic

•

•
•

•
K-7265
K-37385

K-7265
K-37383
K-37386

•

•

•

•

•

Memoirs
Rêve

Stargaze With
Straight Shroud

Sunstruck With
Fluted Shroud

•
•

•

•

•

•

•
Sunstruck With
Straight Shroud

•
•

Integral

Imperator

Stargaze With
Fluted Shroud
•

•

•

•

•

•
•
•
•

•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

K-7272
K-7271

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

Underscore Oval
Veil
Vintage

K-7159
K-7265

•

•

•

NOTE: For bath and bath filler pairings not listed as compatible, please review specification sheet for more information.

ARTIFACTS® BASE COLORS

White (0)

Biscuit (96)

Lavender Grey
(GRL)

REVE® BASE COLORS

Indigo Blue
(DGB)

Black Plum
(PLM)

Black Black™
(7)

Almond
(47)

Natural Ash
(WA)

Golden Oak
(WB)

Brilliant Blanc
(F62)

Brilliant Ash
(F63)

VINTAGE® BASE COLORS/FINISHES

White
(0)

Dune
(NY)

Biscuit
(96)

Dark Walnut
(WC)

Mahogany
(WD)
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Thunder Grey (58)

Black Black (7)

Black Plum (PLM)

•

Indigo Blue (DGB)

Ice Grey (95)

•

Lavender Grey (GRL)

Almond (47)

Biscuit (96)

Dune (NY)

Honed White (HW1)

Name

White (0)

Bathing Colors

•

•

Specialty Sizes
Consonance

•

•

Riverbath
sok

•

•

•

•

72"
Archer

•

Birthday Bath

•

Mariposa

•

•

•

•

Memoirs

•

•

•

•

Stargaze

•

Sunward

•

•

•

Tea-for-Two

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Underscore Oval

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Underscore Rectangle

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Vintage

•

•

•

•

Windward

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

66"
Abrazo

•

Archer

•

Artifacts

•

Bancroft

•

•

•

•

Bellwether

•

•

•

•

Ceric

•

Imperator

•

Iron Works Historic

•

•

•

•

Maestro

•

Mariposa

•

•

•

•

Memoirs

•

•

•

•

Parity

•

•

Rêve

•

•

Sunstruck

•

•

Sunward

•

•

•

Tea-for-Two

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Underscore Oval

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Underscore Rectangle

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Veil

•
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•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Black Black (7)
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Bancroft

•

•

•

•

Bellwether

•

•

•

•

Ceric

•

Devonshire

•

•

•

•

Dynametric

•

•

•

Expanse

•

•

•

Highbridge

•

•

Hourglass

•

•

•

Mariposa

•

•

•

•

Memoirs

•

•

•

•

Mendota

•

•

•

Serif

•

•

•

Stargaze

•

•

Sunstruck

•

•

Sunward

•

•

•

Tea-for-Two

•

•

•

•

Tercet

•

Underscore Oval

•

•

•

•

Underscore Rectangle

•

•

•

•

Villager

•

•

•

Windward

•

•

Greek

•

•

•

Seaforth

•

•

•

Soissons

•

•

Underscore Cube

•

•

Black Plum (PLM)

Thunder Grey (58)

Indigo Blue (DGB)

•

•

•

White (0)

Lavender Grey (GRL)

•

Ice Grey (95)

•

Almond (47)

•

Biscuit (96)

•

Dune (NY)

Honed White (HW1)

•

Archer

Name
60"

•

•

•

•

•

Under 60"

The baths below are offered in at least seven colors and coordinate with a variety of other KOHLER® collections, so it’s easier
than ever to complete the room by matching colors across products—from bath to toilet to sink. Each bath is offered in a
wide range of sizes with our renowned hydrotherapies. Refer to the charts on pages 210-213 for complete product offering.

Underscore® Oval

Underscore Rectangle

Archer®

Tea-for-Two®
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Bathing Colors
ARCHER® BATHS
Size

Installation

Hydrotherapy

Model Number

Upgrade

Model Number

72" x 36"

Drop-in

Soaking bath

K-1125

Bask heated surface

K-1125-W1

Whirlpool

K-1124

Heater

K-1124-H

Heated BubbleMassage

K-1124-GH

Whirlpool + Heated BubbleMassage

K-1124-XHGH

—

—

Soaking bath

K-1125-LA/RA

Bask heated surface

K-1125-LAW/RAW

Whirlpool

K-1124-LA/RA

Heater

K-1124-HL/HR

Bask heated surface

Alcove with integral apron

Bask heated surface

66" x 32"

Drop-in

60" x 32"

Drop-in

K-1124-GHLA/GHRA

K-1124-GHLAW/GHRAW

Whirlpool + Heated BubbleMassage

K-1125-XGHLA/XGHRA

—

—

Soaking bath

K-1948

Bask heated surface

K-1948-W1

Whirlpool

K-1949

Heater

K-1949-H

K-1949-GH

K-1949-GHW

Whirlpool + Heated BubbleMassage

K-1949-XHGH

—

—

Soaking bath

K-1948-LA/RA

Bask heated surface

K-1948-LAW/RAW

Whirlpool

K-1949-LA/RA

Heater

K-1949-HLA/HRA

Bask heated surface

K-1949-LAW/RAW

Heated BubbleMassage

K-1949-GHLA/GHRA

Whirlpool + Heated BubbleMassage

K-1949-XGHLA/XGHRA

—

K-1949-GHLAW/GHRAW
—

Soaking bath

K-1123

Bask heated surface

K-1123-W1

Whirlpool

K-1122

Heater

K-1122-H

Heated BubbleMassage

K-1122-GH

Whirlpool + Heated BubbleMassage

K-1122-XHGH

—

—

Soaking bath

K-1123-LA/RA

Bask heated surface

K-1123-LAW/RAW

Whirlpool

K-1122-LA/RA

Heater

K-1122-HL/HR

Drop-in

Alcove with integral flange
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K-1122-LAW/RAW

Heated BubbleMassage

K-1122-GHLA/GHRA

K-1122-GHLAW/GHRAW

Whirlpool + Heated BubbleMassage

K-1122-XGHLA/XGHRA

—

—

Soaking bath

K-1946

Bask heated surface

K-1946-W1

Whirlpool

K-1947

Heater

K-1947-H

Bask heated surface

Alcove with integral apron

K-1122-W1
K-1122-GHW

Bask heated surface

60" x 30"

K-1949-W1

Heated BubbleMassage

Bask heated surface

Alcove with integral apron

K-1124-LAW/RAW

Heated BubbleMassage

Bask heated surface

Alcove with integral apron

K-1124-W1
K-1124-GHW

K-1947-W1

Heated BubbleMassage

K-1947-GH

K-1947-GHW

Whirlpool + Heated BubbleMassage

K-1947-XHGH

—

—

Soaking bath

K-1946-LA/RA

Bask heated surface

K-1946-LAW/RAW

Whirlpool

K-1947-LA/RA

Heater

K-1947-HLA/HRA

Bask heated surface

K-1947-LAW/RAW

Heated BubbleMassage

K-1947-GHLA/GHRA

Whirlpool + Heated BubbleMassage

K-1947-XGHLA/XGHRA

—

—

Soaking bath

K-1946-L/R

Bask heated surface

K-1946-LW/RW

Whirlpool

K-1947-L/R

Heater

K-1947-LH/RH

Bask heated surface

K-1947-LW/RW

Heated BubbleMassage

K-1947-GHLF/GHRF

Whirlpool + Heated BubbleMassage

K-1947-XHGHL/XHGHR

K-1947-GHLAW/GHRAW

K-1947-GHLW/GHRW
—

—

TEA-FOR-TWO® BATHS
Size

Installation

Hydrotherapy

Model Number

Upgrade

Model Number

72" x 36"

Drop-in/under-mount

Soaking bath

K-863

—

—

Whirlpool

K-865-H2

Custom pump location

K-865-HB/HD/HM

BubbleMassage

K-865-G0*

—

—

Soaking bath

K-855

—

—

Whirlpool with heater

K-856-H2

Custom pump location

K-865-HE/HN

BubbleMassage

K-856-G0*

—

—

Effervescence + Whirlpool
(with chromatherapy, neckjets
and pillow)

K-856-V

Soaking bath

K-855-L/R

66" x 36"

Alcove with integral flange
66" x 32"

Drop-in/under-mount

Whirlpool with heater

K-856-LH/RH

Soaking bath

K-850

Whirlpool with heater

K-852-H2

Custom pump location

K-852-HB/HE

BubbleMassage

K-852-G0*

—

—

*Additional airjet trim color and finish options are available. See full offering online.
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Bathing Colors
UNDERSCORE® BATHS
Size

Shape

Installation

Hydrotherapy

Model Number

Upgrade

Model Number

72" x 42"

Oval

Drop-in

Soaking bath

K-5717

Bask heated surface

K-5717-W1

Whirlpool with heater

K-5718-H2

—

—

BubbleMassage

K-5718-G

Bask heated surface

K-5718-GW

VibrAcoustic

K-5718-VB

Bask heated surface

K-5718-VBW

Whirlpool + BubbleMassage

K-5718-XH2G

—

—

VibrAcoustic + BubbleMassage

K-5718-GVB

Chromatherapy and Bask heated surface

K-5718-GVBCW

Soaking bath

K-1137

Bask heated surface

K-1137-W1

Whirlpool with heater

K-1174-H2

—

—

BubbleMassage

K-1174-G

Bask heated surface

K-1174-GW

VibrAcoustic

K-1174-VB

Bask heated surface

K-1174-VBW

Whirlpool + BubbleMassage

K-1174-XH2G

—

—

VibrAcoustic + BubbleMassage

K-1174-GVB

Chromatherapy and Bask heated surface

K-1174-GVBCW

Soaking bath

K-1834

Bask heated surface

K-1834-W1

Whirlpool with heater

K-1835-H2

—

—

BubbleMassage

K-1835-G

Bask heated surface

K-1835-GW

VibrAcoustic

K-1835-VB

Bask heated surface

K-1835-VBW

Whirlpool + BubbleMassage

K-1835-XH2G

—

—

VibrAcoustic + BubbleMassage

K-1835-GVB

Chromatherapy and Bask heated surface

K-1835-GVBCW

Soaking bath

K-5715

Bask heated surface

K-5715-W1

Whirlpool with heater

K-5716-H2

—

—

BubbleMassage

K-5716-G

Bask heated surface

K-5716-GW

VibrAcoustic

K-5716-VB

Bask heated surface

K-5716-VBW

Whirlpool + BubbleMassage

K-5716-XH2G

—

—

VibrAcoustic + BubbleMassage

K-5716-GVB

Chromatherapy and Bask heated surface

K-5716-GVBCW

Soaking bath

K-1136

Bask heated surface

K-1136-W1

Whirlpool with heater

K-1173-H2

—

—

BubbleMassage

K-1173-G

Bask heated surface

K-1173-GW

VibrAcoustic

K-1173-VB

Bask heated surface

K-1173-VBW

Whirlpool + BubbleMassage

K-1173-XH2G

—

—

VibrAcoustic + BubbleMassage

K-1173-GVB

Chromatherapy and Bask heated surface

K-1173-GVBCW

Soaking bath

K-1821

Bask heated surface

K-1821-W1

Whirlpool with heater

K-1822-H2

—

—

BubbleMassage

K-1822-G

Bask heated surface

K-1822-GW

VibrAcoustic

K-1822-VB

Bask heated surface

K-1822-VBW

Whirlpool + BubbleMassage

K-1822-XH2G

—

—

VibrAcoustic + BubbleMassage

K-1822-GVB

Chromatherapy and Bask heated surface

K-1822-GVBCW

Soaking bath

K-5713

Bask heated surface

K-5713-W1

Whirlpool with heater

K-5714-H2

—

—

BubbleMassage

K-5714-G

Bask heated surface

K-5714-GW

VibrAcoustic

K-5714-VB

Bask heated surface

K-5714-VBW

Whirlpool + BubbleMassage

K-5714-XH2G

—

—

VibrAcoustic + BubbleMassage

K-5714-GVB

Chromatherapy and Bask heated surface

K-5714-GVBCW

Soaking bath

K-1848

Bask heated surface

K-1848-W1

Whirlpool with heater

K-1849-H2

—

—

BubbleMassage

K-1849-G

Bask heated surface

K-1849-GW

VibrAcoustic

K-1849-VB

Bask heated surface

K-1849-VBW

Whirlpool + BubbleMassage

K-1849-XH2G

—

—

VibrAcoustic + BubbleMassage

K-1849-GVB

Chromatherapy and Bask heated surface

K-1849-GVBCW

72" x 42"

72" x 36"

66" x 36"

66" x 36"

66" x 32"

60" x 36"

60" x 36"

Rectangle

Rectangle

Oval

Rectangle

Rectangle

Oval

Rectangle

Drop-in/under-mount

Drop-in/under-mount

Drop-in/under-mount

Drop-in/under-mount

Drop-in/under-mount

Drop-in/under-mount

Drop-in/under-mount
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Size

Shape

Installation

Hydrotherapy

Model Number

Upgrade

Model Number

60" x 32"

Rectangle

Drop-in/under-mount

Soaking bath

K-1130

Bask heated surface

K-1130-W1

Whirlpool with heater

K-1168-H2

—

—

BubbleMassage

K-1168-G

Bask heated surface

K-1168-GW

VibrAcoustic

K-1168-VB

Bask heated surface

K-1168-VBW

Whirlpool + BubbleMassage

K-1168-XH2G

—

—

VibrAcoustic + BubbleMassage

K-1168-GVB

Chromatherapy and Bask heated surface

K-1168-GVBCW

60" x 32"

Rectangle

Alcove with
integral apron

Soaking bath (21" depth)

K-1957-LA/RA

—

—

Soaking bath (19" depth)

K-20202-LA/RA

60" x 30"

Rectangle

Drop-in/under-mount

Soaking bath

K-1121

Bask heated surface

K-1121-W1

Whirlpool with heater

K-1167-H2

—

—

BubbleMassage

K-1167-G

Chromatherapy

K-1167-GCR

60" x 30"

60" x 30"

Rectangle

Rectangle

Alcove

Alcove with
integral apron

Bask heated surface

K-1167-GW

Chromatherapy and Bask heated surface

K-1167-GCW
K-1167-VBW

VibrAcoustic

K-1167-VB

Bask heated surface

Whirlpool + BubbleMassage

K-1167-XH2G

—

—

VibrAcoustic + BubbleMassage

K-1167-GVB

Chromatherapy and Bask heated surface

K-1167-GVBCW

Soaking bath

K-1121-L/R

Bask heated surface

K-1121-LW/RW

Whirlpool with heater

K-1167-LH2/RH2

—

—

BubbleMassage

K-1167-LFG/RFG

Bask heated surface

K-1167-GLW/GRW

VibrAcoustic

K-1167-LVB/RVB

Bask heated surface

K-1167-VBLW/VBRW

Whirlpool + BubbleMassage

K-1167-XH2GL/XH2RL

—

—

VibrAcoustic + BubbleMassage

K-1167-GVL/GVR

Chromatherapy and Bask heated surface

K-1167-GVCLW/GVCRW

Soaking bath (21" depth)

K-1956-LA/RA

—

—

Soaking bath (19" depth)

K-20201-LA/RA
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Sandbar (G9)

Ice Grey (95)

Lavender Grey
(GRL)

Almond (47)

•

•

•

•

•

•

K-2259/K-30010

•

•

•

•

•

•

Memoirs Stately

K-2269

•

•

•

•

•

•

K-29999

•

•

•

•

•

•

Memoirs Stately 24"

K-29999/K-30007

•

•

•

•

•

•

Memoirs Stately 30"

K-2269/K-30003

•

•

•

•

•

•

Archer

K-2356

•

•

•

•

•

•

Bachata

K-2608

Cane Sugar
(FD)

K-2239/K-30009

Memoirs Classic 27"

Biscuit (96)

Dune (NY)

Memoirs Classic 24"

Name

Model
Number

White (0)

Sea Salt (FF)

Bathroom Sink Colors

Console Tables*

Drop-In

K-2609
Bolero

K-2611
K-2610

Brookline

K-2202

•

•

•

•

•

•

Bryant Oval

K-2699

•

•

•

•

•

•

Bryant Round

K-2714

•

•

•

•

•

•

Cimarron

K-2351

•

•

•

•

•

•

Compass

K-2298

•

•

•

Devonshire

K-2279

•

•

•

•

•

Dolce Vita

K-2815

•

•

•

•

•

Farmington

K-2905

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Iron Plains Capsule

K-20213

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Iron Plains Rectangle

K-5400

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Iron Plains Round

K-20211

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Iron Plains Trough

K-20212

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Iron/Tones

K-2826

•

•

•

•

•

K-2827

•

•

•

•

•

Kathryn

K-2325

•

•

•

•

•

•

Kelston

K-2381

•

•

•

•

•

•

Man’s Lav

K-2885

•

•

•

Memoirs Classic

K-2241

•

•

•

•

•

•

Memoirs Stately

K-2337

•

•

•

•

•

•

Odeon

K-11160

•

Pennington

K-2196

•

•

•

•

•

•

Portrait

K-2189

•

•

•

•

•

•

Rhythm

K-2603

•

Serif

K-2075

•

•

•

•

•

Tahoe

K-2895

•

•

•

Thoreau

K-2907

•

•

•

Tides

K-2839

•

•

•

•

•

Tresham Oval

K-2992

•

•

•

•

•

•

Tresham Rectangle

K-2991

•

•

•

•

•

•

Archer

K-2359

•

•

•

•

•

•

Bancroft

K-2338

•

•

•

•

•

•

K-2347

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Pedestal

Cimarron

K-2362

•

•

*Model numbers listed are for console table tops and legs. Console table legs available in -CP, -BN, -BV, -2BZ. Visit KOHLER.com for more information.
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Satin Bronze
(SBV)

Mirror French
Gold (MF)

Mirror (MU-NA)

Satin (SU-NA)

Black Black
(7)

Black ’n Tan
(KA)

Thunder Grey
(58)

Black Plum
(PLM)

Indigo Blue
(DGB)

Basalt (FT)

Cashmere
(K4)

Name
Console Tables*

•

•

•

Memoirs Classic 24"

•

•

•

Memoirs Classic 27"

•

•

•

Memoirs Stately

•

•

•

•

•

•

Memoirs Stately 24"

•

•

•

Memoirs Stately 30"

•

•

•

Drop-In
Archer
•

•

•

•

Bachata
Bolero

•
•
•

•

•

•

•

Brookline

•

Bryant Oval

•

Bryant Round
Cimarron

•

Compass
•

•

•

•

Devonshire
Farmington

Dolce Vita

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Iron Plains Capsule

•

•

•

•

•

•

Iron Plains Rectangle

•

•

•

•

•

•

Iron Plains Round

•

•

•

•

•

•

Iron Plains Trough

•

Iron Tones

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Kathryn
Kelston
Man’s Lav

•

•

•

Memoirs Classic

•

•

•

Memoirs Stately

•

Pennington

Odeon
•

•

•

Portrait
•

•

•

•

•

Rhythm
Serif
Tahoe
Thoreau

•

•

•

Tides

•

•

•

Tresham Oval

•

•

•

Tresham Rectangle

•

•

•

Archer

•

•

•

Bancroft

•

•

•

Pedestal

•

Cimarron
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Sandbar (G9)

Ice Grey (95)

Lavender Grey
(GRL)

Almond (47)

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Kathryn

K-2322

•

•

•

•

•

•

Memoirs Classic

K-2238

•

•

•

•

•

•

K-2258

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Cane Sugar
(FD)

•

K-2294

Biscuit (96)

Dune (NY)

K-2286

Name

Model
Number

White (0)

Sea Salt (FF)

Bathroom Sink Colors

Pedestal
Devonshire

Memoirs Stately
Rêve
Tresham
Veer

K-2344

•

•

•

•

K-2268

•

•

•

•

K-5149

•

•

•

K-5152

•

K-2844

•

•

•

•

•

•

K-2845

•

•

•

•

•

•

K-5265

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

K-5266

•

•

•

Veil

K-20701

•

•

•

Wellworth

K-2293

•

•

•

Pinoir

K-2035

•

•

•

Rêve

K-5150

•

•

•

K-5148

•

•

•

Archer

K-2355

•

•

•

Bachata

K-2608

Semipedestal

Under-Mount
•

K-2609
Bolero

K-2611
K-2610

Camber

K-2349

•

Canvas

K-2874

•

Caxton Oval

K-2205

•

K-2209

•

K-2210

•

K-2211
K-20000

Caxton Rectangle

•
•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Compass

K-2298

•

•

•

Devonshire

K-2336

•

•

•

•

•

•

K-2350

•

•

•

•

•

•

Garamond

K-2832

•

Iron Plains Capsule

K-20213

•

Iron Plains Rectangle

K-5400

•

Iron Plains Round

K-20211

Iron Plains Trough

K-20212

Iron/Tones

K-2826

•

K-2827

•

K-2297

•

•

•

•

•

•

K-2330

•

•

•

•

•

•

K-2382

•

•

•

•

•

•

Kathryn
Kelston
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•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Satin Bronze
(SBV)

Mirror French
Gold (MF)

Mirror (MU-NA)

Satin (SU-NA)

Black Black
(7)

Black ’n Tan
(KA)

Thunder Grey
(58)

Black Plum
(PLM)

Indigo Blue
(DGB)

Basalt (FT)

Cashmere
(K4)

Name
Pedestal
Devonshire

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Kathryn

•

•

•

Memoirs Classic

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Memoirs Stately
Rêve

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Tresham
Veer

•
•

Veil

Wellworth
Semi-Pedestal
Pinoir
Rêve
Under-Mount
•

•

Archer

•
•

•

•

•

•

Bachata
Bolero

•

Camber
•

•

•

Canvas
Caxton Oval

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Caxton Rectangle

•

•

•

Devonshire

Compass
•

•
•

•

Garamond

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Iron Plains Capsule

•

•

•

•

•

•

Iron Plains Rectangle

•

•

•

•

•

•

Iron Plains Round

•

•

•

•

•

•

Iron Plains Trough

•

•

•

•

Iron/Tones

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

Kathryn
Kelston
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Almond (47)

Ice Grey (95)

Sandbar (G9)

Lavender Grey
(GRL)

Dune (NY)
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Ledges

K-2838

•

Man’s Lav

K-2885

•

Memoirs

K-2339

•

•

Rhythm

K-2602

Serif

K-2824

•

•

Tahoe

K-2890

•

Thoreau

K-2907

•

Verticyl Oval

K-2881

•

•

Verticyl Rectangle

K-2882

•

Verticyl Round

K-2883

•

Vintage

K-2240

•

Name

Biscuit (96)

Cane Sugar
(FD)

White (0)
•

Name

Model
Number
K-2214
K-2215

Model Number

Sea Salt (FF)

Bathroom Sink Colors

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Almond Expressions
(S34)

•

•

Almond (47)

•

Cane Sugar (FD)

•

•

Biscuit Expressions
(S35)

•

•

Biscuit Impressions
(G83)

•

•

Biscuit (96)

•

•

Sea Salt (FF)

•

Dune Impressions
(G82)

•

Dune (NY)

•

White Expressions
(S33)

White Impressions
(G81)

White (0)

Under-Mount
Ladena

w

Vanity-Top
Archer

K-2358

Ceramic/Impressions

K-2777

•

•

•

K-2779

•

•

•

K-2781

•

•

•

K-2783

•

•

•

K-2791

•

•

•

K-2796

•

•

•

K-2798

•

•

•

K-2891

•

•

Iron/Impressions

•

•

•

•

•

K-3048

•

•

•

•

•

•

K-3049

•

•

•

•

•

•

K-3051

•

•

•

•

•

•

K-3052

•

•

•

•

•

•

K-3053

•

•

•

•

•

•

Persuade Curv

K-2956

•

Solid/Expressions

K-5421

•

•

•

K-5422

•

•

•

K-5423

•

•

•

K-5424

•

•

•

K-5433

•

•

•

K-5434

•

•

•

K-5455

•

•

•

K-5456

•

•

•
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•

•

•

•
•
•

•
•
•

•

•
•

•

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•

Black Black (7)

•

Black ’n Tan (KA)

•

Thunder Grey
Impressions (G88)

•

Thunder Grey (58)

•

Black Plum (PLM)

•

Indigo Blue (DGB)

•

Basalt (FT)

•

Cashmere
Impressions (G86)

Cashmere (K4)

Sandbar
Impressions (G85)

Sandbar (G9)

Lavender Grey (GRL)

Ice Grey
Expressions (S36)

Ice Grey (95)
•

•
•

•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Satin Bronze
(SBV)

Mirror French
Gold (MF)

Mirror (MU-NA)

Satin (SU-NA)

Black Black
(7)

Black ’n Tan
(KA)

Thunder Grey
(58)

Black Plum
(PLM)

Indigo Blue
(DGB)

Basalt (FT)

Cashmere
(K4)

Name

Under-Mount
Ladena

Man’s Lav

Ledges

Memoirs
Rhythm
Tahoe

Serif

•
•
•

Verticyl Oval

Thoreau

•
•
•

Verticyl Rectangle

•
•
•

Verticyl Round
Vintage

Vanity-Top

Name

Archer

Ceramic/Impressions

•

Iron/Impressions

Solid/Expressions

Persuade Curv

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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Almond Expressions
(S34)

Almond (47)

Cane Sugar (FD)

Biscuit Expressions
(S35)

Biscuit Impressions
(G83)

Biscuit (96)

Sea Salt (FF)

Dune Impressions
(G82)

Dune (NY)

White Expressions
(S33)

White Impressions
(G81)

White (0)

Name

Model Number

Bathroom Sink Colors

Vanity-Top
Solid/Expressions

Tresham

K-5457

•

•

•

K-5458

•

•

•

K-5459

•

•

•

K-5461

•

•

•

K-5462

•

•

•

K-5765

•

•

•

K-2979

•

•

•

•

Carillon Rectangle
Wading Pool

K-7799

•

•

•

•

Carillon Round Wading Pool

K-7806

•

•

•

•

Chord Wading Pool

K-2331

•

•

•

Conical Bell

K-2200

•

•

DemiLav Wading Pool

K-2833

•

•

Dolce Vita

K-2815

•

Inscribe Wading Pool

K-2388

•

Iron Plains Capsule
Wading Pool

K-20213-B

Vessel

Iron Plains Oval
Wading Pool

Iron Plains Rectangle
Wading Pool

K-20213-P5

•

K-20213-W

•

•
•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

K-5403-B
K-5403-P5

•

K-5403-W

•

•

•
•

K-5400-B
K-5400-P5

•

K-5400-W

•

Iron Plains Round
Wading Pool

K-20211-B

Iron Plains Trough
Wading Pool

K-20212-B

K-20211-P5

•

K-20211-W

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•
•

K-20212-P5

•

K-20212-W

•

Rêve

K-4819

•

Veil

K-20704

•

•

•

Veil Tall

K-20703

•

•

•

Veil Trough

K-20705

•

•

•

Vox Oval

K-99183

•

Vox Rectangle

K-2660

•

K-5373

•

Vox Round

K-14800

Vox Square

K-2661

Vox Trough

K-2749

•

Purist

K-2314

Rêve

K-5027
K-5026

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Wall-Mount
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Black Black (7)

Black ’n Tan (KA)

Thunder Grey
Impressions (G88)

Thunder Grey (58)

Black Plum (PLM)

Indigo Blue (DGB)

Basalt (FT)

Cashmere
Impressions (G86)

Cashmere (K4)

Sandbar
Impressions (G85)

Sandbar (G9)

Lavender Grey (GRL)

Ice Grey
Expressions (S36)

Ice Grey (95)

Name
Vanity-Top
Solid/Expressions

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•

•

Tresham

•

•

•

•

•

Carillon Rectangle
Wading Pool

•

•

•

•

•

Carillon Round Wading Pool

•

•

•

•

•

Conical Bell

•

•

•

DemiLav Wading Pool
Inscribe Wading Pool

Vessel

Chord Wading Pool
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•
•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Dolce Vita

•
•

•

•

•
•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Iron Plains Capsule
Wading Pool

Iron Plains Oval
Wading Pool

Iron Plains Rectangle
Wading Pool

Iron Plains Round
Wading Pool

Iron Plains Trough
Wading Pool

Rêve
•

Veil

•

Veil Tall

•

Veil Trough

•

•

Vox Rectangle

•

•

Vox Round

•

•

Vox Square

Vox Oval

Vox Trough
Wall-Mount
Purist

Rêve
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Artist Editions Patterns & Colors

Antilia

K-2369-B11

Botanical Study

K-14218-BT-0
K-14275-BT-0

Bouclé Muslin

Color Options*

Wall-Mount Sink

Vessel Sink

Under-Mount Sink

Drop-In Sink

Name

Pedestal Sink

®

—

K-14223-BT-0
K-2200-HW

Bouclé Tweed

K-2349-HV

Briolette

K-2200-HV
K-2373

-B11/-TG1/-TG2/-TG3/-TG6/
-TG7/-TG8
—

Caravan Nepal

K-14218-SR1-K7

K-14223-SR1-K7

Caravan Persia

K-14218-SR2-0

K-14223-SR2-0

Derring

K-17889-RL

K-17890-RL
K-17916-RL

-K8/-RB2/-RB3

K-30333
K-30334

-DM1-0/-DM2-0

K-14223-SMC-0

—

K-45922-DE

-K5/-K7

K-14223-VB-0

—

Dutchmaster
Empress Bouquet

K-14273-SMC-0
K-14275-SMC-0

Flight of Fancy

K-14218-FG-0
K-14218-FP-0

Gilded Meadow
Imperial Blue
Inia

K-14218-VB-0
K-14275-VB-0
K-2773

Kallos

-B11/-G1/-G2/-G3/-G6/-G7/-G8/
-TG1/-TG2/-TG3/-TG6/-TG7/-TG8
K-2361

-B11/-TG1/-TG2/-TG3/-TG6/
-TG7/-TG8

Kamala

K-14281-TF

—

Kensho

K-8324
K-8325

-CS6/-CS7

Laureate

K-14174-PD-0
K-14174-PK-0

Lavinia

K-2367

Lilies Lore

K-14297-MP1

Marrakesh

K-14046-BU-96

Mille Fleurs

K-14275-T9-47
K-14218-T9-47

Pallene
Prairie Flowers

—
-B11/-TG1/-TG2/-TG3/-TG6/
-TG7/-TG8
—

K-14223-T9-47
K-14016-B11

K-14271-WF-96

K-14218-WF-96

Ricochet

K-14280-C5

Sartorial Herringbone

K-14218-HD1

K-75748-HD1
K-75749-HD1

Sartorial Paisley

K-14218-FP1

K-75748-FP1
K-75749-FP1

K-14218-SP-G9

K-14223-SP-G9

—

K-77635

K-77714
K-77715

-SSP/-TB2

K-2276

-B11/-TG1/-TG2/-TG3/-TG6/
-TG7/-TG8

Serpentine Bronze

K-14234-SP-G9

Shagreen
Spun Glass

K-2276

Whist
*See pages 194-195 for color reference.
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K-2741

-0/-K5
-0/-7

-B11/-G1/-G2/-G3/-G6/-G7/-G8/
-TG1/-TG2/-TG3/-TG6/-TG7/-TG8

ARTIST EDITIONS® PATTERNS

Botanical Study™

Bouclé Muslin™

Bouclé Tweed™

Briar Rose

Caravan Nepal

Caravan Persia

Derring®

Dutchmaster
Blush Floral™ (DM1)

Dutchmaster
Midnight Floral™ (DM2)

Empress Bouquet™

Flight of Fancy™

Gilded Meadow™

Imperial Blue™

Kamala®

Kensho™

Laureate™

Lilies Lore®

Marrakesh™

Mille Fleurs™

Prairie Flowers™

Ricochet®

Sartorial™ Herringbone

Sartorial Paisley

Serpentine Bronze™

Shagreen
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Black Black (7)

Honed Black (HB1)

Thunder Grey (58)

Cashmere (K4)

Sandbar (G9)

Ice Grey (95)

Almond (47)

Biscuit (96)

Name

Dune (NY)

White (0)

Toilet & Bidet Colors

One-Piece Intelligent Toilets
Karing

•

Numi

•

Veil Floor-Mount

•

Veil Wall-Hung
Veil Wall-Hung With

•

•

C 3-201

Cleansing Seat

•

•

One-Piece Toilets
Adair

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Archer

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Cimarron

•

•

•

•

•

Gabrielle

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Kathryn

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Memoirs

•

•

•

•

•

Memoirs Wall-Hung

•

Portrait

•

•

•

•

Rêve

•

•

•

San Raphael

•

San Raphael (Pressure Lite)

•

•

•

San Souci

•

•

Santa Rosa

•

•

Tresham

•

Veil Wall-Hung With Reveal Seat

•
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•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•
•

Ice Grey (95)

Sandbar (G9)

Cashmere (K4)

Thunder Grey (58)
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Betello

•

•

•

Cimarron

•

•

•

•

Cimarron (10" Rough-In)

•

•

•

Corbelle

•

•

•

Devonshire

•

•

•

•

Highline

•

•

•

Kelston

•

•

•

Memoirs

•

•

Persuade Curv

•

Tresham

•

Wellworth

•

Black Black (7)

Almond (47)

•

Biscuit (96)

•

Dune (NY)

•

White (0)

•

Archer

Name

Honed Black (HB1)

Toilet & Bidet Colors

Two-Piece Toilets

•

•

•

•
•

•
•

•

•

•
•

Bidets
Memoirs

•

San Tropez

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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Black Black (7)

•

Thunder Grey (58)

•

Cashmere (K4)

•

Sandbar (G9)

Almond (47)

•

Ice Grey (95)

Biscuit (96)

Dune (NY)

Earthen White (W2)

Honed White (HW1)

White (0)

Name

Model Number

Toilet Seat Colors

Toilet Seats
Bancroft
Brevia

K-4685

•

K-4774

•

•

•

K-4775

•

•

•

C3-050

K-18751

•

•

C3-125

K-4737

•

•

C3-155

K-8298

•

•

C3-230

K-4108

•

•

C3-455

K-8298-CR

•

Cachet

K-7315

•

K-7316

•

K-75758

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

K-75796

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Cachet Nightlight
Quiet-Close
Cachet Quiet-Close

•

•

•

•

•

•

K-4636

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

K-4639

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

French Curve

K-4663

•

•

•

French Curve
Quiet-Close

K-4713

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Glenbury

K-2598

•

Glenbury Quiet-Close

K-4733

•

Lustra

K-4652

•

K-4654-A

•

K-4655-A

•

K-4662

•

K-4652-A

•

K-4662-A

•
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•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Ice Grey (95)

Sandbar (G9)

Cashmere (K4)

Thunder Grey (58)

Black Black (7)

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

K-75793

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Reveal Quiet-Close

K-4008

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

K-4009

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

K-4748

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Biscuit (96)

•

K-75792

Dune (NY)

K-10349

Reveal Nightlight
Quiet-Close

White (0)

Purewarmth

Name

Model Number

Almond (47)

Earthen White (W2)

Honed White (HW1)

Toilet Seat Colors

Toilet Seats
Primary
Purefresh
Puretide

Saile
Stonewood

K-4686-A

•

K-5588

•

•

K-5589

•

•

K-5724

•

•

K-76923

•

•

K-4814

•

K-4816

•

K-4647

•

K-4648
Transitions Nightlight
Quiet-Close
Transitions
Quiet-Close
Triko

•

•

•

•

•

•

K-2599

•

•

•

K-4732

•

•

•

•
•

K-4712-T

•

•

•

•

K-4716-T

•

•

•

•

K-4726-T

•

•

•

K-4722-T

•

•

•
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Ice Grey (95)

Sandbar (G9)

Cashmere (K4)

Thunder Grey (58)

Black Black (7)

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Two-Piece Toilets

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Bathroom Sinks

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Shower Bases

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Baths

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Freestanding Baths

•

Basalt (FT)

Almond (47)

•

Cane Sugar (FD)

•

Biscuit (96)

Dune (NY)

One-Piece Toilets

Name

Sea Salt (FF)

White (0)

Collection Colors

Archer

•

Cimarron
One-Piece Toilets

•

•

•

•

•

•

Two-Piece Toilets

•

•

•

•

•

•

Bathroom Sinks

•

•

•

•

•

•

Coordinating Baths – Underscore

•

•

•

•

•

Coordinating Freestanding
Baths – Underscore Oval

•

•

•

•
•
•

•

•

•

Devonshire
Two-Piece Toilets

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Bathroom Sinks

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Baths

•

•

•

•

Coordinating Baths – Archer

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Coordinating Freestanding
Baths – Archer

•

•

•

•

Kathryn
One-Piece Toilets

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Bathroom Sinks

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Console Legs*

•

Showering

•

•

Coordinating Baths – Archer

•

•

•

•

•

Two-Piece Toilets

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Bathroom Sinks

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Coordinating Baths – Archer

•

•

•

•

•

Coordinating Freestanding
Baths – Archer

•

•
•

•

•
•

•

•

•
•

•

Kelston

•

*Kathryn brass console table legs also available in -CP, -SN, -BN and -AF, finishes. Visit KOHLER.com for details.

Polished Chrome
(CP)

Vibrant® Polished
Nickel (SN)

Vibrant Brushed
Nickel (BN)
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Vibrant French
Gold (AF)

•

•

Cashmere (K4)

Black Black (7)

Sandbar (G9)

Thunder Grey (58)

Ice Grey (95)

•

•

•

•

•

Two-Piece Toilets

•

•

•

•

•

•

Wall-Hung Toilet

•

Bathroom Sinks

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Shower Bases

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Baths

•

•

•

•

Coordinating Baths – Tea-for-Two

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

One-Piece Toilets

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Bathroom Sinks

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Basalt (FT)

Almond (47)

Cane Sugar (FD)

•

Biscuit (96)

•

Sea Salt (FF)

Dune (NY)

•

White (0)

•

One-Piece Toilets

Name
Memoirs

•
•

Console Legs*

Portrait

Rêve
One-Piece Toilets

•

•

•

Bathroom Sink

•

•

•

Baths

•

Coordinating Baths – Underscore

•

•

•

•

Coordinating Freestanding
Baths – Underscore Oval

•

•

•

Tresham
One-Piece Toilets

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Two-Piece Toilets

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Bathroom Sinks

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Shower Bases

•

•

•

•

•

•

Coordinating Baths – Archer

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Coordinating Freestanding
Baths – Archer

•

•

Veil
Intelligent One-Piece Toilet

•

Intelligent Wall-Hung Toilet

•

Wall-Hung Toilet

•

•

•

Bathroom Sinks

•

•

•

Bath

•

•

•
•

*Memoirs console table legs are available in -CP, -BN, -BV and -2BZ finishes.

Polished Chrome
(CP)

Vibrant® Brushed
Nickel (BN)

Vibrant Brushed
Bronze (BV)

Oil-Rubbed
Bronze (2BZ)
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Acrylic

ADA-Compliant

Alcove

A strong, flex-resistant material, acrylic
has a smooth finish that resists chipping
and cracking, and is easy to clean.

ADA-compliant products will comply with the
Americans with Disabilities Act when installed per
the requirements of the accessibility guidelines.

An alcove is a recessed nook or area within a
room. Fixtures designed for corner or threewall alcove installations feature unfinished
exteriors and tile flanges on two to three
sides. Many of these fixtures include an
integral apron to complete the design.

Bath

BubbleMassage™

Centerset Faucet

KOHLER® baths are ergonomically
crafted to gently support the natural
curves and angles of your body.

BubbleMassage technology pushes air through
airjets positioned along the perimeter of the
bath, creating thousands of bubbles for a
range of tactile and visual sensations. Available
on select models, Heated BubbleMassage
baths incorporate heat into the airjets.

Compact and space efficient, a centerset
faucet fits three-hole sink drillings that
measure 4" from one side to the other. It
often has a connected spout and handles,
although sometimes the spout and handles
are placed close together instead.

Chromatherapy

CleanCoat® Technology

Cleansing Toilet Seat

Chromatherapy uses lights placed around
the bath to infuse the water with color.
Choose a repeating sequence of eight hues,
or choose the color that suits your mood.

This glass surface treatment makes it easier
to remove hard water spots by creating
a protective barrier that repels water and
prevents dirt and minerals from collecting.

A soothing, fresh alternative to toilet tissue,
a cleansing toilet seat features integrated
bidet functionality for a soft, aerated wash.

Comfort Height® Toilet

Concealed Trapway

Console Table

The height of a toilet bowl (with seat) that stands
at the same height as a standard chair, measuring
between 17" and 19" for maximum comfort
and ease when sitting down or standing up.

This feature provides a clean transition at the
back of the toilet base, hiding the trapway
for aesthetic and cleanability purposes.

A beautiful accompaniment to KOHLER vanitytop sinks, console tables work well in bathrooms
where extra storage isn’t essential. Designs range
from clean and crisp to intricate and ornate.

Digital Interface

Digital Showering System

Diverter Valve

Our digital showering system features
intuitive electronic controls that allow you
to operate and customize your shower
experience at the touch of a button.

Our precision-engineered digital thermostatic
valves (DTV Prompt® and DTV+™) can
run and control multiple showering
components with digital controls.

A diverter valve directs water to multiple outlets,
such as to the bath faucet or the showerhead,
allowing you to control separate components
with just one valve. This valve can be used
with a Rite-Temp® pressure-balancing valve
or thermostatic and volume control valves.

Double-Sink Vanity Top

Drop-In

DryLock™

Designed for busy bathrooms, a vanity top
with two sinks provides plenty of room for
simultaneous use by two people.

A drop-in sink or bath has a rim or lip that rests
on the counter while the basin or bath rests
below. Ideal for remodeling, a drop-in sink can
be easily retrofitted to an existing counter.

A simple system for connecting the toilet tank
and bowl on a two-piece toilet, eliminating
bolt holes in the tank and requiring only a
socket wrench.
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Dual-Flush

Effervescence

Elongated Bowl

A water-saving flushing technology that lets
you choose either a half flush or full flush.

Effervescence hydrotherapy is designed to
move water and air gently through unique
ports to create champagne-like bubbles that
cling to your skin and pamper your body.

A toilet bowl having dimensions of
approximately 14" wide by 18½" long
(from the center of the seat hinge holes
to the front edge of the outside rim).

Enamel

Freestanding

Fully Glazed Trapway

A powder coating applied to an iron casting.
When exposed to high temperatures, the coating
melts and bonds to the casting, creating a glasslike surface. The thickness of KOHLER® enamel
provides outstanding protection against chipping
and scratching while offering deep color integrity.

This installation option is ideal when the
bath is the focal point of the room. Often
accessible from all sides, the freestanding
bath highlights the beauty of the design.

All KOHLER toilets have glaze applied
to the trapway—the passageway inside
the bowl—for a smooth surface that
ensures a strong, complete flush.

GPF

GPM

Gravity-Fed Toilet

An abbreviation for “gallons per
flush,” a term used when discussing
water consumption for toilets.

An abbreviation for “gallons per minute,”
a term used when discussing water flow
rates for showerheads and handshowers.

A toilet that relies on the natural
downward pressure of water in a toilet
tank to flush the toilet effectively.

Grip-Tight Rubber Bumpers

Handshower

Integral Apron

Located on the underside of the toilet seat,
Grip-Tight rubber bumpers grip the bowl
to add stability and prevent shifting.

A great option for the family shower,
handshowers can function in place of
or in combination with a wall-mounted
showerhead. We offer both multi- and
single-function handshowers.

Some bathtubs fit into a three-wall recess,
which is ideal for a bath/shower installation.
Many alcove baths include an integral apron
that helps make installation hassle-free.

Integral Flange

Katalyst® Spray

KOHLER Enameled Cast Iron

Several baths and whirlpools have an
integral flange or flat rim along the edge of
the bath that attaches directly to the studs,
helping to prevent water from seeping
behind the bath, tiles or surround.

Katalyst spray is a revolutionary air-induction
system that intensifies water’s rinsing ability and
makes each drop feel bigger and perform better.

KOHLER enameled cast iron is made in part
with recycled material, comes in an array of
colors and has a Lifetime Limited Warranty.*

Komotion® Spray

Kotton® Spray

Koverage® Spray

One of the four flow options on Flipside®
products, Komotion has a circular pattern for
a deeper sense of an exhilarating massage.

Kotton, one of the flow options on Flipside
handshowers and showerheads, it creates
a soft, enveloping sense of relaxation.

Koverage delivers a full-face spray
for superb rinsing performance. It’s
featured on Flipside products.

*Visit KOHLER.com/warranty for full details.
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Kurrent® Spray

Lithocast® Material

MasterClean™ Sprayface

Kurrent, featured on Flipside®, eases
away aches and pains and revitalizes
with a targeted massage spray.

Our strong cast resin material allows for
geometries with dynamic style that are
hand-finished to create crisp detail full of
character. Lithocast Matte has three modern
designs with a finish that captures the beauty
of real stone. The new Lithocast Gloss has a
full spectrum of designs that are lightweight
and have an easy-to-clean gloss finish.

A MasterClean sprayface resists mineral
buildup and makes cleaning easy.

One-Piece Toilet

Overflow Drain

Pedestal Sink

A toilet in which the tank and bowl are
manufactured as a single vitreous china
fixture. Typically, one-piece toilets have a
lower profile than two-piece toilets, with
some featuring a Comfort Height® bowl.

Some sinks have a hole that lets water
drain to help prevent overflow.

A stand-alone fixture, the pedestal sink features
a generous bowl available in multiple sizes
and styles to complement other fixtures.

Pivot Door

Pressure-Balancing Valve

Quick-Attach® Hardware

Also called a swinging or hinge door, a pivot
shower door swings open like a traditional door
and provides an easy-to-access, open shower
environment and a clean, sophisticated look.

The Rite-Temp® pressure-balancing
valve lets you precisely control your water
temperature; three degrees of handle rotation
changes the temperature by 1°F. If the cold
water supply is interrupted, the valve will
automatically reduce the water flow.

Innovative toilet seat hardware speeds installation
and provides a tighter, more secure fit.

Quick-Release™ Functionality

Quiet-Close™ Technology

Rainhead

Functionality that allows you to unlatch the
hinges of the toilet seat for easy seat removal
and convenient cleaning; no tools required.

A KOHLER® technology that allows a toilet
seat to close gently instead of slamming.

Featuring Katalyst® spray technology,
KOHLER rainheads deliver a powerful,
thoroughly drenching shower experience.

Round-Front Bowl

Semiframeless vs. Frameless

Single-Handle Faucet

A toilet bowl having dimensions of
approximately 14" wide by 16½" long
(from the center of the seat hinge holes
to the front edge of the outside rim).

A semiframeless bath or shower door has a
metal frame mounted to the edges of the glass,
adding structure. On a frameless door, heavier,
thicker glass eliminates the need for structural
framing and creates a sleek, contemporary look.

A single-handle faucet allows you to control
water volume and temperature with a single
handle—typically placed above the spout.
It is designed for sinks with a single hole or,
when combined with an escutcheon plate,
for sinks with three centerset holes.

Sliding Doors

Smart Toilet Seat

Thermostatic Valve

Typically chosen for baths and large
showers, sliding doors overlap with
a smooth, quiet sliding action.

A smart seat offers a range of additional
features, including deodorizing options,
enhanced personal hygiene and integrated
lighting, depending on the model.

A valve system that separates volume and
temperature controls. Our MasterShower®
thermostatic valve—featuring an innovative
shuttle design—gives you total control
of your shower environment. The onepiece forged-brass body is built to last
and eliminates potential leak paths.
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Transfer Valve

Trapway

Trim

Used in conjunction with a Rite-Temp®
pressure-balancing valve or with thermostatic
and volume control valves, the three-way
transfer valve lets you choose from six different
outputs with a simple turn of the handle.

The channel in a toilet that connects the bowl
to the waste outlet. The trapway is where
siphonic action takes place, and it’s measured in
terms of the largest diameter ball that can pass
through it. Also referred to as “passageway.”

All shower valves require trim, the controls
you use to adjust water flow and temperature.
Designed to match KOHLER® fixtures
and faucets, shower trim is available in
a wide range of styles and finishes.

Trip Lever

Under-Mount Bath

Under-Mount Sink

A lever, often a handle, depressed to initiate
the toilet flush cycle. Factory-installed trip
levers have a Polished Chrome finish; optional
trim kits offer trip levers in other finishes.

The deck of the bath is mounted beneath
your choice of deck material, such as
tile, solid surface or natural stone.

These sinks mount beneath the counter
to create a seamless counter-to-basin
transition. Sleek style and ease of cleaning
give this installation type its appeal.

Vanity-Top Sink

Vessel and Wading Pool® Sinks

VibrAcoustic®

Designed to coordinate with KOHLER vanity
and console table styles and sizes, vanitytop sinks fit snugly over the entire cabinet or
table and act as both counter and basin.

Vessel sinks are freestanding basins
that rest on the counter—a dramatic
centerpiece for any bathroom. Wading Pool
above-counter sinks, unique to Kohler,
accentuate the movement of water.

VibrAcoustic hydrotherapy combines music,
sound-wave vibration and chromatherapy
in the bath, delivering relaxation that
resonates deep within the body.

Vitreous China

Wall-Mount Faucet

WaterSense®

A term applied to plumbing fixtures that are
comprised of ceramic materials, fired at a high
temperature to form a nonporous body with
exposed surfaces and coated with ceramic glaze.

Mounted on the wall behind the sink, a
wall-mount faucet works well with abovecounter, wall-mount and under-mount
sinks. It provides a streamlined look
and helps keep countertops clear.

WaterSense, a partnership program of the
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency,
seeks to protect the future of the nation’s
water supply by offering people a simple
way to identify water-efficient products.

Whirlpool

Whirlpool Jet

Widespread Faucet

KOHLER whirlpools deliver powerful directed
massage with jets that are fully adjustable
in direction and massage intensity.

Individually and fully adjustable to target
specific areas of the body, KOHLER whirlpool
jets deliver powerful hydromassage.

A widespread faucet features separate hot
and cold handles that are independent from
the spout. It can be mounted on the countertop
or on sinks with three holes that measure
8" to 16" from the outside edges of the holes.
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DESIGN THE LIFE
YOU LOVE.
Design has always embraced a certain level of self-expression.
But unlike the days when tastemakers expressed themselves and
the world adjusted, today personal style is truly at the heart of design.
The objects you surround yourself with, the ideas you’re passionate about,
and how you want to feel in your home are the important details in design.
Quite simply, you and your personality are the key ingredients.
At Kohler we make it our business to help you create bathroom spaces
that work for you. Whether it’s a showstopping powder room to welcome
guests or a master bath designed to elevate your daily routines,
Kohler has a ready solution. We’re here to help you design a home
that is an expression of you and the life you love.
Turn the page to get started.
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